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About Michael Katz 
 
 


An award-winning humorist, entrepreneur and former corporate marketer, Michael Katz 
translates his unique view of everyday life into useful, authentic and entertaining business 
insights.   
 
As Founder and Chief Penguin of Blue Penguin Development, Inc., Michael is a 
recognized expert in the development of electronic newsletters, and helps clients 
significantly increase sales by showing them how to build on their existing relationships. 
 
Since launching Blue Penguin in 2000, Michael has been quoted in The Wall Street 
Journal, The New York Times, Business Week Online, Bloomberg TV, The Boston 
Globe, Fast Company and other national and local media. 
 
He is the author of three books, and has published over 225 issues of his “E-Newsletter 
on E-Newsletters,” a biweekly with 7,000 passionate subscribers in over 40 countries 
around the world. 
 
Michael has an MBA from Boston University and a BA in Psychology from McGill 
University in Montreal.  He also has a second degree black belt in karate (Kempo), a first 
degree black belt in parenting (three children), and is a past winner of the New England 
Press Association award for "Best Humor Columnist."   


 
Contact Michael at: michael@BluePenguinDevelopment.com 
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Overview 
 


OVERVIEW
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Read This First! 
 
E-Newsletter Action Plan
 


TM 


Every client project I work on begins with the development of an “E-Newsletter 
Action PlanTM


 


” – a single document that asks all the questions that need asking and (as 
importantly) keeps track of all the answers in one place.   


Unlike most other marketing projects with which you may be familiar, an E-Newsletter 
has lots and lots of moving parts, all scattered around the universe.  If you don’t keep 
track of them in one comprehensive document, you will find it very difficult to maintain 
control of your newsletter and focus in your writing as you publish it month after month.  
The E-Newsletter Action PlanTM


 
 will help you solve this problem. 


Provided as an additional download, you’ll find a blank E-Newsletter Action PlanTM 
in Microsoft Word format (so that you can edit it). The idea is for you to fill it out and 
use it as your guide as you move through this program and create your own newsletter.  
By the time you get to the end of the workbook, your E-Newsletter Action PlanTM  


 


will be 
complete and you’ll be ready to launch! 


You’ll also find a sample E-Newsletter Action PlanTM


 


 , already filled out, as an 
example for you to draw from. 


 
 
The Very Best of Michael Katz’s E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters 
 
In addition to the materials provided here in the E-Newsletter SystemTM


 


, 
I’ve selected 20 past newsletters I’ve written that specifically address 
the concepts covered in this program.  Any time you see one of the 
icons to the right, you can click on it to be taken directly to a 
newsletter that covers this topic in more depth. (You’ll find them all 
at the back of this document, after the appendices.) 


You don’t have to read these, of course, but if you want even more depth on a 
particular topic, these are cross-referenced for your convenience. 
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Introduction 
 


The secret is out.  Electronic Newsletters - or E-Newsletters, or Ezines, they're all the 
same thing - are the best marketing tool to come along in a long time for a professional 
service provider. 
 
They're forwardable; they're linkable; they're measurable; they're archivable and they're 
wonderfully interactive.   
 
They generate leads; they increase sales; they open up a two way dialogue with clients; 
they position your company as an industry thought leader; and they provide you with an 
instantaneous means for communicating with the outside world. 
 
They have no variable cost, and once set up, they have almost no fixed cost either.    
 
Terrific stuff.   
 
Unfortunately, this silver lining does have a cloud. 
 
Everybody already knows about them.  In the business-to-business world in particular, 
many of us now receive dozens of E-Newsletters each week.  Add on all the social media 
activity – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and others – and we’ve all been forced to become 
aggressive “delete key” users.   
 
That’s a problem.  Because while it’s now relatively easy to publish information, with so 
much noise out there our challenge as professional services providers is to stand out from 
the crowd. 
 
Fortunately, you can make 21st


 
 century information clutter work in your favor. 


It's not that your clients and prospects are tired of receiving useful, relevant, interesting 
information that can help them in their business or personal lives.  In fact, it's just the 
opposite.   
 
They're tired of receiving the self-promoting, irrelevant, "act now while supplies last," in 
your face junk that characterizes most of what passes for E-Newsletters today. 
 
The opportunity for your practice is to create an E-Newsletter that's different; an E-
Newsletter that stands apart from, and above the crowd: 
 
• An E-Newsletter filled with useful, relevant information. 


• An E-Newsletter that's written in a clear, genuine voice; that reflects what it's like to 
do business with your company.   
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• An E-Newsletter that grows your practice by focusing on solidifying relationships 
with your clients and prospects over the long term, not on hard sales and quick 
promotions. 


 
That's what my E-Newsletter System is all about.  I’ve taken all the tips, exercises, 
samples, suggestions and guidelines that I use when I work face-to-face with clients, and 
put them together, in one place, for you.  
 
Anybody can send out an E-Newsletter (when you boil it all down, an E-Newsletter is 
just an email sent in bulk to a list of people).   
 
The challenge is in creating something that people anticipate, open, read, and pass 
along enthusiastically.  That's when the magic starts to happen, and that's what this 
system will show you how to do.  Turn the page now and let’s go! 
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What is an E-Newsletter? 
 
In the interest of making sure we're all on the same page from the beginning, bear with 
me for a few paragraphs while I provide some basic structure and definition regarding E-
Newsletters. 
 
An E-Newsletter is just a glorified e-mail.  You write a message, stick it in an e-mail, 
and send it in bulk to a bunch of people who receive it (as an e-mail) on the other end.  
That's it. 
 
Yes there are many details, moving parts and things to consider in doing it easily and 
effectively, but when you boil it all down, an E-Newsletter is an e-mail from you to them. 
 
To dig a bit deeper, there are three pieces to an E-Newsletter, each of which is covered in 
detail in order in the following pages.  Here they are: 
 
• Content.  What you write and how you write it.   


• Formatting / Layout. How the words are organized on the page.  Fonts, graphics, 
sections, links, etc.  This section covers the set up of the newsletter itself.  


• Delivery / List Management.  Great content and layout are useless without people to 
send it to and a "machine" for sending it.  This section covers how to add, subtract 
and manage the names on your subscriber list, as well as what's involved in getting 
the newsletter out the door efficiently. 


 
Take these three pieces, mix them together, and you've got an E-Newsletter. 
 
 
 
If you want to see some samples, take a minute now to look through Appendix IV.  
I’ve included seven samples – from a range of service professions – to give you a sense 
of what others are doing.  
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Why start an E-Newsletter for your business? 
 
If you already send printed materials out to your contact list – whether as a newsletter or 
in some other fashion – one of the quickest, most tangible benefits you will see in 
switching to an electronic format is a savings in printing and mailing costs.   
 
Obvious.   
 
What's not so obvious at the outset, are the other benefits that an E-Newsletter presents.  
Taken together, these will contribute far more to the success of your business than even 
the significant expense savings that switching from offline printing to online e-mailing 
represents. 
 
Specifically, an E-Newsletter will: 
 
• Increase Lead Generation And Cross Selling - An E-Newsletter keeps you top of 


mind with clients and prospects, and provides an ongoing mechanism for highlighting 
your full range of products and services.   


• Increase Client Lifetime Value - Competitors can buy their way into your market by 
matching your pricing, matching your products and even matching the look and feel 
of your company.  What they can't buy are your relationships.  Every newsletter that 
you send serves to solidify the connection between your company and your clients. 


• Provide A Low Cost, Instantaneous Channel For Sending Messages - Your 
database of e-mail addresses gives you instant access to your clients and prospects.  
With a variable cost approaching zero, you can send alerts, advisories and messages. 


• Position You As A Thought Leader And Innovator - Your E-Newsletter gives you 
a voice in the market; a podium from which to articulate your company vision and 
demonstrate your leadership.  


• Open Up A Two-Way Dialogue With Clients And Prospects - E-Newsletters allow 
recipients to easily and immediately interact with you.  Comments are made, 
information is requested, an exchange of ideas between you and your clients flows 
easily in both directions. 


• Hypercharge Your Existing Marketing Efforts - Your E-Newsletter doesn't 
compete with your web site, print newsletter, social media presence or existing 
marketing materials – it leverages them.  It creates a steady pulse and focus that ties 
your other marketing efforts together. 


 
Keep these benefits in mind as you launch and develop your E-Newsletter.  There's a lot 
more for you here than just saving a few dollars on printing and postage.  
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How much does it cost? 
 


In terms of hard dollars, an E-Newsletter costs practically nothing.  One of the great 
things about going electronic, is that once the format is set up – and assuming you don't 
pay anybody else to write the content for you - the investment to manage the list and 
publish the newsletter (i.e. e-mail it to your subscribers) is minimal.   
 
Even when outsourcing to an E-Newsletter vendor (see Appendix I for more detail on 
outsourcing), it's extremely cheap to keep it running, and for as little as $25 a month 
(depending on the size of your list and the frequency with which you publish), you can 
create a nicely formatted, professional looking E-Newsletter for your business. 
 
To the extent there's a cost, it comes in the form of time spent.  Depending on how 
many people you involve in the process, how fast you write, and how good you are with 
detail, you should figure on about a full day of work per issue to write it, format it and 
send it out. 
 
For most people, that breaks out into about 75% getting the words down on paper, and 
25% for the remaining logistics.   
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Is it really worth the effort? 
 
Look at all the ways you spend time in the name of marketing your business.  You write 
articles for professional journals; you take clients and potential clients to lunch; you send 
holiday cards; you attend trade shows; you comment on blogs; you ask for referrals; you 
make cold calls; you tweet; you attend association meetings.   
 
All of this with the hope of gaining visibility, meeting potential clients, and reinforcing 
existing relationships.  It's a necessary part of running a professional service business, but 
if you think about it, it's very much a hit or miss approach.   
 
An E-Newsletter on the other hand, offers all the benefits of these other approaches, but 
in a much more cost effective and targeted way.  Why wander around business 
meetings hoping to stumble onto a potential new client, when you've got existing 
relationships with clients and others that you're not fully nurturing? 
 
Taking one day per month to connect with your universe of contacts is well worth your 
time, and in terms of ROI, your E-Newsletter will become the most systematic, most 
effective marketing activity your business is engaged in. 
 
 
 
List the things you do currently to market your business.  Identify just 8 hours per 
month of time that you could shake loose by cutting back on some of these activities, and 
you’ll make room for your newsletter: 
 
 


(1) ______Writing Articles____________  Hours: ________ 
 


(2) ______Business Lunches___________  Hours: ________ 
 


(3) ______Cold Calling_______________   Hours: ________ 
 


(4) ______Social Media_______________  Hours: ________ 
 


(5) ______Networking Meetings________  Hours: ________ 
 


(6) _______________________________  Hours: ________ 
 


(7) _______________________________  Hours: ________ 
 


(8) _______________________________  Hours: ________ 
 


(9) _______________________________  Hours: ________ 
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Hasn’t SPAM made it all a waste of time? 
 
There’s no doubt about it, SPAM has decreased the effectiveness of E-Newsletters over 
the last few years, and your readers and potential readers are more aggressive with the 
delete key than ever before.  As a result, many people will tell you that spending time 
on e-mail marketing in this environment is a waste of time. 
 
But, let’s put it into some perspective.  All of us still check e-mail constantly.  A good E-
Newsletter sent to your house list will still be opened 30 – 40% of the people it’s sent to.  
That’s 5?, 10?, 50? times better (you pick) than the percentage of people who read your 
newspaper ads, respond to your direct mail, or accept your unsolicited phone calls. 
 
The fact is, for the professional service provider, an E-Newsletter represents the 
first time in history that she’s ever been able to cost-effectively communicate with 
her entire client and prospect base over and over and over again.  Not only that, but 
thanks to the inherently democratic nature of e-mail (i.e. the big boys don’t get any more 
space in the e-mail inbox than the rest of us), an E-Newsletter gives us the opportunity to 
not just compete with, but outperform our much larger competitors for the attention of 
readers. 
 
In terms of your newsletter, the implication is simple:  Your challenge is to break 
through the clutter and make yours rise to the top of the pile, so that your clients, 
colleagues and prospects consider it worthy of reading (and you, as a result, receive all 
the benefits that go along with that).  SPAM has raised the bar certainly, but the benefits 
that this tool offers are as strong as ever before. 
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How do I know if it's working?  
 
 
 
See the icon to the right?  This, and others like it throughout this 
workbook, refer to specific articles within the included “Best Of” 
special report at the back of this document.  Click the icon and you’ll 
be taken right to it.  
 
 
 
There are a number of ways to gauge the contribution and return on investment of your 
E-Newsletter, some of which will be more obvious and easily measured than others.  
Taken together, these quantitative and qualitative measures will give you an overall 
picture of your E-Newsletter's value to your business. 
 
 
Reduced Expenses.   
 
If you're currently spending hard dollars to market and promote your business (in the 
form of direct mail, newspaper advertising, sponsorships, printed newsletters, or other 
"keep our name in front of people" costs), the launch of your E-Newsletter represents an 
opportunity to cut back on these expenses. 
 
In many cases, the cost of getting your E-Newsletter up and keeping it running can be 
entirely offset by not spending money on other, less productive promotional activities.  
As a first step, therefore, look for ways that you can use your E-Newsletter to reduce your 
existing marketing expenses. 
 
 
Increased Revenue. 
 
Your E-Newsletter will generate leads and sales that are directly attributable to it.  For 
example: 
 
• Current clients will contact you to say, "Your last newsletter made me think of x, 


and we're wondering what it would cost for us to do something like that." 


• Long time readers (who you may have never done business with before) will contact 
you to say, "I've been reading your newsletter for a number of months now, and I like 
what you've got to say.  We have a need for y, can you help us with that?" 


• People you've never heard of will contact you to say, "A colleague of mine gets 
your newsletter and forwarded it to me.  We've been thinking of doing z, do you do 
that sort of thing?" 
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You will have many instances where you can definitively link lead and sales activity to 
your E-Newsletter. 
 
Stronger Business Relationships. 
 
This last aspect of an E-Newsletter's value, although clearly the hardest to quantify, may 
in fact have the most far reaching impact for your business.   
 
Because although an E-Newsletter will both reduce your marketing expenses and lead to 
a measurable increase in sales, its greatest strength is not as a direct marketing tool.  It's 
most valuable as a relationship building tool. 
 
If you measure the contribution of your E-Newsletter simply from the perspective of 
short term, trackable results, you will be missing a lot of what's going on in the 
background.  In order to measure its effectiveness, you need to look much more broadly 
at the impact it's having on your entire business, and in particular, on your overall 
relationship with your clients and prospects. 
 
Because you can't easily measure "relationship strength" (much less its ultimate 
contribution to the bottom line), you will want to track a number of metrics to understand 
how well your E-Newsletter is doing in this respect.  These include: 
 
• The amount of reader feedback received (questions, comments, suggestions).  How 


many inbound e-mails are you getting each month as a result of your E-Newsletter? 


• The number of new subscribers added each month.   


• The number of subscribers who ask to be taken off your list each month. 


• The percent of newsletters that are opened each time you publish (see Appendix I, 
"Outsourcing," for more on how to do this). 


• The number of clicks from links you provide within each newsletter (see Appendix I). 


• The number of newsletters that are forwarded by your readers to other people each 
month (see Appendix I). 


In gauging the relationship building value of your E-Newsletter, what you're looking for 
are signs of reader interest.  Interested, engaged people are the ones who bring you 
their business. 
 
 
Tracking your statistics is simple, and well worth the time it takes.  See an example of 
an Excel spreadsheet layout that you can use to spot trends and track month to month 
progress on the following page. . .  
 


(A functional version of this spreadsheet is included  
as part of the download package you received.) 
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Sample: E-Newsletter Tracking Sheet 
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What's likely to go wrong? 
 
Setting aside the time to get your newsletter out the door on a 
consistent, regular basis is the biggest hurdle you will face in 
realizing the benefits of an E-Newsletter.   
 
Although it may appear to you at this point that things like deciding 
what to write about, settling on a format, and figuring out all the ins 
and outs of the back end logistics, represent the hard part, I assure you 
that as you dig in here and start the ball rolling, all of those details will fall into place. 
 
What I can't guarantee – and the place where most newsletters fail – is your company's 
ability to motivate itself to do this on a regular, ongoing basis.  By month four or five in 
the life of your E-Newsletter (after the honeymoon period is over), many people feel their 
initial enthusiasm begin to wane. 
 
Don’t let it.  Like exercising, you've got to publish regularly and for a period of time, 
before the benefits begin to show up with frequency and clarity.   The good news 
however, is that like exercise, once you get into a regular schedule, it gets easier and 
easier to keep it going.   
 
Commit to 12 months at the outset.  Give your E-Newsletter a chance to have an impact. 
 


 
 


Newsletters Are Like Exercise:  
The Hardest Part Is Sticking With It. 


 
On Your List of Things To Do,  


Publishing Your Newsletter Will  
Never Be Today’s Top Priority. 
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The Three Secrets to an Effective E-Newsletter  
 
The rest of this program covers a lot of ground regarding the production of a quality E-
Newsletter.  Before jumping in with both feet however, I want to call your attention to 
three BIG concepts that I'd like you to keep in mind as you go about your E-Newsletter 
business. 
 
I call them "secrets," because as simple as they are, they are completely ignored by 95% 
of the people and companies producing E-Newsletters today. 
 
Secret #1: Focus on the content 
 
According to my friends at the Boston Public Library, the Harry Potter books have sold, 
collectively, over 400 million copies worldwide; author J.K. Rowling is the first person 
ever to earn a billion dollars as a book author. 
 
Why?  Why do you think the Harry Potter books sell so well?  
 
Is it the binding?  The cover art?  The paper quality?  The distribution network that 
delivered the books to the bookstore?  No, no, no and no. 
 
The difference is the content.  The text of any Harry Potter novel scrawled on the back of 
a restaurant napkin would be a more interesting read than a beautiful, high quality book 
filled with nothing but blank pages. Content is what matters. 
 
Obvious.  And yet in the world of e-mail newsletter “best practices,” you don’t hear a lot 
about content.  Go to E-Newsletter business seminars, read business articles about E-
Newsletters, or listen to the e-mail marketing service providers talk about what matters, 
and content almost never makes it to the top of the list.   
 
Instead, these conversations are overwhelmingly dominated by discussions of tracking, 
formatting, list management and other logistical aspects of E-Newsletter production. 
 
There's nothing wrong with talking about these things (after all, that's what a good chunk 
of this program is about), but it's all irrelevant if the content of your E-Newsletter isn't 
great.  If what you have to say is not interesting, clear, compelling and of use to your 
readers, then everything else is a waste of time; yours and theirs. 
 
As you develop your E-Newsletter, remember Harry Potter.  At the end of the day, 
content is the only differentiator that matters. 
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Secret #2: Remember that the end-user holds all the cards. 
 
Imagine for a moment that you’re the Vice President of Marketing at 
Pepsi.  You have a big (HUGE) marketing budget and you and your 
team of marketing folks decide where, when and how to put Pepsi out 
in the world: Billboards, TV ads, sponsorships, banner ads, charity 
events … you name it.   
 
The truth is, the Vice President of Marketing at Pepsi has more say over how much 
Pepsi is in your life than you do.  He or she buys the space and time to promote the 
products that pop up as you go through your day. 
 
The one place, by contrast, where you have all the power, is your e-mail inbox.  If you 
receive an e-mail from a company or individual and decide that you never want to hear 
from them again, all you need to do is click the “spam” button in your e-mail client and 
they’re gone.  Forever.  Nobody can force or trick or buy their way into your inbox (at 
least not more than once). 
 
As the sender of an E-Newsletter, therefore, you need to be aware that if you want 
all the benefits mentioned throughout this program, you need to write with the end 
user in mind.  If they like you and find your information useful and relevant, they’ll let 
you keep coming back month after month. If they don’t – for whatever reason; they get to 
decide – it’s one click and you’re gone.   
 
As a practical matter, therefore, you need  to tread lightly (i.e. don’t try to sell at every 
turn), provide value and focus on developing a trusting relationship with your readers 
over time.   
 
 
Secret #3: Be Genuine 
 
A few months ago, I attended a local business meeting where I didn't 
know anybody.  After a few minutes of wandering around, I began 
talking to a man named Mark, who owned his own executive 
coaching business.  Terrific guy: warm, friendly, smart and easy to 
talk to.  
 
As it turned out, Mark was just about to launch an E-Newsletter, and 
upon learning what I did for a living, he asked if I would mind taking a look at it.  I said 
sure, send it over. 
 
What a shock.  The newsletter, although filled with useful information and insights, was 
completely without Mark's personality.  It was dry, dull and uncomfortably formal.  It 
was missing the one thing that made Mark stand out in my mind; his vibrant personality. 
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I sent the newsletter back to Mark suggesting some changes, and in particular, 
encouraging him to "speak" to his readers in the same genuine way he welcomed me into 
the meeting the previous week.  He did, and what a difference! 
 
Many of us were taught to write very formally, and in business writing in particular, we 
write as if we are appearing in front of a Senate subcommittee on the importance of being 
serious in the workplace. 
 
Don't do that. E-mail is an informal, one-to-one medium, and the stuff that plays well in 
"The New York Times" reads like dust online.  And now that social media has become 
part of our everyday lives, the expectation for genuine, informal, human interaction has 
become even more prevalent. 
 
Strive to be yourself when you write, and give your readers as much of an authentic 
taste of you in every newsletter as you possibly can. 
 
Creating The Content, Part I – What Do I Write About? 
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Creating The Content, Part I –  
What Do I Write About? 
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What do I write about? 
 
You know a lot more than you may realize.   
 
And although running out of material is one of the biggest fears 
people have - and one of the primary reasons that companies don’t 
launch E-Newsletters in the first place - I have never come across 
anybody who knew enough about a particular industry or topic to 
start a business in it, who didn't also have a nearly endless supply of content to 
choose from. 
 
Remember, your clients and others who have an interest in your area of specialty, don't 
work in it every day the way you do.  The things that are second nature to you, whether 
it's how to purchase home insurance if you're a broker, how to write a press release if 
you're a marketing consultant, or how to avoid a lawsuit if you’re an attorney, are all 
news to those of us on the outside your industry.   
 
These brief, useful nuggets are the things you write about. 
 
The people who are going to read your newsletter have questions.  You on the other hand, 
have answers, opinions, experience, and perspective.  When it comes to your industry, 
you understand what matters and what doesn't, and how all the pieces fit together.   
 
Your challenge in selecting topics therefore, is not having enough to write about …  
it's identifying which things are the most useful, the most interesting and the most 
relevant.   
 
Here's how you get to that: 
 
Print out the next page and write down as many questions


 


 as you can think of 
regarding your business.  Write down the things that your clients, prospective clients, 
colleagues, friends and relatives ask you every day in relation to your work.  When they 
come to you for an insider's perspective, what is it that they want to know? 


"How do I. . .?" 
"Should I. . .?" 
"What do you think about. . .?" 
"How do I know if . . . ?" 
"Is it worth spending money on. . .? 
"What would you recommend for. . .?" 
"What will happen if. . .?" 
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All these individual nuggets of information that you work with and think about and pore 
over every day, are the content of your newsletter.  Take 15 minutes now to begin your 
list, and start thinking about the types of things you can write about. 
Exercise: Questions That I Receive Regarding My Business: 
 
 
 
 


1. _________________________________________________________________ 


2. _________________________________________________________________ 


3. _________________________________________________________________ 


4. _________________________________________________________________ 


5. _________________________________________________________________ 


6. _________________________________________________________________ 


7. _________________________________________________________________ 


8. _________________________________________________________________ 


9. _________________________________________________________________ 


10. _________________________________________________________________ 


11. _________________________________________________________________ 


12. _________________________________________________________________ 


13. _________________________________________________________________ 


14. _________________________________________________________________ 


15. _________________________________________________________________ 


16. _________________________________________________________________ 


17. _________________________________________________________________ 


18. _________________________________________________________________ 


19. _________________________________________________________________ 


20. _________________________________________________________________ 
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QuickTip 
What do I write about? 


 
There's nothing worse than having a great idea for a newsletter column while jogging one 
morning, only to forget what it was entirely when you sit down to write two weeks later. 
 
By keeping your list of column ideas in a place you can easily find (section 6 of the E-
Newsletter Action PlanTM


 


 provides such a place), every time you think of something 
interesting for a future issue, you’ll have a place to put it. 


Not only does this prevent the "What do I write about?" blues, you will be amazed at how 
quickly the good ideas pile up once you have a place to pile them.  When it's time to 
write each month, you simply go to the page, look around for the idea that's most 
compelling, and off you go. 
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How broad or narrow should my topics be? 
 
Remember that one of the key benefits of an E-Newsletter is that it 
reinforces your position as an expert in the eyes of the outside world.  
 
With that in mind, your objective is to match the content of your 
newsletter to the content of your business, so that: 
 


1. You attract readers who are potential clients for whatever 
service you sell. 


2. You remain top of mind among these readers, so that when they have a need on 
this topic they come to you. 


 
Your readers will naturally assume that what you write about is what you do.  
Match the content of your E-Newsletter to the business you are in, and you will 
attract buyers of your services. 
 
In fact, here’s how I like to think about the E-Newsletter content equation.  It’s like a big 
barbell (see diagram). 
 
On the left side is your expertise; the things you know about.  On the right side is your 
target audience; people who look like the clients you want to attract.  The bar in the 
middle – connecting the two – is your E-Newsletter content.  
 
Each time you write, you chip off a piece of what you know and deliver it to those who 
match your profile of a perfect client.  For example, if you’re a small business attorney 
(see E-Newsletter sample 6 in Appendix IV), you offer a bit of legal information each 
month that would be of interest to small business owners. 
 
Simple?  Absolutely. But missed by most E-Newsletter publishers who don’t have a 
clear picture of what they know, who their audience is and how the two fit together.


My 
Expertise 


My 
Target 


Audience 


My 
E-Newsletter 


Content 
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How do I define my target audience? 
 
OK, so you've got the knowledge you need to develop the content.   
 
Knowledge however, is only part of the puzzle.  We've all listened to speakers or read 
articles written by people who were obviously expert in their field, but who were unable 
to communicate effectively.  There's a big difference between knowing something 
yourself and being able to explain it to an audience.    
 
And the biggest barrier to making that happen is being clear on who the audience is. 
Without a clear definition, you won't know what tone of voice to use, which metaphors 
make sense, how much detail to provide, or even which topics are the most compelling. 
 
Defining your newsletter audience is critical.  Here's the best route I've found to 
accomplishing this:  Think about a specific person among your clients or contacts whom 
you want to address your E-Newsletter to.  Not a demographic group; a real live person 
that you know.   
 
Think of it this way.  If the phone were to ring right now and on the other end were the 
“perfect” client, who would it be?  That’s who you write to.   
 
Now think about things like what she does for a living; what her problems are; how much 
she knows about your industry.  As you write your E-Newsletter each month, write it 
to her. 
 
I know that this may seem counterintuitive, since by selecting a single person to 
write to, we are by definition excluding everybody else.  What I've discovered 
however, is that the natural tendency to write to as broad an audience as possible - in the 
hope of appealing to a wide variety of people - results in content that is generic and 
impersonal, the exact opposite of what you're looking for. 
 
To counteract this, you'll want to overcompensate in the other direction by picking a 
single person to talk to.  This in turn leads to focused, genuine, conversational copy; the 
holy grail of E-Newsletter content. 
 
It also, by the way, makes the writing process easier -- writing to a group can be 
intimidating.  Imagining that you’re writing to an individual whom you know and feel 
comfortable with, on the other hand, is often all it takes to ease the writing pressure that 
so many people feel. 
 
Take time now to identify your target audience by filling in question 4 of Appendix II. 
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QuickTip 


Defining the Audience 
 
You may be in a position where you have more than one potential audience for your E-
Newsletter: employees; consumer clients; commercial clients; peers.   
 
The more dissimilar these groups are, the harder it will be for you to deliver content 
that is useful, relevant and interesting across the board.  Keep in mind therefore, that 
there is a point where you are better off creating more than one newsletter, rather than 
trying to speak to many groups through a single, one-size-fits-all vehicle. 
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How do I keep from "giving too much away?" 
 
After doing a presentation to a small business organization on the value of E-Newsletters, 
I was approached by a member of the audience who came up to me with a concerned 
look on his face. 
 
He identified himself as a plumber, and told me that his fear was that by writing a 
newsletter filled with plumbing tips he, "would be giving his expertise away." 
 
I assured him that he had nothing to worry about. 
 
First of all, it's a newsletter, not a textbook.  We're giving away tips, views, nuggets, 
insights.  Reading 12 (or even 52) of these tips a year isn't going to turn me into a master 
plumber.  
 
Secondly, even if he were to write a full length book and send it to his clients, he still 
wouldn't be putting himself out of business.  There are already dozens of "how to" 
plumbing books on bookstore shelves, and if the existence of the information alone were 
enough to put him out of business, it would have happened long ago. 
 
Two things to keep in mind: 
 


1. There's a big difference between reading a newsletter or book, and having 
the expert by your side working on your specific problem.  One is generic, 
one-size-fits-all information.  The other is focused, dedicated attention by an 
experienced professional.  No comparison. 


2. The more you give away – the more trade "secrets" you reveal – the more 
your clients will come to view you as the expert in your field.  And (ironically) 
the more likely they are to hire you to do more work for them, as well as to refer 
you to their friends and colleagues.   
 


The bottom line is that it is virtually impossible to give too much away in your 
newsletter.  Help your readers the way you would a friend, with open, complete, truthful 
information.  The rest will take care of itself. 
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Can I pay somebody else to write the content? 
 
You can, and it’s definitely better than not publishing at all, but I'd encourage you not to. 
 
Remember, one of the reasons we publish an E-Newsletter in the first place is to reveal a 
bit about who we are and what we believe – to develop a relationship.   When you write 
your own newsletter, you give potential clients a taste of what you're like, who you are, 
what you believe in, what you know about your industry, and what doing business with 
you is all about (for existing clients, it's an ongoing reminder of all these things). 
 
If you hire somebody else to come up with topics and write the content, you risk losing 
this real connection.  Now, instead of your newsletter extending your company out to its 
clients, it simply becomes an information piece.  No relationship, no genuine interaction, 
no "here’s what makes us different from all the other firms in the industry." 
 
All that said, having somebody else write or edit the content is manageable, provided you 
keep a couple of guidelines in mind: 
 


1. The ideas should be yours – so that your expertise, perspective and unique point 
of view come through. 


2. It needs to read like you talking (writing) – so that your true personality comes 
through. 


 


Bottom Line:  If you hate writing (or just don't have the time), but still want to reap the 
benefits of an E-Newsletter, go ahead and bring somebody in to work with you.  Just 
make sure that the writer gets the meat of the topic ideas from you, and always give it the 
once over before it goes out the door to ensure that it reads like you wrote it.   
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Should I survey readers to find out what they want? 
 
Reader surveys are a nice way to stir up the conversation between you and your readers.  
They’re inherently interactive, and the results fold back nicely as topics for future issues.   
 
In terms of getting a handle on what people want you to write about however, they tend 
not to be very effective. 
 
The problem is that the response to, "What do you want to read?" surveys is very low.  
And the answers you get aren't necessarily accurate representations of the interests of 
your audience as a whole. 
 
The best way to know what people want to hear about is to train yourself to pay 
attention to what they ask about and talk about during the course of your work 
every day.  The important, burning issues in your industry are already out on the table, 
you simply need to watch for them and pick them up when you see them. 
 
If you do decide to incorporate reader surveys into your newsletter, I recommend a 
service called “Survey Monkey.”  (http://www.surveymonkey.com)  It’s inexpensive and 
easy to use, and allows you to create and link readers to real time, online surveys. 
 
I also recommend that if you conduct a reader survey, you cycle back the responses 
in the following month’s issue.  You have the option of either linking to the results page 
(on SurveyMonkey or whichever vendor you use), or, simply summarizing the results for 
readers.  The key is to close the loop by sharing the results the following month.  This 
helps readers feel that they are part of an ongoing community, and encourages them to 
participate in future surveys. 



http://www.surveymonkey.com/�
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What if I run out of things to write about? 
 
This is a common question, and it stems from an underlying belief that 
there is a limited supply of good topics out there.  If you believe the 
"Good Topic Well" is going to run dry, it makes sense to pace yourself, 
and save some of it for some time in the future. 
 
Believe me, this won't happen.  When you write your E-Newsletter, 
remember that you’re not simply handing over information as if you were ticking through 
the chapters of a text book.  You’re sharing your expertise, reflecting on how current 
happenings in your industry (and the world) are having an impact, offering a point of 
view.   
 
You don’t worry that you’ll run out of things to say to clients at lunch, do you?  Of 
course not, you’ve got a lifetime supply of perspective.  Same with your E-Newsletter 
topics. 
 
The way to produce a great newsletter, is to publish great stuff, month after month 
after month.  Always take the most important, the most compelling, the most insightful 
idea you've got at the moment and use it.   
 
Here's why: 
 


1. Your writing will reflect the urgency that you feel.  The best articles are the 
ones that reflect your current passion, and if you put a topic on the shelf for some 
time in the future, it won't feel the same when you come back to it. 
 


2. You won't run out of the good stuff (really).  In fact, publishing good stuff will 
lead to more great stuff as readers complement you and you sit back and proudly 
view what you've put out into the world. 


 
Give the world the best you've got every time you sit down to write, and you'll never go 
dry.  
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Should I build up a stockpile of articles before I launch? 
 
Whether from concern over running out of content, or concern about not getting around 
to writing each month, some people try to write a bunch of newsletters ahead of time – 
before they launch the first issue – in an attempt to have a supply handy in case they need 
it. 
 
This too is a bad idea. 
 


1. It delays your launch.  Putting off launching,  "until we have two / five / a year's 
worth," will extend your launch date.  The time it takes you to write these to your 
satisfaction is time you could be out there building relationships, developing your 
business and improving your newsletter. 
 


2. The articles won't feel fresh.  Newsletters are primarily a communications tool; 
a proxy for the face-to-face interactions that you'd like to have, but can't have with 
all your contacts every day.  Prewritten articles sound stale. 
 
Imagine if you wrote out all the holiday, birthday, and anniversary cards for your 
spouse, for the entire year, ahead of time.  It might be more efficient, but besides 
not being a real reflection of where you were at that point in time, they would 
read flat and uninspired.   


 
 
Relationships happen in real time, and for your newsletter to be fresh, it needs to be 
written that way as well. 
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Why do we need newsletter sections? 
 
Take a look at any magazine or newspaper.  One thing you’ll notice immediately is that 
they each have recurring sections.  Business; Arts & Leisure; Sports; Letters to the 
Editor; Calendar of Events; etc.  They don’t just randomly drop in content with each 
issue. 
 
There are two good reasons why your newsletter should also have regular sections. 
 
Reason #1: It will make it easier to write.   
 
People often talk about how hard it is to “stare at a blank screen” and write a newsletter.  
I couldn’t agree more, which is why I never start from that point.  I’ve got regular 
sections that I drop into each newsletter, each with its own style, type of content and 
location.  It’s much easier to “fill in the section blanks” each month because the sections 
themselves guide me in thinking about which pieces I need to pull together. 
 
 
Reason #2: It will make it easier to read. 
 
As with the newspaper, your readers will get used to seeing certain sections.  They’ll 
become familiar with them, they’ll look for them, and they’ll prefer some over others.  
All of this helps your readers feel more connected to your newsletter (and you), and it’s 
just one more step towards making your newsletter an effective tool for strengthening the 
relationship between you and your readers. 
 
One last thing. Don’t feel obligated to run every section every issue.  If you don’t 
have any interesting reader feedback one month for example, just skip that section and 
rotate it back in next month when you do.  The newsletter sections are a framework, but 
need not become an ironclad obligation.  Also, the nice thing about an electronic format 
is that empty sections just disappear until you fill them with content. 
 
 
 
Take 15 minutes now to think about your E-Newsletter sections by filling in 
question 8 of Appendix II.  Take a look at the newsletter samples in Appendix IV at the 
back of this program if you need some ideas. 
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Creating The Content, Part II – How do I write? 
 


Creating The Content, Part II –  
How do I write? 
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What do I do if I can't write? 
 
I hear it every day from the professionals I work with: "I can't put out 
an E-Newsletter, I'm a lousy writer."   
 
Here's the good news: Writing a newsletter is a lot more like 
talking than writing.  And for all the complaints I’ve heard about 
writing, I don’t think I’ve ever heard a professional service provider 
complain that he “doesn’t know how to talk.” 
 
Remember, people don't expect to read prose on screen, and they don't want something 
that reads like an article from a local business journal.  They want a piece of you and 
your expertise.   
 
The most effective E-Newsletters are those that sound as if the company leader is 
just talking, filled with all the slang, real life stories and joking around that comes 
out in person. 
 
Relationships happen between people (not between organizations), and the more you can 
write in a genuine, spoken manner, the more it will feel to readers like somebody (i.e. 
you) is really on the other end. 
 
So don't worry about your ability to turn out something that your high school English 
teacher would be proud of.  Turn out something that breaks down the walls between your 
company and your clients and you will be just fine. 
 
Also, if you’re having trouble getting started, go out and buy an inexpensive tape 
recorder (get a digital one, they’re much easier to manage).  Then just speak your 
newsletter into the microphone, and when you’re done, transcribe what you wrote and 
edit as necessary.  If you find talking easier than writing, this is a good way to bridge the 
gap. 
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What's the right mix of promotional vs. "real" content?   
 
One of the biggest mistakes made by company E-Newsletters is that 
the focus is mostly on the company doing the writing.  Here's what we 
have on sale; here's an award that we've just won; here's a seminar we 
are holding next month; here's one of our employees who just got 
promoted, etc.   
 
It's important to include this type of information, but you can't lead with it, nor can you 
let it dominate your E-Newsletter.  If you do, you'll turn people off, they'll unsubscribe, 
and your opportunity for ongoing communication will be reduced. 
 
Here's the rule:  80% of your newsletter should be focused on helping the reader; 
20% should be about you.   
 
Don't worry, you're not, "giving away 80% of the real estate" when you do this.  Your 
newsletter is not a radio ad, it's (all together now). . .a relationship!!  Focus on 
establishing that, and you don't need much space to sell.   
 
Remember, you’re selling in the most effective way possible when you provide 
useful information, and only as an aside, mention what else you're 
working on.  
 
So go ahead, drop in a link to your seminar; mention the award you've 
just won, tell me about how many charities you support.  But do it 
separate from the main body of the newsletter (I have a special 
section devoted to, "Shameless Self Promotion"), and don't do a lot of 
it.  Remember, 80/20. 
 
 


QuickTip 
About Us 


 
Each newsletter should include an "About Us" (or similarly named) section near the end.  
This brief, one or two line summary of what you do – your "elevator statement" – is an 
elegant way to talk about yourself without talking about yourself.   
 
Unlike the "Shameless Self Promotion" section mentioned above which highlights recent 
company accomplishments, the About Us section should be a relatively constant 
statement about your business (Mine is: Blue Penguin Development, Inc. helps 
professional service firms get clients, by showing them how to strengthen relationships 
with the people they already know).  When the day comes that this summary matches up 
with an immediate need of a reader, you will get a call. 
 
Take 15 minutes now to write your “About Us” text in question 20 of Appendix II. 
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Should I hire an editor?  
 
For a professional service business, I advise against the hiring of an editor.   
 
An editor is a trained expert in smoothing the bumps, sanding the edges, and organizing 
thoughts.  And although I'm not suggesting that you go out of your way to write in a 
bumpy, splinter-filled, unorganized way, I am saying that if that's the way you talk, act, 
look and work, then you want all this to shine through.  Your newsletter should read as if 
you are there talking. 
 
All that said, I would recommend that you have somebody else read it through, at least 
for the first few issues.  But not an editor, and preferably not somebody in your industry.  
Believe it or not, the best person for this role tends to be a spouse.  If you've got one of 
those hanging around the house, that's who I would recruit.   
 
Your spouse knows you well enough to determine if your writing sounds genuine, and 
yet in most cases, he/she probably doesn't know as much about your industry as a true 
insider (and therefore will be sensitive to jargon, or writing that assumes the reader 
knows too much). 
 
If you don't have a spouse, see if you can find somebody else who knows you well, and 
whose arm you can twist to help out. 
 
 
 


QuickTip 
Finding Your Voice 


 
Here's a quick test you might want to try. Take one of your newsletters and print it out 
(no graphics, just plain text). Then find two or three other newsletters from firms who do 
the same kind of work as you. Print theirs out the same way.  
 
Now, find somebody who knows you pretty well (a client, friend, spouse) and ask them 
to read through the pile and pick yours out. If they can, you're on the right track. If they 
can't, it means there isn't enough of the "real you" in there. 
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How opinionated should I be? 
 
News is a commodity; expert opinions are priceless. 
 
Your newsletter is an opportunity for your company to become a 
respected voice in your industry, a thought leader.  That requires 
that you express an opinion, explain a concept, take a stand.  It 
requires that you take a position. 
 
If all you are is a secondary source of news, and all your newsletter does is rehash and 
summarize industry events and the thoughts of others, your readers will see that and will 
soon find their way to the original sources of information. 
 
Taking a position is a lot easier than you might think.  You live within your industry 
every day, and you know what’s going on.  You know what's working, what's 
controversial, what's important, and what's just plain stupid.  You can't help but have an 
opinion on what's going on around you.    
 
Your personal point of view is what's most useful to your readers.  Remember, 
they're on the outside looking in, and by giving them your perspective – whether you're 
an attorney, a coach, a marketing consultant, whatever – you are saving them lots of time 
and energy by explaining what's happening and why. 
 
You don't have to be fanatical or obnoxious about where you stand (although some of the 
most interesting E-Newsletters are written by people who are), but you do need to have a 
viewpoint. 
 
Incidentally, there's a very big additional benefit to taking a position.  As you 
confidently state your views each month, you will find – maybe for the first time in the 
history of your company – that you and your coworkers start to gain a greater 
understanding and clarity about what you believe.  Writing your thoughts down forces 
you to focus, which in turn focuses your actions, and ultimately, your business. 
 
Start by looking for where you break ranks with your peers.  Think about the industry 
issues or conventional wisdom that to you, have always seemed misguided.  List three 
that come to mind here: 
 


(1) _________________________________________________    
 


(2) _________________________________________________    
 


(3) _________________________________________________    
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How technical should the E-Newsletter be? 
 
As lawyer Joe Miller in the movie “Philadelphia,” Denzel Washington repeatedly 
interrupts people in mid-sentence with the request that they, “Explain it to me like I’m an 
8 year old.”   
 
Joe Miller would have made a good E-Newsletter writer.   
 
This is not the place to impress your readers with your extensive vocabulary or to 
use a metaphor that only somebody with a master's degree in philosophy can relate 
to.   
 
Even if your subject matter is technical, your writing style should not be, unless you're 
absolutely sure that all the people reading your E-Newsletter are equally capable. 
 
My friend Bruce Horwitz provides a great example of how to do this well.  His monthly 
E-Newsletter – "TechRoadmap Directions" – focuses on providing patent-related 
information to the legal industry.  I don't have a day of law school in my educational 
background, and I frankly couldn't care less about patents.  But I read Bruce's E-
Newsletter because it's funny, interesting, and easy to understand, even for a complete 
outsider like myself. 
 
Keep it simple. 
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Should I copy the experts in my field? 
 
You may be tempted to copy the E-Newsletter approaches of some of the acknowledged 
gurus in your industry, thinking that if he/she does it this way, that's the way it should be 
done.  Generally, this is a bad idea. 
 
First of all, as we've said before, imitating somebody else never works to your advantage.  
If all your newsletter does is copy somebody else's style, I may as well read theirs instead 
of yours. 
 
Second, the gurus are often successful despite themselves.  Management expert Tom 
Peters comes to mind for example, as somebody who breaks every rule in the book when 
he publishes his rambling, ranting, unformatted, unedited, once in a while E-Newsletter.   
 
Tom can get away with it because he is at the point in his career that people are willing to 
wade through all the communication barriers he inserts, just to get to the gems that he 
always seems to deliver.  For the rest of us, we need to remove the obstacles, not assume 
that readers will climb over them to get to the good stuff. 
 
Read what the experts have to say, but have the confidence to blaze your own trail. 
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How much hyperlinking is appropriate? 
 
One of the great benefits of an electronic newsletter (and the web in general) is the ease 
with which anybody can connect together pieces of information.  "Hyperlinking" is the 
act of creating a clickable link from one place (like your E-Newsletter) to another place 
on the web. 
 
It's easy, it's natural (when you mention a person, company, event, article, etc.), and it 
requires no prior permission from the place you link to (as long as the place you link to is 
open and available to anybody surfing the web).  
 
Hyperlinking is what the web is all about, and in many ways, provides a third dimension 
to the static text on a page characteristic of hard copy print. 
 
In terms of how much to hyperlink, think in terms of a lunchtime business 
conversation, and (as long as we're talking about lunch) "lightly salt" hyperlinks 
throughout your newsletter.   
 
Just as you would very likely mention relevant people, places and things to a lunchtime 
companion, use that same approach to creating links.   
 
Keep in mind however, that you're not trying to be an encyclopedia; you're playing the 
role of the informed expert.  Use your knowledge of useful, interesting and relevant 
resources to round out what you've got to say.   
 
By finding the balance between your own original thoughts and the thoughts of others, 
you will cement your position as a connected expert who knows the field. 
 
 
Turn the page for some examples of hyperlinking within an E-Newsletter. 
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Sample: Hyperlinking within a newsletter 
 
 


1. Referencing one of your own previous newsletters.  Remember, each month 
you’ve got new readers (and old readers who may not have read all of your 
previous issues).  When you link to your past newsletters you “reuse” your 
own content, as well as drive people to your web site where your newsletters 
are archived (both good). 
 
Sample: “Our last newsletter (A Different Kind Of E-Newsletter


2. Linking to people/companies you mention.  When people send you 
feedback or clients are willing to serve as examples (get permission first!), 
you should hyperlink to their respective web sites.  They’ll appreciate the 
recognition and site traffic, and your readers will be curious to learn more 
about the companies and people you discuss. 
 
Sample: “Congratulations to Blue Penguin Development client 


) explained how 
to use a “sequenced newsletter series," a different spin on the traditional, 
monthly newsletter that we usually talk about.  Today we look at . . . .” 
 
This link included the name of the last newsletter and linked directly to it in 
our archive.  
 
 


Widett and 
McCarthy


3. Linking to books, articles, companies, publications.  As a thought leader in 
your industry, it’s natural to include references to relevant information.  When 
you do, create a hyperlink so that readers can find the original source. 
 
Sample: “In his book ‘


, on the launch of its newsletter, ‘Marijo McCarthy's Legal Briefs: 
Practical legal insights for the time and resource constrained smaller 
business owner.’”   
 
This link went to the archived newsletter of our client, Widett and McCarthy. 
 
 


Permission Marketing


 
 


,’ Seth Godin mentioned . . . “ 
 
This link went directly to Seth’s book on Amazon.com. 


Note that whenever possible, the hyperlinks go directly to the piece of 
information in question.  Don’t ask your readers to go find the book on Amazon 
– take them all the way there. 
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Why use stories and metaphors? 
 
People like hearing stories.  They're easy to digest and easy to 
remember, and they add a personal touch to what might otherwise be a 
dry business discussion.   
 
Where possible, weave stories from your own life into your newsletter.   
 
• Talk about projects you've done with clients. 


• Reference personal experiences with your kids, your hobbies or your friends, as lead-
ins to a bigger concept 


• Use metaphors we all understand as a means of clarifying a key point. 
 
Dry facts and intelligent insight by themselves are not enough to make your E-Newsletter 
engaging.  Readers need a hook and real world point of reference to easily assimilate 
what you've got to say, and a story that they can understand and remember goes a long 
way in getting your point across. 
 
Here are some samples of newsletters I’ve written that tie events in my life to 
business lessons for my readers: 
  
A conversation with my daughter, Emily. 
http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2006_03_31.html 
 
A story about my dog, Abbie. 
http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2009_02_27.html   
 
A story about my doctor. 
http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2008_03_21.html    
 
 



http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2006_03_31.html�

http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2009_02_27.html�

http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/newsletters/2008_03_21.html�
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How and why should I mention my clients in my newsletter? 
 
If you can work (positive!) client experiences into your newsletter, everybody benefits. 
 


• Your client benefits because her business is given exposure to your audience.   


• You benefit because you get to demonstrate that you know what you're talking 
about (i.e. you help real people solve real problems), and that you're somebody 
who takes care of his clients (i.e. gets them publicity).   


• Your reader benefits because client stories provide tangible examples of problems 
solved, and are excellent tools for showing the reader what he can do to improve 
his own circumstances. 


 
 
 


QuickTip 
Using Client Names 


 
Get permission before ever using a client's name. 
 
In fact, to be especially careful not to damage a client relationship in any way, I typically 
write the newsletter text and share it with my client before publication, to make sure that 
every word of what I intend to say is pre-approved. 
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Why is reader feedback so important? 
 


One of the most useful aspects of sending a newsletter electronically is the ability of 
readers to easily and instantly send their thoughts back upstream to you.  Not even the 
most widely circulated print publication can match your ability to immediately know 
what readers are thinking. 
 
This feedback is extremely valuable for two reasons: 
 


1. The information is useful.  The arrival of your E-Newsletter into the mailbox of 
your readers will often remind them of some aspect of doing business with you, 
and prompt a comment.  Suddenly, readers who never would have bothered to 
pick up the phone or send a note, won't think anything of shooting off a quick e-
mail to complain, compliment or question something about your business.   
 
Engaging these commenting readers in a dialogue is tremendously valuable in 
both improving your relationship with that particular person, as well as in using 
these comments to improve the way you run your business. 


 


2. Reader feedback reduces reader turnover.  Feedback from readers can (and 
should) be cycled back into future newsletters.  Not only do the writers enjoy 
seeing their words and name in print, but it shows other readers that there are 
other people out there reading what they're reading.  This helps to create a sense 
of community and membership, and is very powerful in stemming unsubscribes to 
your E-Newsletter.   


 
 


QuickTip 
Reader Feedback 


 
Most people who send you comments will be thrilled to have those comments and their 
name appear in a feedback section of a future newsletter.  But always make sure you first 
get permission.   
 
Simply send an e-mail back thanking the reader, and ask if you can use what they said in 
a future issue.  Do it immediately… you may not be able to get a hold of these people in a 
month when you’re ready to publish your next edition. 
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How do I get readers to give me feedback?   
 
OK, so feedback is a good thing.  But how do you make it happen?   
 
• The most effective means for getting readers to speak up, is to showcase 


feedback from other readers.  When I see that other readers are making comments, 
and that these comments are welcomed (and in fact, celebrated) by the company that 
writes the newsletter, I am much more likely to send my thoughts as well.  


 
• The second way is to explicitly ask for feedback at every turn.  Most people need 


a lot of prompting to get them to speak up, and your job is to prompt them.  That 
means that in every newsletter you send there should be within it a, "click here to tell 
us what you think," or similarly worded link.   
 
Also, when you make a point on a particularly interesting or controversial topic, 
invite your readers to speak up, by saying something like: "Do you agree?” 
(Interestingly, asking Yes/No questions such as “Do you agree?” tends to generate 
more feedback than more open ended questions like “Share your thoughts.”) 
 
I also recommend including the phrase, “I answer every e-mail” when asking for 
feedback.  That makes it clear that sending a comment will result in a response. 


 
• Finally, make it easy for your readers to send comments.  Make sure you've got it 


set up so that by simply clicking "reply," I can respond as I would to any other e-mail 
I receive.  Don't force a reader – as some E-Newsletters do – to type in some other 
address to "send feedback," or to go to a web site to fill in a "feedback form."  These 
seemingly minor additional steps will drastically


 


 reduce the amount of input you get 
from readers. 
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Formatting And Layout  
 


Formatting And Layout  
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Should I send the newsletter in HTML (graphical) or plain text? 
 
Back when E-Newsletters first came into use, most professionals had little choice but to 
send plain text emails.  It was just too difficult and expensive to create an HTML 
newsletter each month. 
 
Eventually, as e-mail vendors began offering graphical templates, it became fairly easy 
for non-technical businesspeople to create full color, nicely formatted newsletters with 
imbedded images. 
 
Today, there are two schools of thought regarding which is the best approach, and 
although my preference is for HTML, there are plenty of excellent, all text newsletters 
out there. 
 
On the text side, there are three important advantages: 
 


1. Text emails are less likely to be (accidentally) filtered as SPAM.  For 
reasons that you probably don’t care about, sending HTML e-mail increases 
the chance that your e-mail will never arrive.  Particularly if your audience is 
in financial services and other industries where security concerns are high, 
text emails will have an easier time getting through. 
 


2. Text emails keep the focus on the content.  The problem with beautiful E-
Newsletters is that those who produce them tend to forget that the words are 
what matter most; it’s very easy to get caught up in layout and design 
elements.  If you publish your newsletter in plain text on the other hand, you’ll 
have less trouble staying on track. 
 


3. Text feels more personal.  The vast majority of e-mails we send and receive 
every day are one-to-one and plain text.  Newsletters from companies, on the 
other hand, tend to be HTML.  If you send your newsletter in plain text, it 
feels more personal – in this respect, that fact that it’s less polished works to 
your advantage in building a relationship. 


 
That said, I recommend sending your newsletter in HTML for a number of reasons: 
 


1. Studies have shown that HTML e-mail has a much higher read rate and click 
through rate than plain text.  
 


2. An HTML E-Newsletter that resembles your web site, includes your logo, and 
has the freedom to use bold, italic and other visual tools for emphasizing 
points, looks more professional and is easier to read.  
 


3. An HTML E-Newsletter requires more upfront effort than its plain text 
counterpart, and therefore implies to your readers that there's some 
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commitment on your part in putting this out on a regular basis. 
 


4. Most importantly, HTML newsletters provide tracking data such as open 
rates and click rates (See Appendix I for more on this).  Text newsletters 
do not have this capability, and you forgo a great deal of insight regarding 
what’s going on behind the scenes if you send a text only newsletter. 


 
Another option is to create two versions of each newsletter – one text and one 
HTML – and give your readers the choice of which one they want when they sign up.  
Many e-mail vendors accommodate this arrangement, and it really comes down to 
whether or not you feel the need to make the extra effort.   
 
(By the way, if the suggestion of two versions has your head spinning, don’t worry about 
it.  Pick one approach and just do that.)  
 
 
 
 
 
 


QuickTip 
HTML 


 
There's so much you can do with an HTML newsletter, that it's easy to get distracted and 
forget about the need for well written content.  To combat this, write your newsletter each 
month as a plain word document, without any concern for how it will ultimately look, 
and completely independent of whatever HTML template you use. 
 
This way, you'll be separating what you've got to say from the way it looks, ensuring that 
when the final package comes together, you'll have both the steak and the sizzle covered. 
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Should I pay to have my E-Newsletter professionally designed?  
 
Most e-mail service providers (see Appendix I for more on this topic) 
offer HTML templates that you can use as a starting point in setting up 
your newsletter.  These are customizable to varying degrees, allowing 
you to change colors, fonts, insert images, etc. 
 
It’s great stuff, and depending on the vendor you select, some of these 
template customization tools are quite good. 
 
The limiting factor, however, tends to be in your skills as a designer.  So while you 
may be able to figure out how to use the customization tools, this doesn’t make you a 
professional (any more than giving you a video camera makes you Stephen Spielberg). 
 
So, while you may want to start out with just a custom template that you play around with 
yourself, I’m in favor of moving as soon as you can to hiring a professional.     
 
In terms of cost, a professional design runs $500 - $1,000, depending on whom you hire 
and how long it takes to create something you’re happy with.  Your e-mail service 
provider may offer design services at an additional charge and/or allow you to have a 
design done elsewhere and then used within their system (call and ask how this works 
before you sign on with a particular e-mail service provider). 
 
The good news about getting a professional design is that it’s a one-time cost – you pay 
once and unless you want to make a significant change to the look later on, you never 
again need the designer involved.   
 
Keep in mind as well that you don’t need to make this decision at the beginning and 
live with it forever. You can launch your newsletter with a template that you customize 
yourself, live with it for a few months or a year, and then switch over, if and when you 
decide to take it up a step. 
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Can I just send the newsletter as an e-mail attachment? 
 
A workaround to the formatting dilemma discussed in the previous section is to send the 
newsletter as an attachment, usually as a Word document or a PDF file.   
 
There are a number of very good reasons for not doing this: 
 


1. It only works if the recipient has the same software as the software you use to 
create the file (e.g. Word, Acrobat).  Otherwise, they won't be able to open the 
newsletter. 


2. Viruses come as attachments.  Many people (myself included) will not open e-
mail attachments from people they don't know well.  Since many people on your 
list will fall into this category, you will have a large negative impact on your open 
rate if you go this route. 


3. It introduces an additional step.  Our goal is to maximize the number of people 
who open the newsletter when we send it.  An attachment requires the recipient to 
not just open the e-mail, but to click on the attachment and wait for it to open as 
well.  Every additional barrier that you put in the way will reduce readership, and 
this is a significant one. 


4. Attachments can be big files.  Large attachments take extra time to download 
and take up extra space in recipients’ in-boxes.  Both add up to an annoyance. 


 


As one of my colleagues likes to say, “Sending a newsletter as an attachment is just 
another way of saying ‘Somebody put me in charge of the company newsletter and I 
don’t know what I’m doing.’”  Please don’t do this. 
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What's the best editorial format?    
 


This question comes up a lot, and the answer is. . .  
 
. . . there is no best editorial format.   
 
I've seen excellent E-Newsletters with a main article and a few tidbits; I've seen excellent 
E-Newsletters that have a single, simple thought and nothing more; and I've seen 
excellent E-Newsletters that have several small snippets on a given theme. 
 
There is no one-size-fits-all winning formula for E-Newsletter layout, and provided you 
follow the other guidelines discussed in this program, you have a lot of freedom to 
develop a format that feels right to you. 
 
One thing the best ones do have in common however, is that they make a single, 
clear point.  Whether one article or several, there's a central theme with each issue, and 
the reader walks away having learned something that he or she can easily remember.   
 
Every time you sit down to write your E-Newsletter, therefore, make sure you are clear 
on what this single point is (hint: if you can't write a clear, catchy headline, you probably 
haven't yet isolated that single point). 
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How long should my newsletter be? 
 
If you could write an effective E-Newsletter with just one word, that would be perfect.  
Since that’s not so easy to do, shoot for 500 – 700 words. 
 
Here's why; 
 


• It's hard to read on a computer screen.  Study after study has been done and 
they all reach the same conclusion: nobody likes it.  If your E-Newsletter is too 
long, people will bail out, or worse yet, unsubscribe. 


• If your E-Newsletters are long – regardless of how good they are – your readers 
will learn this after a while, and will tend to, "save this for when I have a few 
spare minutes."  Unfortunately, in the lives of busy people this translates into 
saving this (unopened) until approximately forever.    


 


At 500 - 700 words, you've got plenty of space to make a good strong point, without fear 
that you'll be moved to the "someday" pile.  Make it as long as it needs to be, and no 
longer. 
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How important is the newsletter name? 
 
Naming your E-Newsletter may seem like a trivial piece of non-business fluff.  It's not; 
it's all a part of creating something that people will read and remember.   
 
Lots of companies don't bother titling their newsletters at all, or if they do, they name it 
something mind-numbing like, "Community Bank's Monthly Newsletter." 
 
Yawn.  Imagine if Stephen King called his next book, Book #28 by Stephen King.  
Somehow, calling it Misery
 


 is a lot more compelling. 


The purpose of a title is to create a brand, a buzz, a theme for what your E-Newsletter is 
all about.  It's intended to give your readers (and prospective readers) a sense of its 
contents.   
 
Don't be shy here, come up with something catchy and clever that people will think 
about, tell their friends about, and remember.  Marketing is largely about standing out 
from the crowd, and your E-Newsletter title is a key piece to making that happen. 
 
In addition to the main title, your E-Newsletter should have a subheading. 
 
My newsletter for example, is called, “Michael Katz’s E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters,” 
with the subheading, "a free biweekly guide to creating, writing and managing effective 
e-newsletters.”  The first time you see that, you have a pretty good idea of whether or not 
you want to keep reading.  It tells what the benefit is and what it's all about.   
 
A good subheading helps in a couple of ways:   
 


• It reminds people what they've subscribed to.  In the barrage of e-mails that 
your readers receive on a daily basis, some of them may forget from month to 
month who you are and what you write about, or even that they opted in to 
receive your E-Newsletter in the first place.  Every time they open it they need to 
be reoriented.   
 


• It helps new readers.  When one of your subscribers forwards your newsletter on 
to a friend (one of the main benefits of writing in the electronic world in the first 
place) a good descriptive subheading will serve to properly orient the new reader, 
who very likely has never even heard of you.   


 
 
 
 
 
See examples of newsletter names and subheadings on the following page. . .  
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Sample: E-Newsletter Names and Subheadings 
 
 
1. 
 


 
 
 
 
2. 
 


 
 
 


 
 


 
3. 


 
 
 
 
 
4. 
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Should I sign the newsletter? 
 
Absolutely.  Remember, this is a letter, not a newspaper article.  For 
maximum relationship-building power, every newsletter should have 
your name, title and contact information in it. 
 
 
The approach I like best is to "hand deliver" the newsletter. 
 
Similar to scribbling a message on a sticky note and attaching it to an article that you 
might send to a colleague or client, include a brief, opening statement with each issue.   
 
Say hello, mention something topical (the weather, how bad the Red Sox are, whatever), 
give a quick overview of what this issue is all about, and sign your name as you would 
any other business letter. 
 
You've got a lot of freedom to connect here – much more so than in a printed newspaper 
or magazine – and the last thing you want to do is copy the stodgy, impersonal set-up of 
most print articles.   
 
Remind your readers that there are human beings behind the company walls – sign your 
name and say hello! 
 
 
 


QuickTip 
Sign Your Name 


 
You don't need to include an actual image of your signature here (although if you can get 
that to work, that's terrific).   
 
Simply including your full name and title accomplishes what we're talking about in this 
section. 
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Sample: E-Newsletter Opening Notes 
 
 
(From one of my newsletters. . . ) 
 
Welcome! 
 
Father's Day is just a few short days away, so if you haven't finished your shopping 
(members of my immediate family, I'm talking to you), quit reading this newsletter and 
get yourself over to the mall. Everybody else, feel free to keep reading.  
 
Today we talk about leads. An important piece of any successful marketing strategy, 
no doubt about it. What you may not be considering however, is that not all leads 
are of equal value to your business.  
 
I look forward to your thoughts and comments as always!  
 
All the best,  
  


 
 
Michael J. Katz  
Founder and Chief Penguin 
 
 
(From a large Internet Service Provider. . . ) 
 
Good Morning! 
 
Summer is in full swing, and that means lots of friends and family coming over to visit. It 
also means plenty of food for your hungry visitors. This month’s newsletter offers 
suggestions on how best to use the Internet as a guide to planning, preparing, 
cooking and grilling! 
 
All the best for a terrific summer for you and your family. 
 
Regards, 
 


 
Emily R. 
Associate  
  
 


(See more opening notes in each of the samples in Appendix IV) 
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Should I "force" a visit to my web site? 
 
There are two common approaches for sending E-Newsletter content to readers, each 
with its own set of pros and cons. 
 
Approach #1:  Some people send only article summaries


Approach #2: Some people include the 


 in the newsletter itself, and 
include hyperlinks back to the company web site for those who want to read the full 
articles. 


entire text


The advantage of the first approach is that it gets the reader back to the company web 
site, increasing the likelihood that they'll see something, buy something or do something 
in addition to reading the newsletter.  It also introduces an addition layer of 
measurability, since the clicks to the individual articles can be counted. 


 of the articles in the newsletter. 
 


 
The downside of #1, however, is that it requires an extra step for the reader (who must go 
to the web site), and makes reading offline (on an airplane, for example) impossible. 
 
I'm in favor of #2.  First, because I want to make the experience as convenient as 
possible for my readers.  Second, because I want my E-Newsletter to be read, and the less 
barriers I put in the way, the more likely this is to occur. 
 
If you do choose approach #1, make sure that your article headline and summary are as 
clear and compelling as possible.  You’re asking people to take an extra step, and if it’s 
not clear (and intriguing) enough, they won’t bother! 
 
One final note.  If you’re using option #1 because you don’t want your newsletter to be 
“too long,” bear in mind that chopping it into several pieces and placing these on your 
web site – while certainly reducing the size of the initial e-mail itself – has done nothing 
to reduce the length of the newsletter for the reader.  If it’s too long, it’s too long, and 
option #1 doesn’t fix this.  
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Should I sell ads in my newsletter? 
 
Selling ad space in popular E-Newsletters and blogs is quite common today.  Advertisers 
realize that subscribers who have voluntarily agreed to receive information on a 
particular, narrow topic are much more likely to open and read one of these e-mails than 
e-mail that arrives from an unexpected stranger. 
 
From the perspective of a potential advertiser, therefore, it makes a lot of sense to buy 
space in one of these E-Newsletters.  And from your perspective as the E-Newsletter 
owner, this may seem like an efficient way to generate some incremental revenue (or at 
least cover your costs). 
 
The problem is that advertising is a distraction to your readers, and has the 
potential to compromise your entire relationship with them. 
 
A "perfect" E-Newsletter is a conversation between friends, resulting in the building of 
trust and the ongoing purchasing and referral of your professional service.  Just as you 
would never invite a bunch of friends over to your house and then surprise them by 
bringing in a salesman to talk about his product, you lose a lot more than you gain when 
you allow other people to drop their ads into your E-Newsletter. 
 
Advertising is fine, but not in the middle of a relationship.  The small additional 
revenue that these ads might generate is not worth putting the relationship – and the 
future business it promises – at risk. 
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What's an "opt-out message" and what should it say? 
 
Among the requirements of the CAN-SPAM* act put into place at the beginning of 2004 
(and updated in 2008) is the stipulation that commercial electronic mail include a,  “clear 
and conspicuous notice of the opportunity. . . to decline to receive further commercial 
electronic mail messages from the sender.”   
 
Legal requirements or not, however, it’s always been considered smart to make it as 
easy as possible for readers to get off your list when your information ceases to be of 
interest.  Simply include text that says something to the effect of:  
 
"You're getting this because you requested it, you're a client, you're a member of our 
organization (whatever), and if you don't want to get it anymore, simply (insert 
instructions for how to get off the list)." 
 
That's all you need to do.   
 
Taking the opposite approach of making it hard or inconvenient for readers to leave, in 
the hope that they'll stick around longer, doesn't help your cause.  You will lose many 
more readers with this strategy than by simply inviting them to go whenever they want. 
 
Incidentally, another stipulation of the CAN-SPAM Act is that commercial e-mails must 
include the physical (snail) mail address of the sender.  Make sure this is a standard part 
of your monthly format. 
 
 
 
 
*For an understandable overview of the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (effective  1/1/04), 
visit this link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAN-SPAM_Act_of_2003   
 
Here’s the link to the 2008 update: http://www.ftc.gov/opa/2008/05/canspam.shtm  



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CAN-SPAM_Act_of_2003�
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What's a "forward to a friend" message and what should it say? 
 
One of the best litmus tests of a quality E-Newsletter is that your current readers are 
forwarding it and recommending it to other people.  When people you've never heard of 
start requesting that they be added to the list, you'll know this is starting to happen 
(congratulations!). 
 
To help the process along, you'll want to explicitly encourage forwarding within the 
newsletter itself.  Depending on the web sophistication of your readers, many may not 
realize it's OK - or even possible - to simply forward it on.   
 
Here's a sample of the forward to a friend text that I use: 
 
"Spread the word!  If you enjoy reading this newsletter, and have a friend or colleague 
who you believe might also benefit from it, please forward it on.  Anyone can sign up for 
a free, privacy-protected subscription by clicking here." 
 
A few things to note about the paragraph above: 
 


1. I explicitly ask people to forward the newsletter along. 


2. I make it clear that anybody can sign up. 


3. I make it clear that it's privacy protected. 


4. I tell them how to sign up, in this case, by "clicking here." 


 


Incidentally, with the rise of social media, many people can now “retweet” and link to 
your newsletter in other ways.  As the creator and publisher of quality information, that’s 
all good news for you.  Encourage it! 
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What's the benefit of archiving past newsletters on my web site?  
 
Once you've got four or five E-Newsletters under your belt, you'll 
want to begin archiving these on your web site (you could do it right 
from the start, but it frankly looks a bit odd to have an archive with 
one newsletter in it).   
 
There are a few reasons why archiving is a good idea, all of which 
highlight the advantages of electronic newsletters over their print cousins: 
 


1. You'll find that as you write each newsletter, it's natural to reference things you've 
said in previous issues (e.g. "A few months ago we spoke about the importance of 
blah, blah.").  This is an opportunity to create a hyperlink back to the previous 
issue, giving the reader more information if they want, without your having to 
retell a concept or story.  Since you'll be adding new readers constantly, the 
archive allows new readers the opportunity to see things you've already written. 


2. An archive gives people a chance to check you out, since your body of work will 
be a reflection of your expertise, your approach to business and your company 
personality.  This allows prospective readers to decide if they want to subscribe, 
and prospective clients a chance to get to know you. 


3. An e-mailed newsletter vanishes the minute it's sent.  If it's archived, it's there and 
available until you decide otherwise. 


4. An archive naturally draws people back to your web site, increasing the likelihood 
that they'll interact with other parts of the site and with you. 


5. Archived newsletters will be found by search engines.  As people out on the web 
search for information, some of them will be pointed to your archived newsletters.  
If they like what they see, many will “climb back up” to the top page of your site 
to take a closer look at your company.  (This is one reason, by the way, why 
archiving your newsletters on your own site, as opposed to on the site of your e-
mail service provider, is a good idea.) 
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Are there particular page layout considerations to keep in mind? 
 
Not only don't people like to read on a computer screen, they often 
don't read at all – they skip, scan and skim.   
 
To help them get through your material as easily as possible, you'll 
want to incorporate some simple formatting techniques: 
 


• Use a lot of bulleted and numbered lists. 


• Break the text up into short paragraphs (two or three sentences), even 
though it may not "technically" be time for a new paragraph. 


• Make sure the font size is large enough to be read easily on screen. 


• Include plenty of white space.   Don’t fill every available inch with copy, 
even though this is common practice in print pieces. 


• Pay attention to color and contrast.  Black text on a white background is 
the easiest to read.  The further you stray from this the harder it will be for 
readers to get through your newsletter. 


• Stay away from underlines entirely as a means of emphasis.  In the online 
world, underlines have come to be equated with "clickability," and it only 
confuses the reader who may try and click on an underlined word that you 
were merely giving emphasis to.  


  
 
 
Take a look at the E-Newsletter samples in Appendix IV and you’ll see how they all 
incorporate these formatting guidelines. 
 



Belinda Wasser

New Stamp



Belinda Wasser

New Stamp
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Should I number and date the E-Newsletter? 
 
There are some things from the offline world of print publications that are worth copying.  
One of these is numbering and dating. 
 
Every issue of every legitimate printed magazine or newspaper includes information 
about: 
 


• Volume - indicating which year of publication we're in (first, second, etc.) 
• Number - indicating which issue in a particular volume this is. 
• Date - month and year of publication. 
 
 


The primary purpose of this in the context of your E-Newsletter is to demonstrate that 
you are committed to publishing on a regular basis, and that this E-Newsletter is an 
integral part of what you do.   
 
If your E-Newsletter feels like a random collection of thoughts that are kicked out 
whenever the spirit moves you, you are less likely to develop a following of 
interested readers.  By dating and numbering it, however, your newsletter feels 
systematic and regular. 
 
In addition, once you've produced your E-Newsletter for a while, the mere fact that you 
are several issues into it will help to establish in the minds of potential subscribers that 
you have been at this for a while, and are in fact an expert in your field. 
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Why include a copyright notice? 
 
As soon as you write something, it's copyrighted.  You own it, and nobody can use your 
words without your permission.  You don't need to do anything more.   
 
Putting the words, "Copyright  ©  2010, Blue Penguin Development, Inc, all rights 
reserved," on your publication, however, accomplishes a couple of additional things: 
 


1. It warns people not to steal your thoughts.  The Internet has always had a 
frontier mentality, and people who would never steal things in the offline 
world sometimes forget themselves and take and reuse content without 
attribution.  A copyright notice reminds them not to. 


2. A copyright notice says, "this is valuable information, and I'm an expert."  It 
reinforces the significance of what you're doing in the minds of your readers, 
who assume that, "if it's copyrighted, it must be valuable." 


 


Interestingly, although I recommend that you copyright your newsletter content, I 
also recommend encouraging others to reprint and reuse it, 


 


provided they make no 
changes and credit you as the source. 


In other words, while I don’t want anyone to steal my work, I do want it distributed as 
broadly as possible.  Many publications – online and off – are eager for good content, and 
when you invite others to reuse it, you’re inviting them to spread the word about you. 


 
Here’s the copyright notice I use on my newsletter: 
 
Copyright © 2010 Blue Penguin Development, Inc. All rights reserved. You may 
reproduce this article by including this copyright and, if reproducing it electronically, 
including a link to www.BluePenguinDevelopment.com. 
 



http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/�
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Other recommendations for formatting your E-Newsletter  
 
 


1. Include a synopsis at the very beginning 
 
Not every subscriber will want to read every issue you send out (I'm sorry to have 
to be the one to tell you this).  It doesn't mean they don't want to continue 
receiving your E-Newsletter, it just means that for whatever reason, this topic on 
this day is not important enough for them to take the time. 
 
To help readers quickly decide if the topic of the month is useful, include a brief 
synopsis – an executive summary – at the beginning of each column.  Something 
that indicates what they'll find.  This way, busy readers can read on if it's relevant, 
but quickly delete if it's not. 
 
Your readers will appreciate your respect for their time, and the fact that you are 
allowing them to control their experience.  (See page 58, “E-Newsletter Opening 
Notes,” for samples) 
 


2. Include a privacy notice at sign up and in every issue. 
 
There's a heightened concern for privacy on the Internet, and given how much 
SPAM we all receive every day, people are naturally wary of giving their e-mail 
address out to just anybody. 
 
Put your reader's mind at ease by including a few sentences at the bottom of each 
newsletter and at the time of sign up, indicating your respect for their privacy.  It 
doesn't have to be complicated, just clear.  For example: 
 
"Blue Penguin Development respects your privacy.  We do not sell, rent or share 
your information with anybody, and will only use this data to send you the 
information you have requested." 
 


3. Provide a means of signing up for your newsletter in your newsletter. 
 
This recommendation may strike you as strange, since at first glance, you would 
think that everybody who gets your newsletter is, by definition, already signed up!  
Keep in mind, however, that your current readers will often forward your 
newsletter to friends and colleagues.  If the recipients like what they see, they’ll 
want to sign up, at which point a sign up box or link within the newsletter itself 
will come into play. 
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4. Provide an alternative means of contacting you 
 
Even though your E-Newsletter subscribers expect to hear from you via e-mail, 
there may be times where they want to contact you some other way.  Their 
subscription may not be working correctly, their computer may be broken, they 
may be in the middle of switching to a new Internet service provider, they may 
want to send you a fruit basket.  Maybe… they want to hire you. 
 
In addition to being another stipulation of the CAN-SPAM act, by giving 
subscribers an "out of band" means for contacting you (phone number and snail 
mail address), they can reach you easily.   
 
Include your offline contact information on your web site and in each E-
Newsletter you send. 
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Delivery And List Management 
 


Delivery And List Management 
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Who do I send the newsletter to? 
 
Your E-Newsletter mailing list begins with your list of existing 
relationships.  
 
This may be just a handful of friends, family and colleagues if you're 
just starting out in business, or it may be several thousand clients and 
prospects from your house list if you've been up and running for some 
time. 
 
Either way, the fundamental point is that you start with the people you know, and 
build from there.  "People you know" is a very broad definition, but only includes those 
who already have some relationship with you or your company.   
 
As tempting as it may be to send your E-Newsletter to every e-mail address that you can 
get your hands on (by buying addresses, grabbing names from e-mails in which you’ve 
been bulk copied, raiding association lists, etc.), not only will you be wasting your time, 
you may even be doing damage to your company's reputation in the process. 
 
Remember that one of the primary reasons E-Newsletters are so much more effective 
than unsolicited e-mail is because E-Newsletters put you in front of people whom you 
already know (or who have specifically asked to hear from you).  The further you move 
down the continuum from blood relative to complete stranger, the more watered 
down your newsletter's impact becomes, and at some point you are simply sending 
junk e-mail. 
 
Yes quantity matters – the more people who read and value your E-Newsletter, the more 
likely they are to bring business your way; either their own, or that of their colleagues.   
 
But all newsletter subscribers are not created equal, and quantity for its own sake is 
of no value to you.  People who delete your newsletter the minute it arrives each month, 
or (even worse) who are annoyed that you've sent them an unsolicited, unwanted piece of 
junk e-mail (and who make a mental note to that effect regarding doing business with you 
in the future), don't help your cause, even if they help raise your subscriber count. 
 
With that in mind, I recommend that you think of it this way: 
 


LIST SIZE  multiplied by ATTENTION equals VALUE TO YOUR BUSINESS 
 
It’s the combination of how many people you have along with how interested they are in 
what you’ve got to say that will make the difference.   
 
Stop focusing so much energy on finding new people to talk to, and work from the 
"inside out," by starting with the people you already know. 
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How do I grow the size of my list? 
 
I practice something I like to call, “Aggressive Opt-In.”  The idea 
is that while nobody ever gets on my list without their explicit 
knowledge and consent (that’s the “opt-in” part), I do my best to 
encourage that consent as much as possible (that’s the “aggressive” 
part). 
 
In practice, it’s a combination of things.  Here are five things that I’ve 
found to be effective:   
 


1. Getting my newsletter republished by others.  Other publications need good 
content, and provided I am credited as the author and my web site address is 
noted, I allow anybody to reprint my newsletter in their own publication, on their 
blog, etc.  I seek out publications with similar audiences to mine (by doing a 
Google search on “small business marketing” for example) and e-mail a few past 
issues with a note to the editor.  When the newsletter is reprinted, some portion of 
the readers make their way to my site and opt-in.  I list this tactic first because it 
has the potential for the greatest impact – one well-placed article can lead to 
dozens and dozens of sign ups. 
 


2. Speaking to groups.  When I’m invited to speak to a group of businesspeople, I 
always get permission from the event organizer to hand out my “Yes Form” (see 
the following page for a sample).  I’ve found that if people like you and what 
you’ve got to say, it’s not unusual for 75% of the audience to fill in the form and 
opt-in to receive future newsletters.  Here too, I list this tactic high on the list 
because it offers the potential to grow your subscriber base quickly. 
 


3. Featuring my newsletter prominently on the home page of my web site; 
creating a compelling “Web Site Sign-Up Page”  (See page 74, “How do I 
Encourage People to Sign Up When They Are On My Web Site?” for more on a 
Web Site Sign-Up Page).  The idea is simple: I want to maximize the likelihood 
that web site visitors will sign up, so I show them the newsletter up front and do 
my best to convince them that it’s something worth receiving. 
 


4. Asking people if they’d like to receive the newsletter.  I add one or two people 
a week to my list, simply by asking those whom I meet – and who express an 
interest when I tell them what I do for a living – if they’d like to receive it.  It 
doesn’t sound like a lot, but it’s a steady trickle that adds up over time. 
 


5. Offering high quality, no-strings-attached content.  If your content is good, it 
will spread and grow organically as readers share with friends and colleagues.  If 
it’s not so good, all the list building tactics in the world won’t make a difference 
in bringing you clients. 
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Sample: E-Newsletter Sign-Up Form for Distribution When Speaking to a Group 
 
 
 
 


YES! 
 
________  Yes!  Please e-mail me a copy of today’s presentation. 
 
 
________  Yes!  Please e-mail me a free digital copy of “10 Rules for Small Business 
Success.” 
 
 
________  Yes!  Please sign me up for the Free, twice monthly electronic newsletter, 
“Michael Katz's E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters” 
 
 
________  Yes!  Please contact me to discuss having you speak at a future event. 
 
 
 
Name    ________________________________________ 
Company   ________________________________________ 
Phone Number  ________________________________________ 
E-mail Address  
(please print very clearly!): ________________________________________ 
 
 
(Don’t Worry: Any personal information that you provide here will be kept completely 
confidential, and will never be used for any purpose other than to fulfill the specific 
requests you have made on this form.) 
 
 
Comments / Suggestions / Complaints: 
 
 
 
 
 
May we use your name and comments as a testimonial?    ____ Yes!     
 
 


 
Blue Penguin Development, Inc. 


 
Call us: 508-497-0900 


E-mail us: ContactUs@BluePenguinDevelopment.com 
Web us: www.BluePenguinDevelopment.com  


Come by for lunch: One Ash Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748 



http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/�
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How do people subscribe and unsubscribe? 
 
In terms of how you manage the list itself, remember that conceptually, an E-Newsletter 
is identical to sending a bulk e-mail out to a group, and the process of E-Newsletter "list 
management" is nothing more than adding and deleting names from a big list.   
 
Whatever you do, keep in mind that your primary objective is to make it as obvious 
and easy as possible for people to get on and off your list. 
 


 
Manual Approach 


If you are manually managing your list of names, the simplest approach is to take 
whatever e-mail system you currently use (e.g. Outlook, Thunderbird, AOL, etc.), and 
establish an "E-Newsletter Group" within it.   
 
This is simply a bulk address that you set up with all your subscriber addresses in it, so 
that when it's time to publish your newsletter each month, you send it once to the group 
instead of over and over again to each individual. 
 
In terms of how a subscriber gets on your list, keep it simple:  On your web site and in 
the E-Newsletter itself, give people an address to send their request to ("To be added or 
removed from this list, simply send an e-mail with your request to . . .") 
 
You get the e-mails as they come in and make the change.  Easy. 
 
Sooner or later however, your list will grow to a size where handling each request just 
takes too much time.  Certainly by the time you get 100 names, I strongly recommend 
that you subscribe to an outsourcing service to streamline this duty (see Appendix I). 
 


 
Automated Approach 


Even the most basic E-Newsletter outsourcing service will offer some type of system for 
streamlining the process of adding and deleting names.  This is typically done in one of 
two ways: 
 
1. Subscribers send an e-mail to a specific e-mail address with a request to "subscribe" 


or "unsubscribe."  The e-mails come in and are automatically added or deleted from 
your list.   


2. Subscribers go to your web site, insert their e-mail address into a designated text box, 
and click a button to get on and off the list.  Here too, the adding and deleting is done 
automatically, without any need for your intervention. 


 
Whichever of these two approaches is used, your vendor will provide you with 
directions on how to set it up.  It's simple to do, and (mostly) removes you from the 
administrative loop of managing your list of names. 
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How do I encourage people to sign up when they are on my web 
site? 
 
It’s fairly common these days to see buttons on web sites which say, 
“Enter your e-mail address to receive our E-Newsletter.”  
Unfortunately, this invitation alone is not very compelling to the 
potential subscriber who wants to know and see a great deal more 
before committing his e-mail address.  
 
As a result, I recommend that you create a separate, stand alone, E-Newsletter-
specific sign up page.  In other words, rather than asking people to simply enter their e-
mail address to subscribe in a little box on your home page (which requires a big leap of 
faith on their part), create a link to another page, and fill that with relevant newsletter 
information.  Specifically:   
 


1. Tell them what your newsletter is all about.  You (and possibly your mother) 
may think it thrilling to receive the E-Newsletter of your company just because.  
But for us non-blood relatives, the hook is the content that you provide, not the 
fact that you provide it.  Give visitors to this page a one- or two-sentence 
description of what to expect, including how often and when to expect it. 
 


2. Archive past newsletters on your site and provide a link to that archive.   
A newsletter archive allows potential subscribers to get a taste for your newsletter 
before committing, thereby reducing their perceived risk of signing up.   
 


3. Include testimonials.  It’s one thing for you to talk about how great you are, but 
when others do, it has much more impact.  As you publish each month, you’ll 
undoubtedly receive some positive feedback about your E-Newsletter.  When that 
happens, immediately zing back a thank you e-mail and a request to, “use your 
name and words on the testimonial page of our web site.”  In my experience, 9 out 
of 10 of these people will say “yes.” 
 


4. Assure visitors that you’ll protect their privacy.  Either by linking to another 
page that states your privacy policy, or by simply inserting a few words that 
promise not to share personal information outside your company, you want to 
guarantee potential subscribers that they have nothing to fear by signing up.  
Nobody wants more unsolicited e-mail, and your end of the bargain involves 
managing that risk for them. 
 


 
 
 
 
Turn the page to see a sample web site sign up page. . .  
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Sample: Web Site Sign Up Page 
 


(See this page live here: http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/free/subscribe.html)  
 
 
Subscribe to this free newsletter 
 
"Michael Katz's E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters," focuses on helping 
businesspeople increase sales, by showing them how to create and manage an 
effective electronic newsletter.   It's published every other Friday. 
 


 
Subscribe to this newsletter! 


E-mail: ___________________  GO! 
 
 


 
(Problems? Just send us an e-mail with your request: ContactUs@BluePenguinDevelopment.com) 


(Read our privacy policy) 
 


 
Scroll down to see what our readers have to say about this newsletter: 


 
"As I wander the Web, looking for good newsletters to bring to your attention, 


I use a long list of criteria to judge each publication I read. 
I've never found a newsletter that's scored a 'perfect 10,' 


but this week's choice comes darn close." 
-- from a review by Dr. Mark Brownlow, IBIZNewsletters.com 


 
"Reading it is like sitting down with editor Michael Katz for a 
one-on-one coaching session. . . a relaxed, personal style." 


Janet Roberts, Associate Editor, List-a-day Biz Archives 
 


"As always, your message is invaluable, succinct and on the mark" 
Rosalind Joffe, Principal, CICoach.com 


 
 


(Note: List as many testimonials as you have here.   
In this case, volume does count!) 


 
 


 
Subscribe to this newsletter! 


E-mail: ___________________  GO! 
 
 


 
 
(THIS SIGN UP BOX IS DELIBERATELY REPEATED ON THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE, 
SO THAT PEOPLE WHO HAVE SCROLLED ALL THE WAY DOWN THROUGH THE 
TESTIMONIALS DON’T HAVE TO GO ALL THE WAY BACK UP TO SIGN UP) 



http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/subscribe.htm�
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How much subscriber information should I require at sign-up? 
 
You need just one piece of information to send somebody your E-Newsletter: their e-mail 
address. 
 
I understand that you might be interested in knowing their name, occupation, location, 
household income and blood type, but you don't need any of this, and making it a 
condition of entry will scare some people away. 
 
It's hard enough getting someone to express an interest in receiving another piece of e-
mail, and when they finally do come to you with a request, the last thing you want to do 
is put an obstruction in the way.   
 
It's fine to request additional information, but only require the e-mail address itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Turn the page to see an example of how sign up information is collected. . .  
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Sample: Web Page For Collecting New Subscriber Information 
 
 
Registration  
 
Please follow the instructions below to complete your sign up. Make sure to click the 
"Submit" button when you're done!  
 
Michael Katz 
Founder and Chief Penguin 
Blue Penguin Development, Inc.  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Your Interests: 
 
To help guide us in topic selection, please indicate those areas in which you have a 
particular interest: 
 
X_ Michael Katz's E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters  
__ E-Newsletter Content Development 
__ E-Newsletter Formatting / Layout 
__ E-Newsletter Delivery and Technology 
__ Notify Me Regarding Upcoming Workshops and Events 
 
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 
About you: [NOTE: Completion of this section is entirely optional to new 
subscribers.  Remember, requiring additional information reduces sign-ups!] 
 
We like to keep in touch, but we don't want any information that you don’t want us to 
have.  
 
Rest assured, we never sell, rent, lend or share your information. So, we'd love it if you'd 
fill out the entire form, but complete only what you feel comfortable doing. 
 
First Name: _____________ 
Last Name: _____________ 
Company Name: ________________ 
Where do you live?: _________________ 
How did you learn of this newsletter?: __________________ 
 
 
[THIS IS A TWO STEP PROCESS.  The new subscriber enters his/her e-mail address 
in the box on the web site – see page 71 for an example – and is then taken to this page 
with additional options and requests for information.] 
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E-Newsletter or Blog?   
 
Although you don’t necessarily need to choose between one or the other, in my view, you 
probably should. 
 
The reason is that both attempt to do the same thing in a very similar way: position you as 
expert, build trust, keep you in front of a particular audience, find your voice, etc.  The 
fact is, if you made a checklist of the benefits of blog and E-Newsletter and put them side 
by side, you’d probably find a 90% overlap.  Which means that if you do both, you’re 
(nearly) doubling your workload but only realizing a small incremental gain over just 
doing one or the other. 
 
In terms of which to choose, I think (not surprisingly) that an E-Newsletter has a 
few important advantages: 
 


• A newsletter is an e-mail; a blog is a web site.   E-mails arrive in the inbox, the 
place we all check constantly.  If you put your content on a web site (blog), on the 
other hand, I may never go back.  Yes, people can subscribe to your blog and 
receive notification of new posts via e-mail, although I suppose at that point it 
becomes an E-Newsletter. 
 


• A newsletter has a schedule; a blog doesn't.  As I mentioned many pages ago, 
just publishing on a regular monthly schedule is the hardest part of having a 
successful E-Newsletter.  Having the “freedom” to publish whenever the spirit 
moves you is like (to reuse the exercise metaphor) your gym suddenly informing 
you that they’re now open 24 hours a day.  For most of us, the hard part is just 
getting in there a couple of times a week.  So the lack of a schedule isn't an 
advantage, it makes it harder to do (witness how many blogs start strong and then 
fizzle out to nothing).  And frankly, even if you did publish twice a week, who 
really wants to read all that anyway?  
 


• Newsletters are about strengthening relationships with the people you 
already know.  That’s why we send our newsletters to our list of existing 
contacts.  Blogs, on the other hand, are always championed in the context of 
improving search engine rankings.  There’s nothing wrong with that, it’s just that 
marketing to strangers (i.e. search engine rankings) is not nearly as beneficial or 
easy as marketing to friends (e-mail). 


 
All that said, my bottom line is this.  If your newsletter is cranking along fine and you 
want to blog as well, go right ahead.  But until then, move the blog to the back burner. 
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Where does social media fit in? 
 
As the publisher of an E-Newsletter, the growth in social media and 
social media tools is terrifically good news.   
 
Why?  Because every day, as more and more people sign up with 
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and similar, they’re faced with the same 
problem: “What do I comment on or point to today?”   
 
The answer is simple: your E-Newsletter. 
 
Think about it. All these people – all working hard to be visible, be useful, etc. – need 
something valuable to point to.  After all, most of the business-related posts (I’m not 
talking about the mindless chit chat that also lives within social media) are comments on 
or links to other people’s content.  The arrival of your newsletter in their in-box solves a 
problem for them. 
 
You, of course, benefit  as well when this occurs because with each tweet and post 
regarding your latest issue, the word spreads further about the value you provide. 
 
So make sure that when your newsletter is published, you mention it on your Facebook 
and LinkedIn pages and post a tweet as well.  Then watch as your friends and followers 
spread the word further. 
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How does SPAM impact success and what should I do about it? 
 
SPAM has the potential to negatively impact your newsletter in two ways.   
 
First, because people receive so much e-mail these days, they are eager to not read 
things – there simply isn’t enough time and we’ve all had to become more choosy.  That 
means your newsletter has to be better than ever to make it onto a potential subscriber’s 
short list of essential publications. 
 
Second, because of all the SPAM out there, those of us who send legitimate, opt-in 
newsletter are sometimes accidentally caught up in the barrage and overlooked or 
mislabeled.   
 
Working through The E-Newsletter SystemTM


 


 is your solution to the first problem.  Here 
are some things you can do to mitigate the second: 


1. Send your newsletter during “quiet times.”  We all know what it’s like 
to walk into the office on a Monday morning and check e-mail – two days 
of messages sent over the weekend come pouring in.  If your e-mail is part 
of this wave, it’s much more likely to get lost.  Even an e-mail sent early 
in the morning during the week comes in alongside all the SPAM sent 
overnight.  For this reason, I recommend sending your newsletter in the 
late morning (when it’s quieter), and staying away from Mondays and 
weekends entirely. 
 


2. Ask readers to “whitelist” your e-mail address.  Most e-mail clients 
these days have some type of SPAM filter built in (a process which 
attempts to automatically filter out e-mails that it thinks are SPAM).  Most 
of these programs allow the owner to “whitelist” e-mail addresses, thereby 
telling the SPAM filter to never filter them.  You want to be on this list, 
so explicitly ask your readers to add you to it. 
 


3. SPAM-Test your newsletter.  Many SPAM filters operate by giving a 
score to the various layout and content elements of e-mails received (e.g. 
amount of HTML; use of certain words; types of images).  These 
individual scores are added up, and if the total exceeds a certain 
predetermined number, the e-mail is considered SPAM and filtered out.  
By testing your newsletter before you send it, you may be able to change 
or eliminate elements which tend to raise the score.   
 
One (free) way to test your newsletter is to forward a copy of it to this 
address: sales-spamcheck@sitesell.net  Make sure the word TEST (in 
all caps) is the first thing in the subject line, and you will immediately 
receive an e-mail in return that details (and explains) your SPAM score.   


 



mailto:sales-spamcheck@sitesell.net�
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How often should I publish?   
 
Without a doubt, this is one of the top three most frequently asked E-Newsletter 
questions.  I've come to learn that what people are really asking is, "What's the least often 
I can publish and still have it be effective?" 
 
The answer is monthly.  Anything less frequent, and you may as well not bother.  Here's 
why: 
 


1. Less than monthly isn't often enough to establish a relationship and build a 
reputation as expert.  You need to appear regularly for readers to get to know 
you, get a sense of what you do for clients, and keep you top of mind as a 
company to call on when they have a need you might be able to fill.   


2. The less often you publish, the more likely your readers are to forget who 
you are in the first place.  As that begins to happen, readers begin to delete 
without opening and ultimately unsubscribe. 


3. The more often you write, the easier it gets.  Really.  Monthly gives you the 
freedom to put a single, simple thought out there, knowing that you'll be up to bat 
again in just 30 days.  If you write less frequently than that, your newsletter will 
instead feel like a project, and you'll agonize and sweat over it each time. 


 
By the way, in case you're considering publishing more


 


 often than monthly, I would 
recommend against that as well.  Getting this out the door is hard enough, and you can 
always tighten the schedule up later if you find that you're getting great results and you 
love doing it.  But don't set yourself up for failure by being overly ambitious out of the 
gate.  For starters, twelve times a year is the magic number. 
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Is there a particular day of week / time of day that's most effective?  
 
It used to be that mid-day, mid-week was considered the best time to catch people's 
interest.  It's past the craziness of Monday morning, and not yet into the weekend where 
(supposedly) nobody is paying attention anymore.  More recent research suggests that the 
later in the week you mail, the higher the open rates get, with Friday being the best. 
 
Personally, while I agree that staying away from Monday is a good idea (although even 
that becomes less of an issue over time as mobile devices give us 24/7 access to e-mail), 
the difference between days doesn’t add up to all that much.   
 
For a business audience, Tuesday through Friday will yield very similar results, so work 
with the one that fits best into your schedule (see the next page for more on this).   
 
 
 


QuickTip 
What's the best day of the week to publish? 


 
Don't forget to consider your own writing schedule in choosing a publication date.  One 
reason I like Friday is that I can "see it coming" at the beginning of the week. 
 
I once wrote and published an E-Newsletter that came out every Monday morning, and 
even after a year of doing it, it always snuck up on me.  I spent many an unhappy Sunday 
night getting it out the door! 
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Why do I need to publish on the same day each month? 
 
Set a publication schedule and stick with it.  First Wednesday of the month, last Friday of 
the month, whatever.   
 
Believe it or not, this is less for the benefit of your readers than for you (many devoted 
readers can't tell you what day of the month or even how frequently a particular 
newsletter comes out).   
 
Having a firm schedule eliminates the feeling that your next newsletter is always hanging 
over your head waiting to be written.  When it’s regularly scheduled, it just  
becomes a regular part of your work and the mental pain of continually putting it off goes 
away.   
 
Notice, by the way, that I recommend a day of the month (e.g. “first Wednesday”) rather 
than a date (e.g. “the 15th


 


”).  The problem with a date is that it moves all over the place, 
and will sometimes even be on the weekend.  It’s much easier to schedule your 
newsletter’s publication into your work life if you choose a firm day of the week.   


Overall, keep in mind that the more flexible you allow this publication day to be 
(particularly in the beginning), the more chance that you’ll get off track and stop 
doing it entirely. 
 
 
 
Decide when you will publish your newsletter.  Write it down now in Appendix II, 
question 14. 
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What are "bounce-backs" and what do I do with them? 
 
Depending on the make up of your audience and the vendor you use to send your 
newsletter, from 2% to as many as 15% of the e-mails that you send will be returned 
(“bounced back”) to you.  
 
These undeliverable e-mails typically result from: 
 


• Dead addresses - people move, leave jobs, etc. 


• Vacation messages - "I will be away from the office until. . ." 


• Full mailboxes – your recipients' Internet service provider allots each account 
a certain amount of mailbox space and if they don't check it periodically, it 
fills up and new e-mails are bounced back to the sender. 


• Filtered e-mails – the company or Internet Service Provider (ISP) used by 
your subscriber has decided that your newsletter looks like SPAM and they’ve 
refused to let it into their network. 
 


Many of the e-mail vendors will automatically categorize and sort these for you, grouping 
them based on why they bounced back (it’s not an exact science, but you’ll get some idea 
of what’s going on).   
 
In terms of which to get rid of and which to keep. . . 
 


• If it's simply a vacation message, just leave it alone.  They'll be back. 


• If it's a "mailbox full" or a "recipient not found," or a "permanent fatal error," it's 
a pretty good (not perfect) indication that your subscriber has moved on.  In the 
interest of not accidentally removing anybody who may still be out there, 
however, I recommend “manually” e-mailing (i.e. sending a separate e-mail via 
your personal account) to these people and asking if they still want to receive it.  
Most of these will again bounce back (then you can remove them). 


• If it’s being filtered, I again recommend “manually” e-mailing. Let them know the 
situation, and either ask them to give you a different e-mail address or direct them 
to your web site to view the newsletter there once it’s posted (turn to the next 
page for a sample of one of these e-mails).   


 


Bear in mind that continually mailing to bad addresses can negatively impact your 
ability to send future e-mails (I’ll spare you the details, but trust me on this one).  
Even if it didn’t, it’s annoying to have these keep bouncing back to you, as well as 
potentially more expensive, given that the fee you pay a vendor is based at least in part on 
the size of your list.  So it’s a good idea to stay on top of bounce-backs and clean out the 
dead addresses. 
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Sample:  Notification letter for SPAM-filtered e-mails 
 
 
 
Hello! 
 
The latest edition of my “E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters” has been posted on our site. 
 
Today we talk about leads. An important piece of any successful marketing strategy, 
no doubt about it. What you may not be considering however, is that not all leads 
are of equal value to your business. 
 
Click here to read it: http://www.BluePenguinDevelopment.com 
 
Please send me your comments as always! 
 
All the best, 
 
Michael 
 
P.S.  If you usually receive the newsletter directly, you’re getting this announcement 
instead because it now appears that your Internet provider or employer is blocking the 
newsletter as suspected SPAM!  This is a way around that.   
 
To help future newsletters get through whatever filters you might have in place, please 
“whitelist” my newsletter e-mail address (whitelisting is an option within most filters that 
specifies which e-mails should not be blocked).  The address to whitelist is: 
contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com 
  
If you no longer wish to receive any e-mail from me, just reply to this e-mail and let me 
know. 
 
 
Blue Penguin Development, Inc. 
One Ash Street 
Hopkinton, MA 01748 



http://www.bluepenguindevelopment.com/�
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What goes in the "from" field when I send the newsletter? 
 
A study by emarketer found that, “77% of e-mails from unknown sources are deleted 
without ever being opened.”   
 
A DoubleClick study found that consumers, “. . use a simple ‘do I know who is sending 
this to me’ scan as the most important factor in whether they will ever open an e-mail, 
relegate it to a junk folder or delete it unread.” 
 
The bottom line is that we all get so much e-mail that we delete just about anything sent 
from an unfamiliar source.  To prevent your newsletter from being accidentally 
deleted as SPAM therefore, you need to make it very clear that it's from a trusted, 
requested sender.   
 
So, if your company name is most well known to readers, make sure that the "from" field 
in the e-mail is the company name.   
 
If you personally are most well known to readers, use your name.     
 
Don't use the name of the E-Newsletter itself or even your “raw” e-mail address (i.e 
contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com), since those are sure to be the least familiar 
with readers and more likely to trigger a delete. 
 
In my case, I use both my name and company name, and to make it perfectly clear what 
this is, I put the word “E-Newsletter” in parentheses after it.  So my newsletter “From” 
field looks like this: “Michael Katz | Blue Penguin (E-Newsletter).” 
 
 
Decide what will go in the “From” field of your E-Newsletter.  Write it down now in 
Appendix II, question 12. 
 



mailto:contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com�
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What goes in the "subject" line when I send the newsletter? 
 
The “From” field of the E-Newsletter tells me it's from you.  That’s important, but 
knowing that, why should I bother to open it?  The e-mail subject line is your 
opportunity to pique my interest.   
 
Just as newspapers use catchy headlines to get you to read the articles, your subject 
heading is an opportunity to turn a “delete” into an “open.” 
 
I get many E-Newsletters that simply state the name of the newsletter (e.g. 
CompanyName Newsletter, November, 2010).  Although that may alert me to the fact 
that it's not SPAM, it still doesn't compel me to open it and read it.   
 
To keep the deletes at bay, do your best to think up a brief, catchy title for each issue, and 
include this in the subject line.  Give me a reason to open your E-Newsletter. 
 
 
  
 
 


QuickTip 
How long should a subject line be? 


 
In terms of subject line length, and although there’s no technical limit to how long a 
subject line can be, only a certain amount will be viewable in a reader’s in-box.  
According to research conducted by Postmaster Direct, in fact, there is a dramatic 
decrease in both E-Newsletter open rates and click-through rates (i.e. the number of 
links that are clicked within your e-mails) when the subject line is more than 50 
characters long. 
 
Keep the 50 character limit in mind as you craft your subject lines.  That said, realize as 
well that it’s a matter of degree, and going over by a bit when necessary isn’t a disaster. 
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What's a "welcome letter" and what should it say? 
 
OK, I've decided to subscribe to your E-Newsletter.  I've seen a few issues, I've checked 
out your web site, I like what you've got to say and how you say it. 
 
So I fill in the form on your web site and hit the "submit" button to sign up.  What 
happens next?   In the case of many E-Newsletters, nothing.   
 
Effective E-Newsletters don't let this happen; they welcome new subscribers with 
open arms.   
 
In practice, this means that as soon as somebody signs up for your newsletter, they should 
receive a confirmation e-mail (a "welcome message") from you within the next 24 hours
 


. 


 
This welcome is important for two reasons: 
 


1. It reassures the reader that their subscription was received successfully 
(remember, if they happen to sign up the day after your last newsletter was 
published, it might be another 30 days before they get the next one). 


2. It welcomes them into your "home" with a warm, friendly message.   
 


 
A welcome message should include: 
 


• A thank you to the subscriber for joining. 


• A brief statement with a reminder of what the newsletter is about, and an 
indication of when it will arrive each month.   


• An invitation to send feedback, thoughts, comments, etc., to you at any time. 


• A signature (name, title, contact information) of a real live person within your 
organization at the bottom.   


• EXTRA CREDIT!  If you really want to start the relationship off on the right foot, 
offer some kind of bonus to people in the welcome message itself – an article 
you’ve written, a discount for a future purchase, an invitation to an event, etc.  
Just drop it into a “P.S.” at the bottom with a link back to the bonus. 


 
The welcome message is the first thing that a new subscriber receives from you.  
Don't pass up the opportunity to reach out your hand and greet a new friend. 
 
 
 
See an example of a welcome letter on the following page. . .  
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Sample:  Welcome Letter 
 
 
Subject Line:  “Thank you for subscribing!” 
 
 
 
Welcome! 
 
Thank you for subscribing to, "Michael Katz's E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters!"  
 
This bi-weekly E-Newsletter focuses on helping businesspeople turn their existing 
relationships into profits, by showing them how to create and manage effective electronic 
newsletters.  
 
It will be e-mailed to you at this address every other Friday. You may remove yourself 
from this list at any time: each newsletter we send will include easy, one click 
unsubscribe instructions.  
 
Best regards, and thank you again for your interest.  
 


 
 
Michael J. Katz  
Founder and Chief Penguin  
Blue Penguin Development, Inc.  
 
P.S.  To receive a free copy of our special report, “The Five Deadly Fears of  
E-Newsletter Publishing (and how to avoid them),” please click here


Turn to Appendix II, question 18, to work on your welcome letter now. 


! 
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Final Thoughts 
 


Final Thoughts 
 


 
By now I'm sure it's clear to you that there are many details involved in getting an E-
Newsletter just right.  I hope this material has succeeded in giving you a useful 
framework and valuable guidance for pulling all that together. 
 
I want to leave you with one final thought on the subject of E-Newsletters, and it's a 
thought that many people have found useful in keeping their newsletter on track:   
 
Host your own party.   
 
When I'm asked to sum up how best to think about a company E-Newsletter, the 
metaphor I use is that of a party, with you as the host.   
 
Your job is to set the atmosphere, welcome people when they arrive, introduce the guests 
to each other, make sure the conversation is interesting and lively, help everyone have a 
good time, and thank people when they leave.  And (perhaps most importantly), you need 
to make sure that the focus of the event is on the guests, rather than on you. 
 
If you can create something that has the feel of a terrific party, you will be on track to 
building strong relationships with your clients and prospects, and to building a business 
that continues to grow and prosper for many years to come. 
 
Thank you again for purchasing The E-Newsletter SystemTM


 


.  Please feel free to contact 
me with your thoughts and comments at any time. 


Best wishes for success in all you do, 
 
 
Michael J. Katz 
Founder and Chief Penguin 
Blue Penguin Development, Inc. 
508-497-0900 
michael@BluePenguinDevelopment.com 
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Appendix I - Outsourcing 
 
Throughout this material we have talked about "outsourcers."  Whether we call them 
outsourcers, third party vendors, ASPs, or something else, they all do more or less the 
same thing:  These companies provide a self service, web based means for automating 
various aspects of your E-Newsletter. 
 
For a very low (often zero) set up fee and monthly service charge, outsourcers have 
simplified and eliminated many of the hurdles which used to be in the way of a non-
technical, professional service provider attempting to develop an attractive, easily 
managed E-Newsletter. 
 
The cost/benefit ratio has gotten so low in fact, that there is simply no point 
anymore in not outsourcing at least some portion of your E-Newsletter to a vendor.   
 
(If you’re looking for the shortcut answer, the vendor I use is Constant Contact – in fact, 
I’m a reseller of their service.  I know their system and I know their people, and both are 
top notch.  You can use any vendor you like, but if you want a recommendation, that’s 
who I’d suggest.  Here’s the link: www.constantcontact.com) 
 
 
1. What parts should I outsource to a vendor? 
 
Until very recently (within the last ten years), a small business owner had just two 
options in developing an E-Newsletter.   
 
You either had to pay a designer/web developer to take care of the whole thing each 
month, or you had to be content with sending a plain text message out, and using some 
kind of home grown, jerry-rigged back end to manage the list and do the mailing. 
 
Happily, all that has changed.  Today, there are literally dozens of vendors offering E-
Newsletter services, and there are many good, simple solutions at reasonable prices 
(Google “e-mail marketing service” and you’ll find many options.) 
 
The particulars of the different service offerings vary, but overall, these are the kinds of 
things that can and should be outsourced: 
 


• Formatting and Layout.  Includes template customization (from simple cut and 
paste to custom designed solutions); an easy means for creating an HTML 
(graphical) email; automatic reformatting of the newsletter into HTML or text 
versions.   


 
• Delivery.  Includes prescheduled drop date and option of immediate delivery of 


emails; dedicated staff to manage relationships with major Internet service 
providers so that the mail gets delivered. 


 



http://www.constantcontact.com/index.jsp?pn=bluepenguin
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• List Management.  Includes automation of the subscribe / unsubscribe process; 
sending of welcome messages; importing and exporting of addresses into a secure 
location on the vendor server; bounce-back management. 


 
• Tracking.  Includes subscriber sorts and real time counts; tracking of emails 


opened; links clicked; emails forwarded to friends; other statistics. 
 
Clearly, you get a lot for your money when you outsource to a vendor. 
 
 
2. What parts should I not outsource to a vendor? 
 
I'm hoping you've already guessed the answer to this: The Content! 
 
As we've talked about from the beginning, the content is the true differentiator and value 
of an E-Newsletter, and although I believe you should hand off the mechanical, grunt 
work of list management as soon as possible, when it comes to content development, I 
highly recommend that you do this yourself.  
 
The bottom line is that you will have a difficult time creating an E-Newsletter that truly 
differentiates you from your competition, if your content doesn't look, feel, smell and 
taste like a unique and genuine part of your company.   
 
 
3. How much does it cost? 
 
For as little as $15 per thousand emails sent (pricing schemes vary, but that’s a good 
ballpark figure), you get all the things mentioned earlier (some vendors charge a small set 
up fee as well). 
 
This means that if you send out a monthly newsletter to 2500 subscribers, your cost 
would be around $35 a month.   
 
To put this into perspective, that same $35 would have only bought you about half an 
hour of a web developer or designer's time in the days when there were no other options. 
 
 
4. Is there a risk in outsourcing?  
 
There are two risks to consider in outsourcing.  The first is extremely unlikely; the second 
although more likely, is easily handled. 
 
 


• Risk #1: Privacy and Security.  When you use a third party to manage your list, 
you will be putting your contact list in the hands of that company.  In the unlikely 
event that the security or privacy of that company is compromised, your list could 
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be as well. 
 
I say unlikely event, because security and privacy of lists is of the highest priority 
to any reputable E-Newsletter vendor, and other than storing the names for you, 
you don't have to worry that they will contact your customers directly, try to sell 
the names to a third party, or anything like that. 
 
All that said, any time you hand somebody your contact list, you do introduce an 
element of risk, and you should be aware that it exists. 


 
• Risk #2: Losing the List.  The subscriber emails that you collect over time are a 


valuable asset to you.  Suppose you log onto your vendor web site one day, and 
it's been shut down.  Your E-Newsletter is also shut down if you don't have a 
back-up copy of the list.   
 
Which is why, to manage this risk, you need to back up your subscriber list 
regularly (at least monthly).  This is an easy procedure (make sure this feature is 
offered by any vendor you choose), and simply involves exporting the list from 
your account on the vendor site to a local computer in your office. 
 
This way, if the vendor goes belly up, you simply sign on with another provider, 
upload your list, and you're up and running again. 


 
 


 
5. How do I choose a vendor? 
 
There are many service variations to choose from, and it's very much a moving target as 
new players come and go, and pricing and features change.   
 
Even so, there are some fundamental things to look for as you compare service offerings: 
 


• Tech Support.  Free, live tech support is offered by some, but not all outsourcers.  
Personally, I wouldn't go near a vendor that didn't offer this.   
 
Hopefully, you won't need help very often, but when you're sitting at your desk 
unable to figure out why you can't fix a simple problem, you want somebody to 
call.  Not just e-mail support either.  A toll-free phone number that you can dial 
during (at least) normal business hours, and within minutes be speaking to a real 
person.   
 


• Longevity.  As we mentioned in the previous section, the cost to you of your 
vendor going under is pretty small.  But it's still a whole lot better if it doesn't 
happen.   
 
If they fold, you'll need to change horses, which at the very least will require that 
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you learn a new system for getting your newsletter out the door.  Plus, a company 
that is about to die will usually fade slowly, which means they'll stop investing in 
new features and may even foul up some of your mailings before being declared 
legally dead. 
 
Before you sign up, go to vendor web sites and read about them.  How long has it 
been since they've introduced new features; have they recently gotten outside 
funding; how many customers do they have?   Look for signs of life and 
prosperity. 
 


• Ease of Use.  If you're working with this material, odds are that you personally 
are the one responsible for getting the newsletter out the door each month.  I'm 
also willing to bet that you're a businessperson, not a techy.   
 
If both of these are true, you want to make sure that whichever vendor you 
go with provides you with a platform that requires minimum effort, 
minimum training and minimum technical knowledge.   
 
In comparing options therefore, pay a lot of attention to what it takes to set it up, 
and what it takes to publish it each month.  I love features, flexibility, tracking, 
etc., but first and foremost I need a simple tool that I can use. 
 


• Free Trial.  Service quality and ease of use are tough to assess from the outside 
looking in.  And as much as you may talk to colleagues and compare options on 
paper, nothing is as enlightening as actually getting behind the wheel and taking 
the service for a spin.   
 
Look for a vendor that will let you sign up for free with no obligation for a period 
of time (like 30 days).  That will give you time to try it out (even if it's with just a 
few names), see how easy the service is to use, and get a sense for how well the 
whole thing hangs together. 


 
 
Bottom Line: Outsource the mechanical elements of your E-Newsletter to a vendor.  It’s 
cheap, relatively easy, and will free you up to focus on the content, business and 
relationship aspects of your E-Newsletter. 
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Appendix II - E-Newsletter  Action PlanTM


 


 and Check List (Blank) 
 


An E-Newsletter has many moving parts, and over time, it’s easy to lose track of the 
vision, focus, messages and procedures you’ve developed in connection with running 
yours effectively and efficiently.  Use this template to organize your thoughts, answer the 
questions referenced in The E-Newsletter SystemTM


 


 chapters, and keep track of the 
decisions you make along the way.  Keep it up to date whenever you make changes. 


A completed sample of this action plan is included in Appendix III, immediately 
following this blank copy. 
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E-Newsletter Content 


1. What are you an expert in?  What are the things you know, that those outside 
your industry don’t?   On what subjects are the questions you get from friends, 
relatives, colleagues when they have a need in your field? 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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2. What makes you different?  What's unique about you, your company, your 
services, etc.?  Beyond the usual quality, service, price stuff that all your 
competitors can also claim. What aspects of you and the way you do business will 
you bring out in your newsletter?   
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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3. What are you known for?  
 
Sometimes the best way to figure out what you’re known for is to simply ask the 
people who know you well.  Choose (at least) 10 people with whom you feel 
comfortable, and send them each the email below (or your version of it).  Try to 
get a mix of clients, friends, colleagues and others who KNOW YOU WELL. 
 
You’ll be amazed at how similar the answers are.  Look for patterns and group 
them as best you can.  What we are trying to do here is capture whatever it is 
that people think about when they think about you and your business.  This 
individual personality is what we want reflected in your newsletter. 
 
Here’s the email I want you to send: 


 
I’m working on the development of an electronic newsletter, as a 
means of keeping in touch and providing clients and others with 
useful, interesting and relevant information on the topic of 
(insert your area of expertise here). 


As part of this development process, I am trying to capture the 
“voice” and character of myself and my company, so that the 
newsletter is as real and genuine as possible.  Please help me by 
answering one simple question: 
 
What are the first three words that come to mind when you think 
of me and/or my company? 
 
 
Write the answers you get here: 


  


 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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4. Who's your target audience?  Who's the target given your purpose?  Clearly 
there are many possibilities, but if you had to define the quintessential person, 
what does he/she look like?   
 
Age: 
 
Sex: 
 
Job Title: 
 
Type of Business/Industry: 
 
Years of Experience: 
 
Level of Education: 
 
How much do they know about your business and its terminology? 
  
Where does he/she live?: 
 
What else can you say to describe this person?: 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Got a photo of this person?  Paste it here so you can see him/her as you write: 
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5. What will you write about?  Describe the scope of the topics you will cover, 


given the audience you’ve described and the business you are in.  Think like a 
magazine editor. 
 
(Refer to the notes you took in “Exercise: Questions That I Receive Regarding 
My Business,” page 24) 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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6. Topic Ideas.  It’s important to have a single place that you can capture (and later 
find) those great ideas that come to you in the middle of the month. Use this page 
to write down newsletter ideas as they come to you and refer back here when it’s 
time to write. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________
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7. Newsletter Voice and Personality.  Who is "talking?"  What is this person's 


background?  How would readers describe him/her?  How formal will you be?  
Are you a peer, a guru, a service provider? 
 
Review what you wrote in sections 2 and 3 of this appendix.  You want to make 
sure that the voice and personality of the newsletter reflect who you are and the 
way others see you. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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E-Newsletter Formatting and Layout 


 
8. What will the regular sections of your E-Newsletter be?  Create clear, fairly 


consistent sections where readers can find what they want.  Clearly separate the 
“about us” sections from the “useful” sections. 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------  
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
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9. What will you call the newsletter?  Make it interesting, intriguing, catchy.  The 
name is more about style than substance.  If you’re a solo practitioner looking to 
be considered the industry expert, include your name in it as well. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


10. What will the subheading of the newsletter be?  The subheading should be all 
substance!  The subheading is what current subscribers will use to remember what 
they’ve signed up for; and those unfamiliar with the newsletter to understand 
what’s in here.  If you can get target audience, frequency and topic in the 
subheading, that’s a home run. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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11. What do you love; what do you hate about the E-Newsletters you’ve already 
seen?  Make a list of the things you see in the newsletters of other companies (in 
the same field or not) that you either love or hate.  Be systematic about collecting 
fragments and creating your newsletter as the “super newsletter.” 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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E-Newsletter Delivery and List Management 
 
 


12. What address will the newsletter be sent “from?”  This field is the primary 
signal people will use to separate SPAM from legitimate email.  It should come 
from your name or your company name (whichever is more well known), not 
from the name of the newsletter. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 


 
13. If a reader clicks "reply," to what email address will their reply be sent?  


You may want to set up a separate, “E-Newsletter Inbox,” so that you can easily 
sort newsletter email from all the other mail you get. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
 


 
 


14. How often will your newsletter be published (Monthly? Weekly?); what day 
will you publish on?  Frequency is important for your readers in building a 
relationship; consistency is important to you in getting it out the door on a regular 
basis.  
 
___________________________________________________________  
 
 
 


 
15. What will your “opt in” policy be?  Who gets added to the list going forward?  


Do you ask them, tell them, surprise them?  What’s your policy? 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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16. What will your “add new names” procedure be?  How will you take the new 
contacts you make each month and integrate them with your existing list? 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 


 
 
 
 
 


17. What information will you collect at sign up?  How much detail will you 
request?  How much detail will you require? 
 
(1)__Email Address_______________________  
 
 
(2)______________________________________ 
 
 
(3)______________________________________ 
 
 
(4)______________________________________ 
 
 
(5)______________________________________ 
 
 
(6)______________________________________ 
 
 
(7)______________________________________ 
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18. What is the welcome message that new subscribers receive (via email) when 
they sign up?  Tell them what to expect; thank them for coming aboard; give 
them something for free; reassure them that they can get off at any time.  Shake 
their hand! 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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19. What will the forward to a friend message say?  Tell them to share your 
newsletter, give them an easy tool for sending it to others, assure them of their 
friend’s privacy. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 


 
 
 
 


20. What will your “About Us” text say?  Finally, a place to talk about yourself!  
One or two sentence description, with a link to more information on your web 
site. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 


 
 
 
 


21. In every newsletter, make sure you include: 
 


___  An edition number and date    


___  Complete company contact information     


___  An overview of this month's content 


___  A copyright notice  


___  An introductory note signed by a human being 


___  A way to sign up for the newsletter 


___  An “about us” section 
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Appendix III  
E-Newsletter Action PlanTM and Check List (Sample) 


 
Sample Template: “Michael Katz’s E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters” 


 
This is a sample of the E-Newsletter Launch Template, with the information already 
filled in for our newsletter.  You may find it helpful in completing the template for 
yours (see Appendix II for a blank template). 
 
 
 


E-Newsletter Content 
 
 


1. What are you an expert in?  What are the things you know, that those outside 
your industry don’t?   On what subjects are the questions you get from friends, 
relatives, colleagues when they have a need in your field? 
 


a. How to create effective E-Newsletters 
b. Relationship Marketing 
c. Starting/running a small business efficiently. 
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2. What makes you different?  What's unique about you, your company, your 
services, etc.?  Beyond the usual quality, service, price stuff that all your 
competitors can also claim. What aspects of you and the way you do business will 
you bring out in your newsletter?   
 


a. I’m 100% focused on E-Newsletters 
b. I focus on the relationship aspect, not the mechanics or direct response 


aspect.  Farming Vs. Hunting. 
c. I mix humor in with the useful, business side of what I do.  The 


entertainment aspect ultimately makes the message clearer and more 
memorable. 
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3. What are you known for?  
 
Sometimes the best way to figure out what you’re known for is to simply ask the 
people who know you well.  Choose (at least) 10 people with whom you feel 
comfortable, and send them each the email below (or your version of it).  Try to 
get a mix of clients, friends, colleagues and others who KNOW YOU WELL. 
 
You’ll be amazed at how similar the answers are.  Look for patterns and group 
them as best you can.  What we are trying to do here is capture whatever it is 
that people think about when they think about you and your business.  This 
individual personality is what we want reflected in your newsletter. 
 
Here’s the email I want you to send: 


 
I’m working on the development of an electronic newsletter, as a 
means of keeping in touch and providing clients and others with 
useful, interesting and relevant information on the topic of 
(insert your area of expertise here). 


As part of this development process, I am trying to capture the 
“voice” and character of myself and my company, so that the 
newsletter is as real and genuine as possible.  Please help me by 
answering one simple question: 
 
What are the first three words that come to mind when you think 
of me and/or my company? 
 
 
Write the answers you get here: 


  


 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
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4. Who's your target audience?  Who's the target given your purpose?  Clearly 
there are many possibilities, but if you had to define the quintessential person, 
what does he/she look like?   
 
Age: 45 
 
Sex: Female 
 
Job Title: Small Business Owner 
 
Type of Business/Industry: Professional Services  
 
Years of Experience: 10+ 
 
Level of Education: College Degree 
 
How much do they know about your business and its terminology?:  Not much, 
but excited about and comfortable with technology.  Eager to learn more. 
  
Where does he/she live?:  New England 
 
What else can you say to describe this person?:  Good sense of humor; appreciates 
the value of strong business to business relationships; already successful but 
looking for a better, easier way; likes the idea of an E-Newsletter but not sure 
where to start or how to keep it going. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Got a photo of this person?  Paste it here so you can see him/her as you write: 
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5. What will you write about?  Describe the scope of the topics you will cover, 


given the audience you’ve described and the business you are in.  Think like a 
magazine editor:  
 
(Refer to the notes you took in “Exercise: Questions That I Receive Regarding 
My Business,” page 24) 
 
 
 
Helping small businesspeople increase sales, by showing them how to create and 
manage an effective electronic newsletter.   
 
Everything from the high level conceptual, to the on the ground tactical. 
 
Teaching the concept of relationship marketing along with the step-by-step of an 
E-Newsletter. 
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6. Topic Ideas.  It’s important to have a single place that you can capture (and later 
find) those great ideas that come to you in the middle of the month. Use this page 
to write down newsletter ideas as they come to you and refer back here when it’s 
time to write. 
 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________
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7. Newsletter Voice and Personality.  Who is "talking?"  What is this person's 


background?  How would readers describe him/her?  How formal will you be?  
Are you a peer, a guru, a service provider? 
 
Review what you wrote in sections 2 and 3 of this appendix.  You want to make 
sure that the voice and personality of the newsletter reflects who you are and the 
way others see you. 


 
a. A fellow professional service provider. 
d. An expert, experienced, teacher. 
e. Funny, irreverent, refreshingly human.  
f. Somebody the reader would like to meet – or not like to meet.  Enough 


authentic me mixed in that I attract the right people and filter out those 
who don’t like my style. 
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E-Newsletter Formatting and Layout 
 
 


8. What will the regular sections of your E-Newsletter be?  Create clear, fairly 
consistent sections where readers can find what they want.  Clearly separate the 
“about us” sections from the “useful” sections. 
 


a. Introductory section.  Greet the reader and tell them what this week’s 
topic is all about. 


b. Main article in every newsletter on a narrow topic. 
c. This Week’s Interesting Tidbit.  Useful insight, often funny.  Something 


that shines a light on a point relating to E-Newsletters or relationship 
marketing. 


d. We’ve Got Mail.  Using feedback from previous issues to highlight a 
topic and bring in an interactive element. 


e. Enough About You, Let’s Talk About Us.  To discuss awards, published 
articles, new clients.  Focused on what Blue Penguin Development has 
done. 


f. About us.  Brief description of what we do. 
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9. What will you call the newsletter?  Make it interesting, intriguing, catchy.  The 
name is more about style than substance.  If you’re a solo practitioner looking to 
be considered the industry expert, include your name in it as well. 
 
”Michael Katz’s E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


10. What will the subheading of the newsletter be?  The subheading should be all 
substance!  The subheading is what current subscribers will use to remember what 
they’ve signed up for; and those unfamiliar with the newsletter to understand 
what’s in here.  If you can get target audience, frequency and topic in the 
subheading, that’s a home run. 
 
A free biweekly guide to creating, writing and managing effective e-newsletters 
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11. What do you love; what do you hate about the E-Newsletters you’ve already 
seen?  Make a list of the things you see in the newsletters of other companies (in 
the same field or not) that you either love or hate.  Be systematic about collecting 
fragments and creating your newsletter as the “super newsletter.” 
 
Love: personal touch; useful; interesting; authentic; brief; funny; different. 
Hate: ads; thinly disguised promotions; too much information. 
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E-Newsletter Delivery and List Management 
 
 


12. What address will the newsletter be sent “from?”  This field is the primary 
signal people will use to separate SPAM from legitimate email.  It should come 
from your name or your company name (whichever is more well known), not 
from the name of the newsletter. 
 
Michael Katz | Blue Penguin (E-Newsletter) 
 
 


 
13. If a reader clicks "reply," to what email address will their reply be sent?  


You may want to set up a separate, “E-Newsletter Inbox,” so that you can easily 
sort newsletter email from all the other mail you get. 
 
Newsletter@BluePenguinDevelopment.com  
 
 


 
 


14. How often will your newsletter be published (Monthly? Weekly?); what day 
will you publish on?  Frequency is important for your readers in building a 
relationship; consistency is important to you in getting it out the door on a regular 
basis.  
 
Every other Friday in the morning.  
 
 
 


 
15. What will your “opt in” policy be?  Who gets added to the list going forward?  


Do you ask them, tell them, surprise them?  What’s your policy? 
 
There are four ways to get on the list: 
 
1. Add your own name at the web site 
2. Send me an email asking to be added to the list 
3. Fill in a request form at a workshop / presentation 
4. Say, “okay,” when I ask you if I can add you to the list 
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16. What will your “add new names” procedure be?  How will you take the new 
contacts you make each month and integrate them with your existing list? 
 
 I add them one at a time as the requests/approvals come in.   


 
 
 
 
 


17. What information will you collect at sign up?  How much detail will you 
request?  How much detail will you require? 
 
(1)__Email Address (required)____________  
 
(2)__First Name (optional)_______________ 
 
(3)__Last Name (optional)_______________ 
 
(4)__Company Name (optional)____________ 
 
(5)__Where do you live? (optional)_____ 
 
(6)__How did you learn of this newsletter? (optional) ____ 


 
 
Here’s a screenshot of the actual form: 
 
About you: 
 
We like to keep in touch, but we don't want any information that you don’t want us to have.  
 
Rest assured, we never sell, rent, lend or share your information. So, we'd love it if you'd fill out the 
entire form, but complete only what you feel comfortable doing. 


First Name:    
Last Name:    


Company Name:    
Where do you live?:    


How did you learn of this newsletter?:    
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18. What is the welcome message that new subscribers receive (via email) when 
they sign up?  Tell them what to expect; thank them for coming aboard; give 
them something for free; reassure them that they can get off at any time.  Shake 
their hand! 
 
 
 
Thank you for subscribing to, "Michael Katz's E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters!"  
 
This bi-weekly E-Newsletter focuses on helping businesspeople turn their 
existing relationships into profits, by showing them how to create and 
manage effective electronic newsletters.  
 
It will be emailed to you at this address every other Friday. You may remove 
yourself from this list at any time: each newsletter we send will include easy, 
one click unsubscribe instructions.  
 
Best regards, and thank you again for your interest.  
 


 
 
Michael J. Katz  
Founder and Chief Penguin  
Blue Penguin Development, Inc. 
 
P.S.  To receive a free copy of our special report, “The Five Deadly Fears of  
E-Newsletter Publishing (and how to avoid them),” please click here! 
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19. What will the forward to a friend message say?  Tell them to share your 
newsletter, give them an easy tool for sending it to others, assure them of their 
friend’s privacy. 
 
 
 
All rights reserved (but feel free to copy it, post it, quote it, think about it and 
forward on to others).  Your privacy is important to us. We never rent, sell or 
share your name with anybody. Click here to read our privacy statement*  
 
 
* This links to the “privacy page” on our web site.  You can see this page here:  
http://bluepenguindevelopment.com/free/privacy.html


 
  


 
 
 
 


20. What will your “About Us” text say?  Finally, a place to talk about yourself!  
One or two sentence description, with a link to more information on your web 
site. 
 
Blue Penguin Development helps professional service firms get clients, by 
showing them how to communicate effectively with the people they already 
know. 
 
We specialize in the development of electronic newsletters. 
 


 
 
 
 


21. In every newsletter, make sure you include: 
 


___  An edition number and date    


___  Complete company contact information     


___  An overview of this month's content 


___  A copyright notice  


___  An introductory note signed by a human being 


___  A way to sign up for the newsletter 


___  An “about us” section 



http://bluepenguindevelopment.com/free/privacy.html�
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Appendix IV - E-Newsletter Samples 


We can talk all day about what works and what doesn’t, but there’s nothing like seeing 
some real life samples!  Included here in Appendix IV are seven newsletters that I’d like 
you to take a look at.   
 
You’ll notice of course that they share many elements in common, however in addition, 
each is particularly good at a few other things.   
 


 
Samples included: 


1. Newsletter:  “Michael Katz’s E-Newsletter on E-Newsletters”   
Company:  Blue Penguin Development; “E-Newsletters for Professional 
Service Providers. 


 
 


 
2. Newsletter:  “It’s Showtime Baby, And You’re The Show”   


Company:  LINKInc Method Marketing; “Creating and marketing profitable 
restaurant experiences” 
 


3. Newsletter:  “Framing The Issues”   
Company:  Sales and Marketing Search: Recruiting sales and marketing 
professionals. 


 
4. Newsletter:  “On Daruma’s Watch”   


Company:  Daruma Asset Management:  Small-cap stock investment. 
 


5. Newsletter:  “Howe’s Bayou” 
Company:  Financial Managers Trust; ”Helping the managers of smaller 
companies and non-profit organizations develop reliable financial information for 
operational decisions” 
 


6. Newsletter:  “Marijo McCarthy’s Legal Briefs”   
Company:  Widett & McCarthy, P.C.; ”A small business law firm” 
 


7. Newsletter:  “Wealth Guarding” 
Company:  Wellspring Financial:  A financial planning firm with a specialty in 
rescuing small company 401k programs. 


 







From:                              Michael Katz | Blue Penguin (E-Newsletter)
[contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.ccsend.com] on behalf of Michael Katz | Blue Penguin
(E-Newsletter) [contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com]


Sent:                               Friday, June 04, 2010 3:10 PM
To:                                   removetest@enewsletterbook.com
Subject:                          Surviving The E-Newsletter Jungle (6/4/10)
 


Today: Finding newsletter content ideas. Trouble viewing this? Try clicking here!


June 4, 2010 Issue #244


Hello! 


If you have trouble finding things to write about for your E-Newsletter,
today's edition may just have the missing piece you've been searching
for. Or not. I make no promises. 


Click here to listen to today's edition (5 minutes, 17 seconds). 


Click here to subscribe via iTunes (will load iTunes Music Store). 


The permanent link for this newsletter is here.


All the best,


Michael J. Katz
Founder and Chief Penguin


Surviving The E-
Newsletter Jungle


The E-Newsletter Field
Trip!


E-Mail Content
Webinars


 


Surviving The E-Newsletter Jungle


My 11-year-old son Jonathan is in love with a bear. Not just any bear,
mind you … Bear Grylls, the unbelievably appropriately-named host of the
Discovery Channel program, "Man vs. Wild." 


Jon can't get enough of this guy, and it's easy to see why: Each episode,
Bear (or, as his friends call him, "Bear") is deliberately stranded in a
remote location. African volcano, Nevada desert, Panamanian jungle,
whatever. 


They drop him in by helicopter and over the next 30 minutes (minus
commercials), Bear scales sheer rock formations, crosses raging rivers,
eats disgusting insects, and pretty much does everything your mother
ever told you not to do, as he makes his death-defying way back to
civilization. 


I think I'm in love with him too. 


Not so much for his physical prowess – oddly enough, he looks like just an
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My name and company appear in the from line.  I put "E-Newsletter" in parentheses following that so that those who get email from me regularly (clients, etc.) know that this is the newsletter, and not just any old email that I might have sent today.
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Subject line.  Includes newsletter title and date.  All to make it instantly recognizable that this is not SPAM, and intriguing so they open it.
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Date and issue number.  Because I publish every other week, I include the exact date (to make it feel even fresher than those that come out monthly).  If yours is monthly, just include the month and year (e.g. July 2010).
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Handwritten signature
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Picture of a flightless aquatic bird (optional)
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Summary of today's issue to save them time.
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Place for them to sign up
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Link to the newsletter archive.
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Callout

Easy link to a printable page for the newsletter.  Click the link if you want to see it.
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Text Box

Let's start with my newsletter as an example of the basic elements that you need.







 


 


 


average guy. What I love about Bear is his ability to take things he
finds in nature and use them to his survival advantage. 


Abandoned bird's nest? Excellent fire starter. Gooey tree sap? Perfect for
plugging a hole in an ancient canoe. Venomous snake? Dinner will be ready
in half an hour. 


Believe me, as someone who spent 20 minutes this morning trying to fix a
sneaker with a frayed shoelace, I'm in awe of how much this guy gets
done with fewer tools than I carry in my briefcase. 


But here's something I've noticed: Bear searches for and collects this
useful miscellany long before the next survival crisis arises (and
believe me, it will arise). He's trained himself to pick up stuff along the
way, jamming it into his backpack as he cheerfully remarks in his English-
accented voice, "This may come in a might handy later on." 


Not that you asked, but the fact is, Bear's "collect it while you can"
approach to amassing useful survival doodads is exactly how you
ought to be collecting topics for future E-Newsletters (minus maybe
the eating of live insects). 


In other words, instead of sitting down to write, staring at a blank screen,
and wondering why you can't come up with anything, do what Bear does:
kill something plan ahead. 


Specifically:


1. Develop the habit. As you move through your day, look for stories,
topics and insights that might work in future newsletters. The ideas
don't need to be fully baked at this point either. Just as Bear
comes across a length of rusty chain and saves it "just in case," if you
have something interesting or unusual happen to you, make note of
it.


2. Standardize your process. It doesn't have to be fancy, but unless
you have a specific, consistent place for storing your ideas – a word
document, a notebook, a pile of sticky notes sitting on your desk (my
method) – you don't have a system. Pick one and keep everything in
there, ready and waiting for the next time you write.


3. Never let the moment pass. I shudder to think of how many brilliant
topic ideas I've had and lost because I didn't write them down when
they arrived. It's always a mistake. Do yourself a favor: Stop
whatever you're doing and find a scrap of paper to scribble on or
leave a message on your own voicemail … whatever it takes to
capture your thought.


Here's the bottom line. For many of us, the hardest part of writing is not
the writing itself, it's finding the inspiration. And while that's not always
easy, there's no need to make it harder on yourself than necessary. 


Do as Bear Grylls does and start collecting now, before the next
disaster, I mean E-Newsletter, strikes! 
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Suggestion that they forward the newsletter (included on both the sidebar and below the main article.
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Boldface sprinkled throughout
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Social media tie in.  One click which allows readers to retweet the newsletter or go to my Facebook fan page.
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Text Box

Lots of short paragraphs throughout.







Print this newsletter
Forward this newsletter


The E-Newsletter Field Trip!


This issue's E-Newsletter Field Trip – an astonishingly
innovative concept in which readers (like you) submit
their E-Newsletter for public viewing and (gentle) critique
– takes us to Great Barrington, Massachusetts and
specifically, The Inn at Sweet Water Farm. 


Here's how Innkeeper, Lynda Fisher, describes her
establishment: "Our inn is an early 19th century post
and beam construction where the glow of the wood floors,
comfort of the hearth and tranquility of the surrounding
country invites you to take a deep breath and enjoy." 


Wow. I know where I'm going this weekend. 


For a look at Lynda's newsletter and to read my
thoughts about it (and to add your own), visit the Blue Penguin Development Facebook page here
and click the "Discussions" tab up top. 


E-Mail Content Webinars


Our next two-hour webinar, "Email Marketing Content That Works!", is scheduled for June
22nd and 24th and you can register to … hang on a second … What, already? Sorry, they just told
me it's already sold out. Wow, this thing must really be good (he said with feigned surprise). 


Okay, how about this? You can beat the crowds and reserve your seat now for the event
when we do it again in July. Just click here. 


Or, if you're one of those eager people I've read about, you can watch a previously recorded
version of the entire thing, right here, right now.


Blue Penguin Development helps professional service companies
communicate effectively with the people they already know.


There are three ways I work with clients:


1. Creating/Managing/Improving e-mail newsletters
 


2. Fine-tuning your company's content (or teaching you and your staff how)
 


3. Coaching you in your business
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Boldface sprinkled throughout
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Easy link to a printable page for the newsletter.  Click the link if you want to see it.
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Suggestion that they forward the newsletter (included on both the sidebar and below the main article.
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A way to involve readers beyond the newsletter itself.
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Cross marketing of other products/events
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Stuff about me.  Notice it's at the end.







Read an overview of my services


Call me: 508-497-0900
Email me: ContactUs@BluePenguinDevelopment.com


Web me: www.BluePenguinDevelopment.com 
Stalk me: One Ash Street, Hopkinton MA 01748


 


 


You are receiving this newsletter because you signed up to receive it. 
To ensure that you continue to receive emails from me, please add 


contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com to your address book today.


To subscribe to this newsletter,
send an email with your request to: ContactUs@BluePenguinDevelopment.com


Your privacy is important to me. I never rent, sell, share
or even think about your name with anybody else in the room.


Read our privacy statement


Copyright ©2010 Blue Penguin Development, Inc. All rights reserved.


You may reproduce this article by including this copyright and, if reproducing it electronically,
including a link to www.BluePenguinDevelopment.com. You must also make a loud penguin noise at


noon (EST) each day while the article is in use (costume optional).


No penguins were harmed in the production of this newsletter.


 


This email was sent to removetest@enewsletterbook.com by
contactus@bluepenguindevelopment.com.


Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.


Email Marketing by


Blue Penguin Development | One Ash Street | Hopkinton | MA | 01748
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Link to privacy statement.  Click to see it.
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Synopsis: Discounting is a drug, which is as 
pernicious as it is alluring. Studies show that 
businesses, which rely on discounts, eventually 
lose their value proposition. Customers who 
are there for the deal are rewarded, while 
more loyal customers are penalized. 
Eventually, your concept, bereft of a 
compelling reason for being, falls by the 
wayside. 


 


Issue #57 April 9 , 2004 
 


Coupons Are Heroin 


"Some industries ...have always used 
price coupons to get new customers 
to try their products and to get old 
customers to come back more often. 
Chick-fil-a had qualms about the 
practice and decided to study the 
behavior of the coupon customers in 
detail. It discovered that customers 
who come in with coupons generally 
spend less, are less likely to give the 
store repeat business, and are very 
likely to use coupons during peak 
traffic hours, when handling coupons slow the lines. The 
company also discovered that loyal customers who do not have 
coupons feel short-changed, and that frequent price 
promotions tend to convince them that your product is not 
worth its normal price...Chick-fil-a now uses (coupons) 


1, 2 


3
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A compelling subject line and title for the month "forces" readers to open the newsletter.
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Clearly takes a position.  Rick's newsletters have no "on the other hand" feel to them.  With a title like "Coupons Are Heroin," Rick demonstrates that he's not afraid to say what he thinks, thereby attracting potential clients who like his point of view.







primarily to introduce new products or packages." 


The Loyalty Effect by Frederick F. Reichheld 


Recently, I conducted a seminar on Wall-To-Wall marketing. We covered 
the topic of coupons and discounts. When I asked who used that kind of 
price cutting strategy, many in the audience raised their hand, but 
sheepishly. I could tell that many felt ambivalent about the practice. But 
here's the rub. Coupons work. Yep, they drive traffic like mad. So much so, 
that the sound of the register ringing overcomes any qualms operators 
have.  


The problem is that coupons are like a narcotic. They are addictive and, 
over time, work less and less effectively. At the end of the string, you have 
a brand that has been stripped of any of its intrinsic value proposition. It 
sits like an emaciated business ready for the Chapter 11 buzzards to 
descend and pick away at the remaining bones. 


How do I know? I point to the pizza industry as prime example. Who here 
ever feels good about paying full price for a Pizza Hut, Dominos or Papa 
John's Pizza? The segment nearly orchestrated its own death with its 
reliance on price off and 'two-fors'. To this day, they continue to struggle 
with the legacy of discounting, having to spend millions and millions of 
advertising dollars to make a new case for the essential value of their 
products. That's a ghastly task to face. 


QSR is not much better. What segment in the restaurant industry has worse 
value perception than QSR? What segment has relied on coupons and 
discounts more often? Take a look at CREST. The data shows a direct, if 
unstated, inverse correlation between customer perception of the degree 
of a concept's price discounting and its lack of value.  


So, why do we do it? Because the sight of customers coming into the store, 
regardless who they are and whether they're likely to return, is too good to 
resist. Like any addictive high, it just feels too good to stop. As long as 
we’re in the daze of denial about the long-term impact, it’s groovy, baby. 


What are the alternatives? First off, giving a customer a full retail value 
experience does not preclude you from giving them a break. The trick is to 
make it personal and a surprise. Reward your current guests. Surprise them 
with come-backers, or 'just-between-you-and-I' treats. I tell a story of being
rewarded as a first time guest at a Mimi's Café with complimentary fresh 
muffins as I was paying my check. It knocked me out and I still talk about 
four years later. 


Make it your business to create a 'club' around your brand. Starbucks, Krispy 
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Free information.  Rick continually develops and gives away reports and studies for free to his readers.







Kreme and In-and Out Burger do not coupon, because the experience they 
offer is so compelling. I don't know about you, but I haven't seen a Wendy's 
discount. Their $.99 value menu is their special. It's been engineered to 
work for them and their guest. 


Can you use a special offer to promote a new product? Sure, but position it 
as a limited deal and be clear that it's a "Special –One-Time Offer". More 
importantly, offer tastes of a new product to your existing guest base and 
create a windfall of word-of-mouth advertising. There's nothing better than 
a guest telling someone else, "You'll never believe what happened to me 
today at..." That's the kind of buzz you want. 


So, sit down and consider the implications of your discounting tactics. I 
have seen companies wean themselves off of discounts to survive and 
thrive. You can do it. It may involve some withdrawal pain, but you'll live. 
Literally. 


Is there a better meal for the price than a Roast Beef sandwich at Kelly's 
Roast Beef? I don't know, but I think not. They've been slicing roast beef for 
decades, putting together enormous sandwiches on grilled bread and 
serving Bostonians for decades. They have plenty else, including great clam 
strips, but the roast beef sandwich, which spawned a national roast beef 
chain, still is their calling card. Just writing about it makes me salivate. It 
goes to show that you don't have to charge an arm and a leg to WOW 'em. 
The company's average unit volume is some ridiculously huge number and 
they deserve it.  


   


Have any questions about this issue? Please feel free to email me at 
rick@rickhendrie.com, or call me at 617-547-5123 or 617-335-1011. I'll do 
my best to help you out. 


[Send Page To a Friend]  
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Rick's additional section -  Branded in and of itself.







 


We combine theater technique, classic marketing skill and operations 
know-how to create a profitable, "WOW" guest experience. 


[click here for more information] 


Spread the Word! If you enjoy reading this newsletter and have a friend 
or colleague you think might enjoy it as well, please forward it on. Anyone 
can sign up for a free, privacy-protected subscription by emailing 
subscribe@LinkincMethodMarketing.com and say, "Sign me up!" 


Seminars: Now, for a little shameless self promotion. Looking for a high-
energy speaker, capable of personalizing a presentation to meet your 
needs?   


 


Click graphic to read more about how we can be of service to your 
organization. 


!  
"It's Showtime Baby, & And You're The Show!," gets published every 
three weeks and concentrates on concrete ways you can take advantage of 
the emerging "Experience Era".  


Are there topics you would like the newsletter to cover? Are there 
improvements or changes you would like to see? Email us at: 
comments@LinkincMethodMarketing.com  


Join the Link Inc. mailing list. Enter you email address to subscribe. 
Go
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Another example of a branded section.
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Friendly, low pressure, "I'm here if you need me" approach to lead generation.
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From:                              Betsy Harper (E-Newsletter) [betsy@smsearch.com]


Sent:                               Friday, May 07, 2010 10:31 AM


To:                                   betsy@enewsletterbook.com


Subject:                          Fridays (in the garden) with Lila (May 2010)


 


Leverage your company's benefits. Trouble viewing this email? Click here


•         Fridays (in the garden) with Lila


•         Nothing Succeeds Like Success


•         We're Bookworms!


Click here to subscribe
to this newsletter


•         Lila Wallace Foundation


Vol 9, No 4, May 2010


Dear Hiring Manager:


Summer's coming, so this month we talk about employee benefits "with a
twist."


Read on for how you can treat your employees to some fun benefits while
making your company stand out.


Betsy Harper
Managing Partner
Sales and Marketing Search


Fridays (in the garden) with Lila
Years ago (in what seems like
another life!) I was in the
giftware industry. I had a ball
marketing and selling for a
small, local company that
sold high-end, hand-made
stuffed animals into major
retailers like Nordstrom's,
Neiman Marcus and Marshall
Fields.


I crisscrossed the country
working with sales reps groups
in each region, and worked in
our booth at the national
trade shows from Boston to LA. It was a truly fun job. And what was most
gratifying is that I got to know personally many of the buyers who were regular
customers of mine; some are still friends to this day.
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An outstanding example of useful information offered with a warm, authentic and professional touch.  CEO Betsy Harper's experience and confidence comes through loud and clear as she writes, prompting readers to pick up the phone and buy her services.
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•         Readers Digest


•         OwnerIQ


•         Freakonomics


•         Super Freakonomics


On one trip to New York, I met one of these friends for dinner. She was the
head gift buyer for all Neiman Marcus stores. During dinner she told me she was
thrilled that her daughter had just accepted a position at Reader's Digest in
Pleasantville, NY. Not only did she get a great job with fantastic benefits, but
one of those benefits was that employees of the Digest had every Friday in
May off. "Wow," I said, "that's great! But how come?"


My friend went on to explain that Lila Wallace, co-founder of the Digest, was a
great gardener. She encouraged her employees to garden as well by giving
each employee those Fridays off to get in their annual flower and vegetable
gardens. I thought that was really cool and I still do (even though I'm not sure
it's still one of Reader's Digest's benefits).


This is a terrific example of how a company can distinguish itself by getting
creative with their employee benefits. Is your company doing that? "Soft"
benefits like these are a powerful recruiting and retention tool.


Here are a few ideas to get you "down the garden path" thinking about what
your company might do:


If you're an avid cyclist, offer incentives to employees who cycle to
work or participate in bike-a-thons to raise money.


If you believe that every employee should be building for his or her
financial future, match a portion of their 401K contribution.


If you believe strongly in good health and nutrition, offer employees a
subsidy on health-club fees and offer healthy snacks in the kitchen.


If you're an art lover, how about a day at the museum? Many companies
have museum passes (family passes, too) available for employees. (And,
if there's a Children's Museum in your town, that's a fabulous benefit.)


Enjoy charitable giving? Why not encourage employees to get active in
their favorite causes? Would you give them a day off to run a
marathon? How about a dollar matching program for charitable
contributions?


And one of my personal favorites, give your employees their birthday
off (with pay). I don't know anyone who wouldn't consider that a real
gift!


You get the idea. There are a number of ways you can get creative with your
benefits package. Your HR professional will be more than happy to help you
with suggestions. Or, better yet, ask your employees!


What Lila Wallace did was extend an employee benefit that truly reflected her
values. She believed that gardens are an integral part of the human
experience, and she passed that belief on to her employees with visible
action. 


How about you? What can you pass on to your employees that you'll be
remembered for many years from now?!


Nothing Succeeds Like Success
Our client OwnerIQ continues merrily on its
growth projection. Last fall they opened an
office in New York to service and grow their
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strong business there. And last month we
helped them grow their sales team by finding
a great Sales Coordinator.


 


We're Bookworms!
Okay, so I was the last kid on the block to read Freakonomics: A Rogue
Economist Discovers the Hidden Side of Everything. But, when I did, I couldn't
put it down — same with SuperFreakonomics, the sequel. 


Who would have thought that economics could so thoroughly entertain while
explaining the theory behind stuff like the drug business, patriotic prostitutes,
school testing and parenthood? You won't be disappointed.


Sales and Marketing Search is a contingency recruiting firm that specializes in
placing sales and marketing professionals in growing companies.


100 Cummings Center Suite 429J
Beverly, MA 01915


978-921-8282
http://www.smsearch.com


betsy@smsearch.com
Copyright © 2010 Sales and Marketing Search.


All rights reserved (but feel free to forward on to others who you think may find it useful).


Your privacy is important to us. We never rent, sell or share your name with anybody.


Newsletter Developed by Blue Penguin Development


 
Click here to forward today's newsletter to a friend.


This email was sent to betsy@enewsletterbook.com by betsy@smsearch.com.
Update Profile/Email Address | Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribe™ | Privacy Policy.


Sales and Marketing Search | 100 Cummings Center Suite 429J | Beverly | MA | 01915
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From:                              Mariko Gordon | Daruma (E-Newsletter) [newsletter@darumanyc.ccsend.com] on behalf of
Mariko Gordon | Daruma (E-Newsletter) [newsletter@darumanyc.com]


Sent:                               Friday, June 04, 2010 1:42 PM
To:                                   debby@enewsletterbook.com
Subject:                          Barfing Your Way to Investment Success (June 2010)
 


June 2010
Vol. 3 No. 6


in this issue


Barfing Your Way to Investment
Success
 
GOOOOOAAAAL!
 
At the Crossroads of Art and
Finance?


Welcome!
 
When it comes to air travel, turbulence is to be expected. If you're not of
the same mindset with your investments, you may be in for a bumpy, barfy
ride.
  
Please reply to share your comments, questions or objections (we respond to
all of them).


All the best,


Mariko O. Gordon, CFA
Founder, CEO and CIO
Daruma Asset Management, Inc.
 


Barfing Your Way to Investment Success
 
(Warning: do not read while eating lunch or if allergic to philosophical
musings.)
 
The joys of Road Warriordom are many: cramped middle seats; endless
flight delays; small, impossible-to-open bags of over-salted peanuts. Some
days - thanks to delays, cancellations and ever-present bureaucratic stupidity
- are worse than others.
 
And yet on a recent trip to Charlottesville, Virginia, things appeared to be
humming along just fine. It was a beautiful spring day and we were right on
schedule. Ours was a prop plane, but even that didn't dampen my mood - a
longer flight, yes, but also a more leisurely approach into La Guardia and a
chance to savor my favorite skyline.
 
There was, however, one little hitch: Prop planes mean turbulence. That
doesn't bother me (I have a cast-iron stomach), but it clearly was a problem
for the woman and toddler seated across the aisle.
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The mix of non-business works (e.g. "barfing") with a clear expertise and point of view is a strong combination,
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Summary at the beginning of what's in store for this newsletter
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Clever, Personal, and described by one reader as "strangely compelling" CEO Mariko Gordon's monthly take on small-cap investing is a home run.
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Daruma Asset Management, Inc.
80 West 40th Street, 9th Floor
New York, NY 10018
www.darumanyc.com  


 


 


About Us
 
Founded in 1995, Daruma Asset
Management invests in a high-
conviction portfolio of no more
than 35 small-cap stocks.
 
Daruma manages roughly $1 billion
for public and corporate pension
plans, endowments, foundations
and individuals. For Q1 2010 our
small-cap 
composite was up 11.1% vs. 8.9%
for the Russell 2000, net of
fees. Our annualized return since
inception is 12.8% vs. 7.2%, net of
fees (7/28/95 through 03/31/10).
(Notes to Performance) 
 
For more information about the
work we do, please visit us here. 
 
 
 


I hadn't seen this much projectile vomiting since one of my sons outgrew
the stage. He shall remain nameless (you have a 50/50 shot at guessing
correctly, however), but let's just say that for the first two years of life he
was known around the house as "Sir Barfalot."
 
But I didn't really mind; one good thing about being a parent is that it
teaches you compassion. When something horrific happens to other people's
children on a plane - whether that's temporary satanic possession or
saturation vomiting - you're just so grateful that it's not your child and your
public mortification that even if stray bits of chunder land on you, it's not a
big deal.
 
That said, the scale of the resulting cleanup - only slightly smaller than BP's
Macondolypse Now - made me wonder if mother and son would ever fly
again.
 
Which was a stupid thought, I soon realized. I mean, what are the
alternatives? By foot, by bicycle, by car, by bus, by train? All of these are
impractical, take more time and, while generally less turbulent, come with
their own share of risk.
 
It's kind of like investing: If you want to reach your final destination of a
decent-sized nest egg, at a retirement age shy of three digits, you're going to
risk throwing up along the way.
 
The problem is that market turbulence (a.k.a. losing pots of money) can
be so traumatic that some investors develop a fear of flying. Individual
stocks blow up, the market swings between extremes of fear and greed, and
even that old standby, diversification (or diworsification as a witty friend
puts it), doesn't help when all asset classes implode concurrently.
 
Add to this the human, asymmetrical bias towards feeling more pain when
things are bad (read: losses) than pleasure when things are good (read:
profits), as well as our tendency to remember the unusual (plane crashes)
rather than the common (car crashes), and it's no wonder some people go
running for the exits.
 
But the truth is, all approaches to making money come with cookie-
tossing potential:


If you buy gold, you have a negative return each year because it costs
money to store, whether you rent storage or have to pay for a safe-
box worthy of the Ocean 's Eleven team.


If you keep cash in your bank, you better be sure 1) your bank is
solvent and your account balances are no more than the FDIC insured
limits, and 2) the rate of interest income minus taxes and minus
inflation is positive. And even if these are both true, at any time
during your snail's pace journey from Charlottesville to New York, you
could get blown back to the starting line thanks to taxes, interest
rates or inflation changing.


If you keep cash under your mattress, that's even more pathetic. Not
only have you added the risk of being robbed by someone in blue jeans
instead of a suit, you probably still had to pay taxes (I won't ask so you
won't have to tell), you're getting NO interest, and you still get dinged
by inflation (the real life kind, not the kind the government
calculates).


Bonds can lose you more money than you're likely to ever make (OK,
I know it depends on your investment timeline, and if you're 104 years
old I agree that investing in bonds is far safer than in Zimbabwe
equities). Real estate is a roller coaster ride. Diamonds are only your
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Extremely personal style: "I hadn't seen this much projectile vomiting since one of my sons outgrew this stage."







best friend if you have faith in a rapidly fading cartel, not to mention
the blood money involved.


Everywhere you look, there's barf-inducing turbulence.
 
So here's where I come out. I learned early on from my grandfather of the
awesome power of leverage to wreak havoc on the downside. To this day,
I remain a chicken about debt, but my cast-iron stomach keeps me happily in
the investment game.
 
Maybe I'm just a risk-taking entrepreneur at heart, but somehow I'm able
to keep in mind that waking up every day has its perils and in the long run
we are all dead. Investing (and life) means dealing with - no, expecting -
turbulence along the way and savoring the occasional and unexpected
smooth flight when it does come around.
 
Just be sure your tray table is up and that barf bag is in the seat pocket in
front of you.
 


 
Click here to print this newsletter


Click here to forward this newsletter


GOOOOOAAAAL!


Yes, it's true. Another four years have whizzed by since Zinedine Zidane (Zizou to those
who love him) broke my heart by head-butting Marco Materazzi in the World Cup final in
2006, getting him sent off the field.


And now, with the 2010 World Cup at hand, the Quants at J.P. Morgan are forecasting
its outcome via a stress-tested model based on market prices, FIFA Ranking, historical
results, and the (presumably proprietary) J.P. Morgan Team Strength Indicator.


Their prediction? The winner of the 2010 World Cup will be ... ENGLAND!!


Right. Clearly their model is a couple of factors shy of a load. I'm just saying.


Read more about Quants and Soccer here.


 


At the Crossroads of Art and Finance?
Back in the day, we'd feel like us suits had suddenly
become cool when we'd stumble across the graffiti of Revs
and Costs. Behold the income statement as supersized work
of art, created by real artists, not mere accountants!


Alas, it was not the case. Here, the relationship between
artists Revs and Costs was not a financial one. In fact, Revs,
according to that unimpeachable source, Wikipedia, told a
Times reporter, "Once money changes hands for art, it
becomes a fraudulent activity."


Thankfully, not everyone shares that opinion, or God knows
what Sotheby's (a Daruma holding) would have to auction off
to stay in business.


Revs and Costs did, however, inspire us to come up with another brilliant marketing idea: a Daruma tag,
available for free (see below) so that those of anti-social bent can spread the word! Just do me a favor, and when
you get caught by the cops with a can of spray paint in your hand, don't say nuthin'.
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From:                              Brad Howe (E-Newsletter) [bradhowe@finman.ccsend.com] on behalf of Brad Howe (E-
Newsletter) [bradhowe@comcast.net]


Sent:                               Friday, June 11, 2010 10:30 AM
To:                                   michael@bluepenguindevelopment.com
Subject:                          Mowing Alone (July 2010)
 


Where’s your profit or loss coming from?


Trouble viewing? Follow this link.


Print this newsletter


July 2010 In this issue:


Good morning.


It's been a big push, but you've finally gotten everyone to account for
their time. Your people are reporting their hours every week,
charging them to their various projects or to overhead, and from their
time sheets it looks like they're all reasonably productive. Now what?
How do you determine whether you're making any money on their
work?


It's the kind of thing that I've been thinking about ever since I began
mowing alone.


Best regards,


Bradlee T. Howe
Financial Managers Trust
 


Mowing Alone


It took me a full summer to figure it out, a summer of
discovering that there was more to doing lawns than just pushing a
lawnmower around in circles. Back in the days when you really had
to push (pre-motorized), having a roster of four to six regular
paying customers in the neighborhood made a
significant life-style difference during the long school
vacation. Doing lawns provided spending money earned in the
evenings and on weekends after banking the paycheck from my
summer day job in cost accounting at Raytheon. Gas money. Pizza
money. Date money. Fenway money. Very tame in retrospect, but
what did I know, then?


Part of what I learned in the real world during those last two


Mowing Alone


Alligator Bites


About Us
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Click here to subscribe to
Howe's Bayou


DRAINING
THE SWAMP


Service company pricing —


Basic formula: Price to client
= 3x full direct payroll cost of
the project


Basic derivative: One-third
for direct cost, one-third for
overhead, one-third for
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summers in high school was that cost accounting in a
manufacturing plant was different than cost accounting
for my services on the lawns of Fairview Avenue. My value
(or, at least my rate — they of course had no appreciation of my real
value) as a member of Raytheon's summer costing team was
$1.43/hour ($9.25/hour today), so I figured that $2.00 for an hour and
a half mowing the lawn across the street at the home of elderly Mr.
and Mrs. Lovejoy, and $5.00 flat rate for my estimated three hours
up the street at wealthy Mr. Lerner's, who always wanted extensive
(hand) clipping along his walkways, was fair.


The Lovejoys were happy to pay me the two bucks, even when I
managed to cut my time to an hour. Not so Mr. Lerner. His weekly
work list always expanded to fit my three hours allotted, except when
he went on vacation — ahh, two hours flat! That was the first
summer.


By the second summer, I had learned about supply and
demand. As the only kid on the home block big enough to do battle
reliably with the neighboring turf, my value to the Lovejoys and the
Lerners was significantly higher than what I had been charging. And
with plenty of time to think behind the lawnmower, I had also
figured out some things about full costing: all the effort and
expense of acquiring, cleaning, lubricating, and sharpening my tools,
plus the time spent going back and forth when Mr. Lerner moved a
mile away to a more upscale neighborhood with a much bigger lawn,
was worth an overhead charge. It was Brad's New Deal that second
summer, as my revised rate card enabled the expanded social
calendar of a newly-minted high school graduate.


Fast forward a few decades. Cost accounting continues to be
a critical analytical tool in manufacturing, but it remains
underutilized in service environments, especially among
smaller companies. Rare is the software developer, or the
consulting firm, or the architectural and engineering company, or
even the accountant who can identify with confidence his/her most
profitable projects. Yet the key analytical process, as I described in
response to a question by the lead project manager for my contract
software developer client last week, hasn't changed much in all those
years since I was figuring it out while mowing alone:


1. For employees directly involved in the work product,
calculate the average hourly loaded pay rate for
each job type, which is the total of


a. The total direct weekly (or biweekly) payroll divided by
the number of hours worked


b. The total payroll tax (FICA, SUTA, FUTA) for the same
period divided by the number of hours worked


c. The hourly premium for Worker's Compensation, a
percentage of payroll which varies depending on the
job-related risk assessment (usually less than .5% of
wages for knowledge workers)


d. Employer-paid benefits package (e.g. health
insurance), expressed as cost per hour, including paid
time off (PTO)


2. Determine the Utilization Rate for each direct


owners' compensation, profit
and taxes


Basic definition: Payroll cost
includes total direct hourly
fees for the project, plus
payroll taxes and allocated
benefits


Winning formula: Being
able to charge (and collect!) a
fee equal to 4x to 5x direct
payroll mark-up
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employee, calculated by dividing
a. The employee's number of billable hours for the week


(or month) by


b. The employee's total paid hours (excluding PTO) for
the same period


3. Figure the Effective Hourly Rate by dividing
a. The average loaded pay rate for each job type


calculated in 1. above by


b. The utilization rate in 2. above.


4. Calculate the Contribution of each client project by
multiplying


a. The Effective Hourly Rate by


b. The number of billed hours for each job type and


c. Adding the results for all of the job types to derive total
direct cost, then


d. Subtracting that — and the total subcontractors' and
unreimbursed direct costs — from the total billed
revenue for the project.


The "Contribution," which is more fully labeled the Contribution to
Overhead and is also called the Gross Profit, is the dollar amount
available to cover overhead (Selling, General, and Administrative)
expenses plus taxes and profit. Expressed as a percentage ($
Contribution divided by $ Revenue), the result is known as the
Gross Margin, which for service companies is a key
measurement of economic viability. Although there is
variability by industry or profession, a company-wide gross margin of
60–70% typically characterizes a healthy service company.


"Great," you say. "Now how do I know if I'm making a real profit on
any of my projects?"


There are two more steps in the process:


5. Determine the Overhead ("Burden") Rate for each
direct hour by


a. Estimating the total direct hours to be billed for the year
(or quarter, or month) and dividing that into


b. The budgeted total S, G, & A overhead, plus the
targeted profit and the estimated income taxes for the
same period.


6. Calculate the Total Profitability of the project by
a. Adding the Burden Rate (#5) to the Effective Hourly


Rate (#3) for each job type, then


b. Multiplying that by the number of hours contributed in
each job category, and


c. Comparing the result to the invoiced revenue.
If Project Revenue (what you invoiced) is greater than the calculated







Total Profitability, you're ready for the graduate course in costing. If
not, it's back to the basics, behind the lawnmower.


Alligator Bites


As the 'Gator scrambles through
the Bayou seeking higher
ground, project costs threaten to
inundate him, if the oil slick
doesn't catch up to him first:


"Statewide, Florida tourism is a $60 billion business that employs a
million people. That's not all in beach communities, but depending on
how far the oil travels, [Florida State University Professor of Tourism
Mark] Bonn says a large percentage of that business could be
affected. What could be the biggest cost for BP is cleanup, [which]
BP chief executive Tony Hayward told several newspapers…would
only reach $3 billion. Hayward's statement runs counter to most
analysts' estimates that cleanup could cost tens of billions of dollars.


"Mr. David Kotok (Chief Investment Officer, Cumberland Advisors): 'If
the slick and the damage continue to enlarge and get into the loop
current, then the potential can grow towards a hundred billion. There
are no limits. We have no idea.'


"Separate from the cleanup, there are the liabilities BP and other
companies involved with the rig might pay, not just to the rig workers
or some of their families, but for the millions of people who are
directly or indirectly affected by the spill. Most notably, this includes
workers in the tourism and fishing industries. Some estimate the Gulf
Coast region's tourism industry at $20 billion a year. Fishing
revenues are harder to quantify.


"Louisiana's seafood industry alone generates well over $2 billion
annually. Sport fishing in those states is also an industry in the
billions. Finally, BP will likely face a number of fines. If the Justice
Department investigation reveals criminal wrongdoing, Cumberland's
Kotok says BP's fines could get as high as $200 million per day of
this spill."


— Yuki Noguchi, reporting for National Public Radio, June 7, 2010


About Us


Financial Managers helps the managers of smaller companies and
non-profit organizations develop reliable financial information for
operational decisions. 


On an affordable retainer basis, FM serves as the part-time controller
and senior financial manager for multiple clients, leading them to
profitability and positive cash flow. 


The goal is for the organization to outgrow Financial Managers'
services, at which time FM will take the lead in identifying and hiring
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the right full-time financial person for the firm, and effect a smooth
transition to his or her management.


Financial Managers Trust
781-799-5737 | FAX 781-788-9794


PO Box 2 Lexington MA 02420
PO Box 1527 Fort Myers FL 33902


www.finman.com


To read our privacy policy click here. © 2010 Financial Managers Trust. All rights  reserved.


Newsletter developed by Blue Penguin Development
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From:                              Marijo McCarthy (E-Newsletter) [mmccarthy@widettandmccarthy.ccsend.com] on behalf of
Marijo McCarthy (E-Newsletter) [mmccarthy@widettandmccarthy.com]


Sent:                               Tuesday, May 18, 2010 10:25 AM
To:                                   joe@enewsletterbook.com
Subject:                          No One Should Be Indispensable (May 2010)
 


This Month: Avoiding a resignation nightmare! Having trouble viewing this email? Click here.


May 2010


Good morning!


Has it ever occurred to you that
the reliable, key employee, the
one who is so essential to your
business today, is actually a
grenade, just waiting for
someone to pull the pin? No one
likes to think about the possibility of
losing a treasured key employee —
how often have we said, "Where
would we be without Jan or Jim?" —
but this nightmare scenario does
indeed happen. Read on for more on
what can be done to manage it.


See you over coffee tomorrow
morning at SBANE's monthly breakfast. Former Congressman and
current Chancellor of the University of Massachusetts-Lowell,
Marty Meehan, will share his thoughts on the innovative side of
higher education.


Cordially,


Marijo McCarthy, Esq.
President, Widett and McCarthy, P.C.
A Small Business Law Firm


No One Should Be Indispensable… So Plan For the
Unexpected


Recently, a client called me in somewhat of a panic mode. It
seems that a key designer in their engineering firm had arrived
that morning, sat down across the desk from her boss, and
tendered her resignation… effective immediately!


Even worse, the departing designer had a special expertise;
was the only engineer in the firm with that expertise; and the
company was right in the middle of a half dozen active contracts
for its customers which required that expertise! In addition, the
expertise was something which could not be quickly located
elsewhere.


 
Subscribe to this newsletter!
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Finally, the departing employee dropped the other shoe: She was
leaving to open her own practice and intended to poach my
client's customers who needed her expertise!


Hence my client's panicked questions: Could they prevent the
departure? (The employee had signed a non-compete agreement
when she joined the firm.) Should they sue? What else could they
do?


All good questions, and this is where corporate counsel's
determination to solve problems rather than find parties to
drag into court is tested:


First of all, the client is panicked and needs a calmer head
to help sort through the options.


Second, the client needs a solution which is focused on its
customer. As frustrated and angry as my client is at the
departing employee's unprofessional conduct, the primary
goal is to continue performance on the customer's contract,
without an embarrassing misstep or costly failure of
performance.


Third, a customer-focused solution may require my client
to take a deep breath, swallow their understandable desire
to vocally blast the departing employee, and explore the
possibilities.


Of the options available, my client is now considering
releasing the key employee from her non-compete: IF she
completes the work required under current contracts, thereby
satisfying current customers. AND, she pays to her former
employer a percentage of the revenue her new business will
achieve from those contracts. AND, my client is able to obtain the
consent of the affected customers.


The point is, my client may pragmatically buy his way out of
a sticky problem which, under the circumstances, may be the
reasonable, workable solution.


What about your company? Do you have key employees whose
departure would also leave a void the size of the Grand Canyon?!
If the answer is yes…


Is their expertise available from an accessible, short-
term solution… an industry temp agency, for instance?


Can their expertise be taught to another staffer in your
office… and is your key employee willing and able to teach
it?


Do you regularly review industry publications for
available part-time help with that special expertise?


The moral of the story is simple: Don't let this happen to you!
Before you find yourself in a similar predicament, do a little
advance planning and be sure you can back-up the expertise of
your star quarterback.


Contract Tidbits


In the business world, contracts often take the form of
"boilerplate" printed documents. Sometimes, one party
unilaterally decides to modify a boilerplate printed provision
with a change inserted by a hand-written note into the contract.


While this method certainly indicates to the other party a
preference for the change in terms, that change is not effective
until the other party signs the copy with the indicated
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changes. In other words, your disagreement with a particular
term is only valid in the future as evidence when the other party
signs and returns a copy of that amended contract.


Just one more of those little "gotchas" in contract practice.


About Us


Widett and McCarthy specializes in advising small business
owners in the area of contracts. Whether reviewing a contract
for services with your customer, negotiating a lease with your
landlord or finalizing financing documents with your lender, we
make sure your best interests are protected. 


In addition, and for those clients whose successful growth requires
a more comprehensive relationship, we act as "general counsel:"
On-call when you need us as a sounding board, legal advisor and
strong right hand.


The information you obtain at this site is not, nor is it intended to be, legal advice.
You should consult an attorney for individual advice regarding your own situation.


Copyright © 2010 Widett & McCarthy.
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About Us


Volume 3 Issue 3 – May 2010


Greetings!
All Long Term Care approaches are not created equal. My
experience spending my own allowance as a kid has given me a bias
towards some over others! 


Read on for more in today's issue of Wealth Guarding… 


Regards,


Timothy C. Withers
President
Wellspring Financial


Who's Spending Your Allowance?
I'm always looking for lessons to teach my children: How to roll
in a puddle to achieve the maximum amount of wetness; how to
taste various types of sand effectively; how to use a sippy cup as a
weapon of mass destruction.
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Crave to
Rave
 


To make certain I
stay off the streets
and out of trouble, I
have decided to
tackle an Executive
MBA program.
Taking pity on me,
the Wharton school at
the University of Penn
has accepted me into
its weekend program.
I start this month.


My hope is that I can
use this experience to
not only grow and
improve my own
business, but to bring
this knowledge to all
my business owner
clients. 


And don't worry, it's
a weekend program,
so I'll still be
harassing my clients
and others as usual
during the work week!


But the one lesson that I find myself chewing over the most
has to do with allowance.


Not "amount," so much as how to use it. How, in other words, to
make certain that it teaches the right lessons to our kids.


When I was growing up, the thing I felt was coolest about an
allowance was that I could spend it on anything I wanted. Oh
the freedom of selecting between baseball cards or a comic book, or
maybe even deferring my spending for the purchase of a bicycle.


What I eventually discovered was that my satisfaction in having an
allowance wasn't so much about how many dollars I received as it
was the ability to control my destiny. Later on, when I worked for
money, this lesson of control was reinforced.


There are gobs of examples in the financial industry where
"allowance skills" come in handy, but for me, the most important
has to do with the issue of long-term care.


Consider this stat: Approximately 50% of people fortunate
enough to live past 80 will need help with "activities of daily
living." This broad term encompasses everything from years of care
with Alzheimer's to other more brief or less serious ailments. The
remaining 50% will never need this kind of care at all.


And that's the problem with planning for LTC: The range of
outcomes is so large. It's one thing to save your money to buy a
bicycle (or a house or a college education). But how much do you
need for the rest of your very unpredictable, unknown in duration,
life?


For many people, Medicare is the default. This, however, has a
number of downsides and as such, tends to be for people who don't
have other resources:


1. You have to spend down your assets to qualify, a
constraint which can be hard on the surviving spouse (while
some attorneys believe they can get around this problem let's
assume the spend down). Remember as well, because of this
requirement, this coverage isn't "free"… you pay for it by
depleting your assets.


2. To receive these payments you have to be, for the most part,
in a facility/nursing home that takes Medicare.


3. You're not really the client. As I found out with my Dad, the
facility works hard to maintain its compliance with government
protocols; my ability to bring in additional help/care — even at
my own expense — was limited.


As you can see, the problem with Medicare is that someone
else is spending your allowance. So if you want to be more in
control, you need to take different or additional steps:


Long Term Care Insurance. Just like auto insurance, these
policies provide a level of benefits in the form of years of
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coverage. They also allow for payment if the care happens in
your own home.


Many carriers use a "pool" approach. This allows you to stretch
your benefit period by budgeting and spending less early on
than the policy's daily maximum on services rendered.


Life Insurance with a Long Term Care Rider. These policies
pay a death benefit but can also be used to pay long term
care benefits (tax free) if desired. In many cases, you can
even take back the cash paid in if necessary. Many contracts
now provide for a special rider that greatly increases the
benefits of long term care (often higher than the death benefit
itself).


Given that one way or the other, you'll either need the LTC or
you'll die (sorry to be so blunt), this hybrid approach is a
pretty good way to hedge your bets. (Keep in mind, using the
rider can impact the amount of death benefit paid, and that
the rider may add to the overall cost of the policy.)


Self Insurance. Set aside enough money to pay for your
future care and you'll never need any coverage. This one, of
course, is the biggest roll of the dice of them all. Unless you've
got a lot socked away, you could run out of money quickly.


As with most important decisions in life, there is no right approach
for everyone. But if you want to control how your quarters are
spent, make sure you don't tie your hands from the start.
Controlling your own allowance is scary but it is also freeing.


Share this newsletter with a colleague


401k Watchtower
Rebalancing — the process of developing an asset allocation and
periodically repositioning the portfolio back to its original percentages
— is a simple practice that, unfortunately, is often overlooked.


While it isn't sexy, it can often provide a sensible approach.


Most 401k systems nowadays have ways to automatically establish a
rebalancing process. Take advantage of these if you can. I see too many
401k portfolios stuck in one place, never managed at all. Don't let your plan,
or that of your employees, be in that category


P.S. Diversification does not guarantee against loss of principal.
P.P.S. For a look at the U.S. Department of Labor's recent investment bulletin
regarding "Target Date Retirement Funds," click here.


Off the Beaten Track
On our way west for Katie's 15-year Smith reunion, she found us a
neat place to visit: The Dr. Seuss sculpture garden in
Springfield MA!


Whether you have kids or not, this place is a blast for all.
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Personally, I enjoy "getting my Lorax on" as well as watching "my
heart grow to the size of 10 Grinches plus 2." (Boy, I love these
Dr. Seuss one liners.)


About Us
Wellspring Financial is a financial planning firm with a specialty in rescuing small company
401k programs.


We help ensure that the 401k plans of our clients are well structured and well managed, and that
they serve the best interests of the firm and its employees. Follow this link for more information.


Wellspring Financial
Timothy C. Withers, CLU, ChFC, CFP
200 Canal Street  Marshfield, MA  02050
 
781.319.0098
newsletter@wellspringfinancial.com
http://www.wellspringfinancial.com


 
Legal disclaimer: This material is for informational purposes only and does not constitute advice. Please consult with a
professional advisor to examine tax, legal, accounting or financial planning aspects to understand how this information might
pertain to your individual situation. The information is not intended to constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation in connection
with any product or strategy. Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through NFP Securities, Inc. a
Broker/Dealer, Member FINRA/SiPC and a Federally Registered Investment Advisor. NFP Securities, Inc. is not affiliated with
Wellspring Financial. NFP Securities, Inc. and Wellspring Financial do not guarantee the accuracy of information provided at
these web sites. NFP Securities, Inc. and Wellspring Financial are not liable for any direct or indirect technical or system
issues arising out of your access to or your use of third-party web sites.
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Welcome 
 
 
The first newsletter I ever published came out on September 30, 1999.  It 
was called, “Jump To The Next Curve,” and was sent to about 30 people – friends, 
relatives and colleagues.   
 
Frankly, it was a piece of junk.  Rambling, filled with typos, badly formatted and 
unfocused (you can see it here: http://tinyurl.com/firstenews). I look back on it 
today and wonder what I was thinking. 
 
It did have one thing going for it, however:  It got my name out into the world to a 
group of people who were in a position to either hire me or tell others about me.  
And although ten+ years later it’s still not perfect, I have ironed out enough of the 
kinks and figured out enough of the tricks so that this one newsletter – sent out 
every other Friday – accounts for 100% of my consulting and coaching 
practice. 
 
Out of the 250+ newsletters I’ve written over the past 11 years, this 
booklet contains what I believe are the most important 20.  From generating 
new business, to choosing newsletter content, to finding your voice, I’ve picked 
through the pile to give you as much inspiration and insight as possible, for you to 
use as you develop your own unique voice, focus and approach. 
 
I don’t expect you to read it all in one sitting.  Like a rich dessert, I think you’d 
overdose if you tried to take it all in at once.  I do hope however, that you’ll find this 
collection inspiring, thought-provoking and centering.  It’s very easy to get caught 
up in the logistics of publishing an email newsletter, and the purpose of this 
compilation is to help you step back and keep the big picture in mind. 
 
I’ve also included one bonus article (!) at the beginning – a piece that I’ve never 
before published.  This article – “Love The One You’re With” – does a good job 
of explaining the “relationship marketing”  philosophy that is at the heart of 
my E-Newsletter approach.   
 
I wish you all the best with your E-Newsletter, whether you’re a wily veteran or a 
newsletter beginner just starting down the road.  As always, I look forward to your 
thoughts and comments, so please email me at 
michael@bluepenguindevelopment.com 
 
Regards, 
 


 
 
Michael J. Katz 
Founder and Chief Penguin 
Blue Penguin Development, Inc. 
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Love The One You’re With 


 
 
According to my friends at the reference desk of the Reading, 
Massachusetts public library, there are more than 1.9 million professional 
farmers in the United States today.  Interestingly, this same source couldn't find 
a single person in the nation categorized as a "professional hunter."   
 
Frankly, this doesn't surprise me.  Despite having slept through much of Mr. 
Schweitzer's 10th grade social studies class, I did learn that the people who grow 
food for a living are considered more anthropologically advanced than the 
hunter/gatherers of the world.  And so it makes sense that in a highly developed 
country such as this, hunting as a career option has all but vanished. 
 
What is surprising however, is that in the world of Western business, 
hunting – not farming – remains the dominant strategy for growing a 
company. 
 
Cold calling; direct mail; email blasts; and most newspaper, TV and radio advertising 
represent hunting strategies.  You come to work in the morning, look for your target, 
aim your weapon, and if you're good, you're eating by lunch time.  This is the way 
most companies bring in business. 
 
Farming strategies on the other hand - approaches that seek to grow the business by 
developing existing relationships – are considered optional add-ons by many 
companies.  These tactics include things like electronic newsletters; loyalty, referral 
and feedback programs; customer events; and other proactive communications to 
the house list. 
 
Although hunting has its advantages (results tend to come faster and are 
generally easier to measure), for my money, farming is a much better way 
to live. 
 
Here's why: 
 


• Farming is more targeted.  Half the challenge in hunting is finding your 
prey in the first place.  A farmer on the other hand, doesn't spend even a 
second wondering where the crop may have wandered off to today. 
 
In business as well, there is no more targeted a place to look for more 
revenue than within your own house list.  All of the people who have bought 
from you before are by definition people who are likely to buy from you again, 
and no matter how good your segmentation research is, it's guaranteed to be 
less accurate a predictor of future behavior than working your existing 
relationships. 
 
 


• Farming is self perpetuating.  Let's say I go out hunting penguins and I 
catch five of them by the end of the day.  Am I now more or less likely to 
catch any tomorrow?  Who knows?!  Every day is a blank slate, and today's 
success doesn't impact tomorrow (if anything it makes it harder, since I just 
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thinned out the penguin population). 
 
When I farm however, not only do I eat today, but in the process of 
harvesting I gather the seeds for tomorrow's crop.   
 
Similarly, while direct mail, advertising, telemarketing, and other hunting 
tactics may be successful in creating leads in the short term, they cease to be 
useful the minute you stop doing them, and they get less effective over time.   
 
A relationship based approach on the other hand gets easier over time.  Your 
list gets bigger, the customer connections get stronger, and the same effort 
yields more results. 
 
 


• Farming creates an asset.  You hunt for 20 years, and what do you have to 
show for it?  Hunting skills.  You farm for 20 years and not only do you have 
farming skills, you've got a farm to pass on to the next generation.  Both 
approaches feed your family, but only one builds something of value 
that lives on. 
 
In business, your database of contacts is your farm.  Cared for properly, it 
gets bigger, better and more productive over time.  The truth is, for most of 
us pure service providers, our house list is the most valuable asset we've got, 
and by increasing its value, we increase the value of our business. 


 
 
The bottom line: My point here is not to suggest that you fire your sales team and 
cancel your advertising.  The great news is that these two approaches – farming and 
hunting – are in no way mutually exclusive.  In fact, the two approaches complement 
each other well (e.g. a customer who already gets your E-Newsletter is much more 
likely to accept your telemarketing call). 
 
I am recommending however, that you take it from me and Mr. Schweitzer, and pay 
less attention to hunting strangers, and more attention to nurturing relationships 
with the people you already know.  I'll be in study hall if you need me. 
 


 
Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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I Need You to Need Me 
 
 
Summary:  Targeting.  Effective writing is as much about defining 


the audience and its interests as it is deciding what you 
want to say. 


 
Originally Published: 6/1/2007 
 
 
Thanks to a persistent pain in my left leg, I am temporarily unable to run 
out on the street.  Luckily, however, I've discovered that I can run pain-free on a 
treadmill (go figure). And so last month, I joined the local Gold's Gym (Milford, MA). 


In the short time I've been a member at Gold's, I've noticed two things: 


1. Only extremely muscular men wear those skimpy tank tops. I don't 
know if this means you must first be muscular in order to wear one, or if the 
tank tops themselves somehow cause excessive muscularity. Either way, I 
won't be needing one. 


2. There's no avoiding the TV when working out in the gym. In front of 
the machines, in the lounge, even in the locker room… there's always a 
television on and in view. I've watched more ESPN in the past 30 days than in 
the previous 3,000, and I don't mind telling you that if my testosterone level 
gets any higher, I may have to father more children just to stay focused. 


And that's my point. In the gym, the news, sports, weather and whatever 
else, comes right at you. Short of closing your eyes, there's simply no way to 
avoid it. 


If you're the information provider, of course – ESPN or one of its advertisers – that's 
good news. Gym patrons are literally forced to watch whatever you decide to 
put in front of them. Talk about a captive audience. 


In today's Internet-centric world, however, and for most of us as 
information providers, it's less and less the case. Increasingly, each of us has 
more choice regarding the timing, length, format and content of the information we 
let in. Whether choosing which emails we open, deciding which web sites we visit, or 
selecting which YouTube videos we watch, each one of us controls his own personal 
Gold's Gym (minus the sweaty equipment). 


Obvious? Maybe not: 


I sat in a meeting with a great client company last week, discussing an 
article that they've hired me to write. It was immediately clear that they had 
done a lot of thinking before I arrived, and they had most of the basics already 
covered: target audience; distribution tactics; budget; length, purpose and format of 
the article; etc. 
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In fact, our meeting was sailing right along, until I asked, "So, why would anybody 
in your target audience want to read this in the first place?" 


Yikes. You could have heard a skimpy tank top drop to the floor. The question simply 
hadn't been considered, and it wasn't until another hour had passed that we were 
able to leave the meeting satisfied with our answer. 


The problem with business communication, of course, is that knowing what you want 
to say, who you want to say it to and why you want to say it, only gets you part of 
the way there. In 2007, and with e-mail-based communications in particular, if the 
targeted recipient of your communication doesn't want to get it – not just tolerate it, 
but actually want to get it – you're pedaling uphill from the start. 


Without this very busy person pulling you towards them (at least) as hard as you are 
pushing, you're going to have a tough time clearly and consistently breaking through 
the noise and clutter. There are just too many other options and distractions 
in your way. 


The solution is simple to understand but often hard to implement: The key is to 
ignore for a minute what you want your audience to know about you, and 
instead try and think about what it is they need – to live their lives better or 
make their jobs easier: 
 


• If you're a photographer whose target audience is "people with kids," provide 
information on how to take great kid photos. 


• If you're a CFO for hire whose target audience is "small ad agencies," provide 
information which helps this group become financially better educated. 


• If you're a branding consultant whose target audience is "first time 
entrepreneurs," provide information on how to stand out from the crowd. 


Don't worry, you're not giving your expertise away; clients will hire you 
because of the good information you offer. Step number one, however, is to 
establish yourself as informed expert, and that doesn't happen until people seek out 
the information you provide. 


Bottom Line: In a world with an infinite number of information options, the 
successful communicator will always be the one who offers what his audience wants 
to hear. If you can't do that, you may as well be running in place.  


 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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The Magical Power of Sampling 
 
Summary:  Sampling.  Professional services are hard to try out 


beforehand.  Your newsletter is a “free taste” to 
prospective clients. 


 
Originally Published: 2/21/2003 
 
 
This past February 6th was a big day for me; it was the 15th anniversary of the day I 
met my wife.  
 
Not only do I remember the exact day, I remember the exact moment. I was hosting 
a party at my apartment that night, and Linda showed up on the recommendation of 
a mutual friend. I clearly remember going downstairs to answer the doorbell, and 
wondering who the beautiful woman was waiting for me in the lobby.  
 
I realize now, 15 years later, that one of the reasons our relationship got off 
to such a good start, was that Linda had the opportunity to check me out 
thoroughly very early on in the process.  
 
Here's what I mean. When you meet somebody by themselves and in a public place 
(the scenario of most first dates), you don't have all that much to go on in figuring 
out what they're all about. Sure, you can see what they look like and listen to them 
talk, but it's not easy to get much beyond the basics in a single meeting.  
 
In our case, it was the exact opposite. At our very first meeting, Linda got a 
chance to see where I lived, how I lived, and who I lived with. Not only that, but 
because it was my party, she even got to meet most of my friends. In terms of 
evaluating the match, she had more data in her possession after one night than most 
people manage to uncover in 10 conventional dates.  
 
As importantly (pay attention now, this is the part that relates to your 
newsletter), she got to that point without having to reveal - or even decide 
on - her level of interest in me. She was in effect, given a free sample: A chance 
to look deep into my life with zero commitment on her part. If she saw something 
she didn't like that night, all she had to do was go home, and with no strings 
attached.  
 
Your E-Newsletter offers that same opportunity to a prospective client. Provided 
that it truly reveals the personality, expertise and point of view of your 
company, you give the outside world (i.e. future clients) the chance to 
"anonymously walk around your apartment and meet your friends."  
 
This opportunity is unbelievably valuable from the point of view of the prospect, who 
typically wants to learn about you before revealing who he or she is.  
 
Which is why I'm amazed when I see how much data most companies ask 
for and even require before allowing interested people to receive their 
information.  
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If you ask me, this is insane. You spend all this time, money and effort to get the 
attention of strangers, in the hope that some of them might ultimately hire your 
firm. When one of them finally wanders into your lobby (i.e. your web site) to learn 
more, you make them jump through hoops for the privilege of hearing from you!  
 
Do you think Linda would have come up to my party, had I asked her to 
provide her name, address, job title and income level as a condition of 
entrance? At that early stage in our relationship, having yet to see anything of 
value from me - other than my face, which between you and me never closed any 
deals during my career as a single man - it would have been just as easy for her to 
walk on by.  
 
Here's the bottom line. Your newsletter provides a window into your company. 
It's an opportunity for people to learn about you before hiring you, which 
from the buyer's perspective lowers the perceived risk significantly. Like 
Linda, many of your potential clients wish to remain anonymous until they have a 
chance to check you out, and the more you ask and require of them up front, the 
more people you'll scare away.  
 
Your job is to put your newsletter into the hands of as many people as are willing to 
receive it, and anything you do to make that process less efficient or less anonymous 
- from the perspective of the potential subscriber - is counterproductive. 
 
 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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If I Were A Carpenter 
  
 
Summary:  What to write about – the toughest part of publishing a 


regularly scheduled E-Newsletter. Where to look for the 
content you need to attract the readers you want. 


 
Originally Published: 10/1/2004 
 
 
 
Despite the inevitable negative impact on my bid for the US presidency, I'd 
like to make a confession: I'm not a physically rugged kind of guy.  
 
I can't swing an ax; I don't play touch football; I have no military record (real or 
imagined). I do own a power-tool, but in fairness it's just a drill, which frankly is kind 
of the "placekicker" of power tools -- on the team certainly, but much smaller than 
the other players, and by and large incapable of causing any real harm.  
 
And so when my three kids cornered me one day last Spring with their request for a 
tree house in the backyard, I handled it the way I do most home improvement 
project inquiries: I took it "under advisement," in the hope that it would simply blow 
over.  
 
Unfortunately, that wasn't happening, and the requests kept coming with more and 
more frequency. One day in mid-August (OK, I admit I had been watching the 
Olympics), I suddenly jumped up from the couch and yelled, "Let's do it!"  
 
I'm sure I don't need to tell you how stupid that was. I literally had no idea where to 
start, and after spending 45 minutes roaming the aisles of Home Depot the following 
day, I walked out with a box of nails and 50 feet of rope (don't ask, I don't know 
either).  
 
Now, it's often said that in our time of greatest need a solution will appear, 
and in my case, that solution came in the form of my wife's brother, Neale.  
 
Neale and I live at opposite ends of the, "People-who-are-attracted-to-dangerous- 
and-physically-grueling-outdoor-activities," continuum. While I prefer to spend my 
days writing newsletters and thinking up stupid jokes, Neale is drawn to kayaking, 
mountain biking (down real mountains) and airplane piloting. He's also a professional 
carpenter, having built his own house and those of many others.  
 
And so when he came to stay with us for a few days, I wasted no time. As soon as 
the kids were in bed, I pounced on him at the kitchen table as he drank a cup of 
coffee (black). Over the next two hours, using what little information I could provide, 
he sketched out a design, wrote out a list of materials and answered all my 
questions.  
 
What struck me over the next month, as each day of tree house building 
raised a new set of phoned-in questions, was how easy it was for Neale to 
respond. No matter what I threw at him, he had a point of view -- if not the exact 
answer -- at his fingertips:  
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Me: Should I use 2x8s?  
Neale: No, that's the base of the entire thing; I'd go with 2x10s.  
 
Me: Do I need locking washers? 
Neale: You can if it will help you sleep better, but they're a lot more expensive and 
not really necessary.  
 
Me: You know Neale, I'm starting to feel pretty darn rugged out there.  
Neale: Do you have a question?  
 
Were Neale to write an E-Newsletter, I'd recommend that this type of 
simple, short, obvious (to him) questions become the basis of his content.  
 
I mention this today, because many of you feel compelled to introduce 
groundbreaking findings in your newsletters. In most cases however, not only is this 
unnecessary, the target audience that you want to reach -- a potential client for your 
services -- knows so little about the topic, that the really valuable information is the 
stuff that spills out effortlessly over a cup of coffee.  
 
The challenge in fact, is not inventing new insights in your field. It's putting 
yourself in the position of your target reader, and identifying what it is you 
know that somebody with a need for information -- but only a passing 
interest in your specialty -- would want to learn.  
 
Bottom Line: In my experience, most newsletter writers attempt to "reach too far" 
in their selection of topics. If your audience lives outside your specialty -- as is the 
case with most professional service newsletters intended for clients and potential 
clients -- it's the basics of what you know that are of the greatest value. Write to 
attract an audience of potential clients, not to impress a panel of expert colleagues.  
 
See you next time, and I hope today's newsletter won't impact your decision to vote 
for me on November 2nd.  


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Raise Your Glasses 
  
 
Summary:  Experience.  Sometimes having too much of it is what 


gets in your way. 
 
Originally Published: 5/14/2004 
 
 
I volunteered this spring to be an assistant coach for my son Evan's little 
league baseball team.  
 
Unlike the head coach, whose job involves actual managerial responsibilities, my role 
is restricted to the more subtle aspects of the game. Things like administering Band-
Aids; looking appropriately concerned when our team falls behind; and continually 
hollering proven baseball phrases such as, "Sock that apple!"  
 
And so you can imagine my excitement when on opening day, the coach 
asked me to run out to home plate and warm up the team before the start of 
the game.  
 
Picture this scene: It's a beautiful day and the sun is shining high overhead; 
parents and siblings are watching excitedly from the stands; the opposing team is 
eyeing our boys for a pre-game look at the competition; our players stand ready at 
their respective defensive positions. Meanwhile, I'm at home plate - bat and ball in 
hand - preparing to knock some hard grounders around the infield so the team can 
warm up.  
 
I throw the ball up in the air and swing. . . I miss it completely and it hits the 
ground. I bend down, pick it up, throw it in the air and swing again - strike two. 
Again, strike three, and AGAIN, strike four.  
 
I don't mind telling you that at this point, I was starting to worry. I'd hit the 
ball easily in practice many times before, but for some reason I was now completely 
unable to make contact, and I was all too aware that everybody in the immediate 
area was now watching me. Toddlers on the neighboring playground stopped 
seesawing. Cars driving by slowed to a halt. Squirrels put down their nuts, watching 
and waiting.  
 
Telling myself not to panic, I made the conscious decision to give it two more swings. 
If that failed, I was fully prepared to fake a pulled groin muscle and quietly slip away 
in the resulting confusion.  
 
And then, fortunately, the gods of baseball smiled down upon me. I suddenly 
realized that I had neglected to remove my prescription sunglasses.  
 
The problem you see, was that although my world was more in focus with 
the glasses on, they completely distorted my depth perception. It appeared to 
me as if I were right on target, but in reality I was several inches behind the ball 
with every swing. With the glasses now off, I hit the ball on the next try (much to 
the relief of my wife, my son and local paramedics).  
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Here's the point. I see the exact same thing happening as I watch 
experienced marketers publish their E-Newsletters. They come into the 
relationship marketing game already wearing traditional sales and marketing 
"glasses," and as a result, they make decisions and take actions that appear on 
target, but more often than not yield less than optimal results.  
 
This difficulty in bridging the gap from traditional to relationship marketing is 
revealed in many ways, however the most common mistake I see is something we 
like to call, "Overt Marketing Aggressiveness" (or "OMA," for those of you 
keeping score).  
 
Some real life examples of OMA:  


• Weaving explicit statements about how wonderful the organization is 
into nearly every sentence or image, rather than allowing the value of the 
newsletter content itself to make the case for a company's expertise.  


• Hitting readers over the head with multiple "calls to action," rather 
than working to develop a reputation as a trusted source of useful 
information, confident that when the prospective client has a need they will 
call you.  


• Prohibiting hyperlinks in the newsletter from going anywhere other 
than the company web site, even if it would benefit readers to know about 
a third party book, event, web site, or resource. 


Don't get me wrong - these tactics are fine and effective in many situations. An E-
Newsletter however, is not one of them. Unlike most of the other things you do to 
get the word out to the world about your products and services, when it comes to 
email, the end user holds all the cards.  
 
You can't trick, buy or force your way in, and are completely dependent on 
the reader's willingness to hear from you. Focus therefore, on becoming 
somebody worth hearing from, and have the patience to let the tool do its work.  
 
Bottom Line: The strange thing about my baseball experience was not that I 
couldn't hit the ball. It was that the very thing that should have helped me to hit it 
more easily - my glasses - was ultimately what got in the way. Not only that, but 
since the glasses made the world in general seem more in focus, it didn't initially 
occur to me that they were the cause of the problem.  
 
If you're new to the world of relationship marketing - but well versed in 
more traditional approaches - I encourage you to keep an open mind, and 
do your best to "raise your glasses" before jumping in. It may slow you down 
a bit at first, but believe me, it's a lot better than wasting a ton of money, and 
significantly less embarrassing than faking a groin injury. 


 
Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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You Can Shake This World 
  
 
Summary:  Expert status.  Sounding like an expert is a learned skill.  


Time to start learning.   


Originally Published: 5/21/2010 
 


My 17-year-old son, Evan, has been going to school in Costa Rica since early 
February. He's a high school junior and is down there on a five-month "exchange" 
program (although as far as I can tell, we haven't gotten anyone in return). 
 
Last week, after being away for about three months, he came home for a 
nine-day visit. As you might imagine, this was a big deal for the rest of the family, 
since this was by far the longest he'd ever been away from home. 
 
Three months is a long time when you're 17, and as we drove to the airport that 
night to pick him up, I couldn't help but wonder how he might have changed. Would 
he be taller? More mature? Fluent in Spanish? 
 
As it turned out, the answer to all three was "yes." 
 
But the biggest difference between "February Evan" and "May Evan" was 
none of these … it was his handshake. In just three months, Evan's handshake 
had evolved from that tentative, awkward grope that most teenagers reluctantly 
surrender, into a quick, firm, confident, snap. 
 
You know me, I'm not shy. So I asked him, "What's up with that?"  He explained… 
 
It seems there's a ritual in his little Costa Rican high school (in the entire country, for 
all I know). Every morning, as the kids gather before the first bell, each boy shakes 
hands with every other boy and kisses every girl. Three months and countless 
handshakes later, he's become a bit of a handshaking expert (and, I'm guessing, a 
kissing expert, but we didn't get into that). 
 
As we drove home, and as I nursed my newly crushed hand, I got to thinking 
about "writing as an expert," and how this also takes time and practice. 
 
Here's what I mean. When I ask workshop participants why they want to publish an 
E-Newsletter in the first place, one of the top reasons cited is always, "to be 
positioned as an expert." 
 
That's a good reason. Few of us publish for its own sake; we do it as a marketing 
tool. 
 
But being considered an expert involves more than just the value of what 
you say (or write). Part of it – a significant part – has to do with how you say it. 
 
Experts speak in a definitive, unqualified way (sort of like I just did). Non-
experts – or those who don't yet feel themselves to be expert; it looks the same to 
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readers – hedge by… 
 
…Hiding behind statistics. It's fine to drop in a stat here or there. But if you want 
me to view you as an expert, you need to do more than just report the news. You 
need an opinion regarding the facts. 
 
…Hiding behind established authorities. Here as well, it's fine to quote people in 
your field if they have something particularly appropriate to say on a topic. But if all 
you're doing is "hosting" the thinking of other experts, I'll start seeking out those 
people instead of you. 
 
…Hiding behind words. Few people – at least the ones with garden variety-sized 
egos and personalities – come out of the box speaking in an authoritative way. It's 
an acquired skill and if we're new to what we do, we probably don't have it yet. 
 
Until then, we wonder if we're good enough, smart enough, experienced enough … 
expert enough, to voice a clear, strong opinion. So we use lots of qualifying phrases: 
"In my opinion," "It seems to me," "I believe that." This is a problem for at least two 
reasons. 
 
First, it waters down the message. Shouting, "Godzilla is coming, everybody run 
for their lives!," for example, is a lot more persuasive than shouting, "Pardon me, 
there appears to be a large lizard outside and in my opinion he may be angry about 
something." People don't play close attention to watery messages. 
 
Second, it waters down you. After all, if you're not 100% certain about what 
you're telling me, then maybe I should go hire someone who seems to be. (Note that 
I said "seems to be," not "is," because you, my friend, know plenty enough about 
whatever it is you do. You just need to get better at convincing me.) 
 
So anyway, here's what I guess I think. According to 83% of Harvard marketing 
professors, you might want to consider maybe trying some of these suggestions for 
your business. Or not. It's worked for me but, you know, your mileage may vary or 
something. 
 
Scratch that. Here's the real bottom line: If you want people to view you as an 
expert, you need to start writing, speaking and behaving like one. Toss out the stats, 
stop referencing higher authorities, and edit out the qualifying statements. Then 
watch people pay attention as you confidently tell the world whatever it is you 
believe. 
 
P.S. Will writing this way mean that some people will disagree and even take issue 
with what I have to say? Only if you're doing it right. 
 
 
 Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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The Penguin And The Hare 
  
 
Summary:  “Slow and steady wins the race,” is what relationship 


marketing is all about.  Your newsletter works when you 
publish it on a regular basis. 


Originally Published: 5/10/2002 
 


My father runs six miles a day, six or seven days a week. As amazing as that is for 
an 81 year old man, what I find most impressive about my dad's running regimen is 
that he's been doing it now for nearly 30 years.  
 
In the rain, the snow, or the heat; whether getting up at 4:45 in the morning to run 
before work when he had a full time job, or "sleeping in" until 5:30 now that he's 
retired; he's been out there running nearly every day since Nixon was in the White 
House.  
 
There are a lot of similarities between an effective exercise program and an 
effective E-Newsletter, and one of them has to do with consistency. In both 
cases, there's a cost to getting off schedule.  


• First of all, like exercise, publishing your newsletter will never be 
today's top priority. As a result, if you put yourself in the position of having 
to weigh the value of writing it today vs. taking care of some other important 
opportunity or problem of the moment, your newsletter will rarely win.  
 
My father doesn't wake up each morning and consider whether or not he 
wants to run that day. He made one decision long ago, and three decades 
later he's simply following the schedule.  
 
Similarly, the reason I'm sitting here in my office at 9:15 on a Thursday night 
writing my newsletter isn't because I like working late. It's because I'm hiding 
until my wife has taken care of putting the kids to bed. No, ha, ha, I am of 
course just kidding. It's because I know that if I stick to my "every other 
Friday" publication schedule, the marketing of my business will take care of 
itself.  


• The second similarity between exercise and newsletter publishing is 
that in both cases, no single event has very much value. Running six 
miles once won't get you in shape, and publishing one newsletter won't bring 
you any business.  
 
But, string together six miles a day, six days a week, 52 weeks a year for 30 
years (roughly the equivalent of five round trip flights between New York and 
Bangkok, minus the frequent flyer miles), and it starts to add up.  
 
Like exercise, relationship building is organic. You can't speed it up 
and you can't take a short cut - but if you're systematic and give it 
some time, it's magical.  
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So here are my recommendations regarding your company E-Newsletter:  


• If you're still out there talking about how, "we know it's important but we 
haven't had the time," either stop talking about it or give birth to it.  


• If you've already launched it, decide on a publication schedule and stick to it 
for one year, no matter what. Then evaluate the benefits.  


Don't make me send my dad over there. 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Put Your Newsletter on “Shuffle” 
  
 
Summary:  Content planning.  Editorial calendars matter in the print 


world.  You, on the other hand, will produce better 
newsletters more easily without one.  
 


Originally Published: 5/30/2008 
 


I guess it was bound to happen sooner or later. Last week, in no uncertain terms, 
my 12-year-old daughter, Emily, told me that I was cut off. Done. Finished… 


…No longer would I be permitted to borrow her iPod when I went to the gym. 


First of all, according to Emily, I was "getting it all sweaty." Second, and much less 
disgustingly, I was "running down the battery life," a phenomenon which was 
apparently wreaking havoc on her finely tuned listening schedule. And while I 
considered pointing out that she had been running down my battery life for the 
previous 12 years, I had to admit that Emily had a point. 


So the next day, I went out and bought an iPod of my own – a tiny, blue (of 
course) iPod Shuffle. It holds about 250 songs, and over the last several days I've 
been busy filling it up with my favorites. 


The Shuffle is the least expensive iPod available – it has no screen and the songs are 
played randomly. It's this randomness, in fact, which gave me the most pause 
before purchasing. 


I was concerned that one unrelated song after another would be annoying (or at 
least distracting), and I thought about getting one of the more expensive models 
which lets you play songs by artist, genre, or groups you create on your own, such 
as, "Songs I can't believe my daughter listens to." 


In the end, I decided to buy the Shuffle, randomness and all. And now, having lived 
with it for about a week, it actually turns out that the randomness of the song 
presentation is what I enjoy most. 


I've got Sheryl Crow, followed by Randy Newman, followed by Amy Winehouse, 
followed by, well, you get the picture. No rhyme or reason, just one great song after 
another, all day long; the fact that each song is unrelated to the one before actually 
keeps things kind of interesting. 


If you ask me, "No rhyme or reason, just one great song after another, all 
day long," is about the best formula there is for ordering newsletter topics. 


Here's what I mean… 


Lots of companies – and in my experience, the larger the company, the more this 
seems to be the case – go to great pains to create a "logical" editorial calendar. The 
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thinking is that by putting things in the proper order, they'll best be able to get their 
message across and share their expertise. 


This un-random strategy, however, has at least two problems with it. 


1. Your readers couldn't care less. Most subscribers most of the time will 
have almost zero memory of what you wrote about last month. That doesn't 
mean they won't form an impression of you, they just don't remember the 
details. 
 
And while they might remember a bit of a story here or a snippet of advice 
there, for the most part, and to the extent they remember anything, it will 
appear random to them. So hashing out the perfect calendar is a waste of 
your time. 
 


2. It will limit your ability to choose today's best topic. The best topic for 
today is the one that is most compelling today. Not the next thing on the list, 
but rather the thing that is most top of mind, most burning, for you, the 
thought leader in your field. If you plan your topics ahead of time, you'll miss 
the relevancy of the moment – and relevant moments are what make your 
newsletter come alive. 
 
As a practical matter, therefore, my recommendation is that you keep a list 
somewhere – in a Word document, on a whiteboard, in your notebook – of 
potential future topics. Anytime you have an idea (or even a piece of one), 
put it down in your, as that great E-Newsletter writer Winnie the Pooh might 
say, Topic Place. Then, each month, open up your list and grab the one that 
grabs you. 


One more thing. If all this randomness is troubling to your sense of order and sound 
business practices, keep in mind that your newsletter isn't a marketing 
campaign or even a presentation that you give to a group of listeners. 


It's a relationship… a proxy for the lunch that you (as a practical matter) can't 
have with each of your readers every month. And just as you don't plan what you're 
going to say or eat or wear at your next 12 lunches (and if you do, I'd rather you not 
get in touch with me), you're better off not planning your next year's worth of 
newsletter "conversations" either. 


Bottom Line: As someone once said, "A happy life is just a string of happy 
moments." By the same token, a successful E-Newsletter is just a string of really 
good ones. Push the "random button" on your topic choices, let yourself off the 
planning hook and simply pick the most relevant, most interesting, most pressing 
topic you can think of each time your write. Emily and I look forward to reading it. 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Every Leaf You Rake 
  
 
Summary:  Focus matters.  It would be nice if your newsletter 


showcased all your company’s services – unfortunately, 
this is not the most effective means for getting and 
keeping reader attention.   
 


Originally Published: 10/14/2003 
 
 
I finally broke down this year and bought one of those high powered leaf 
blowers for my lawn. I say "broke down," because it's always been my position 
that something as "back to nature" as removing fallen leaves should not be done 
with modern machinery. After all, if God had meant for us to use electric leaf 
blowers, he would have attached 50 foot extension cords to our bodies.  


Anyway, at 43 years old, romance has finally given way to practicality, so last 
Saturday I took out my new toy and got to work. I learned two things very 
quickly:  


1. In the world of leaf blowing, there's no such thing as a helpful 4 year 
old. Having one of these by your side will do little to enhance your 
productivity.  
 


2. It's much more effective to hold the blower in one place and move 
slowly forward, than it is to continually, "sweep from side to side." 
Although at first it seemed like a lot was happening, I soon realized that 
moving around constantly causes much activity, but very little progress. 
Focusing in one spot on the other hand, caused the pile to steadily move 
backwards.  


Believe it or not, when it comes to producing an effective E-Newsletter, both 
of these lessons apply (although I only intend to address #2 in today's issue).  


Here's what I mean.  


Almost every company we work with comes into the process with a bias 
towards covering a broad range of topics in its newsletter. In other words, a 
bias towards "sweeping from side to side."  


Granted, this does make some intuitive sense. After all, if our company does many 
things, isn't a newsletter about these things an opportunity to show the world what 
we do, so that clients and others will finally understand our full range of services?  


Yes. Unfortunately, that's the wrong question to ask. The question is not, 
"What do we want to write about?" It's, "What do our readers want to read about?" 
Your readers couldn't care less about what you do (I know it hurts, take a minute); 
they only read your newsletter because the things you write about are of interest to 
them.  
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If you keep changing what you cover, or pick a very broad range to begin 
with, you'll never attract a loyal audience of people who care passionately 
about your topic.  


Think of it this way. Suppose the folks in charge of magazines at TimeWarner 
came to the following conclusion:  


"Let's see, we publish 'Woman's Weekly,' 'Salt Water Sportsman,' and 'Sports 
Illustrated For Kids.' Why don't we combine all three into one big publication, and 
just alternate the content each month? This way we could involve employees from all 
corners of our organization, and our readers would finally learn about the other 
products we offer!"  


Although I'll concede that anybody willing to approve a merger with AOL is 
capable of just about anything, even TimeWarner senior management 
wouldn't go for this idea. Why not?  


Because it's obvious that each of these three magazines has a very narrow, very 
distinct audience. Combining them is to look at the world from the inside out (i.e. 
this is what we do), as opposed to from the readers perspective, which is what really 
matters.  


Bottom Line: As the competition for online readers becomes more and more fierce, 
your E-Newsletter will either fall into the "must read" pile, or the "must delete" pile. 
The middle ground is quickly evaporating, and the days of people reading things 
that, "kind of give them what they want every once in a while," are already over.  


To become a "must read," you've got to stake out a narrow piece of ground 
and own it, by delivering content that hits a home run with a specific 
audience every single time.  


Next issue: We'll cover, "How to conduct an effective focus group for a new product 
launch." (Nah, I'm kidding! We'll cover E-Newsletters, like we do every time.)  


 
Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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The Pause That Refreshes 
  
 
Summary:  Formatting.  Little things can make a big difference.  


This newsletter talks about the importance of “white 
space.” 


Originally Published: 6/27/2003 
 


I'm proud to tell you that my 7 year old daughter Emily is following in her 
father's footsteps, and has already begun telling really bad jokes.  
 
Her latest goes like this: "A man goes to the doctor, and the doctor asks, `How's 
that new medicine working that I gave you to make you stronger?' The man says, 
`Not so good.' (pause) `I can't open the bottle.'"  
 
Take a minute to regain your composure, since I know that joke has got you rolling 
on the floor.  
 
The interesting thing is that when she first starting telling the joke, it just 
didn't sound that funny. I finally realized what the problem was. She was 
delivering the punch line too soon.  
 
Instead of pausing between the last two sentences, she was saying one right on top 
of the other. Without the pause, it just didn't sound right. Go ahead, try it for 
yourself (hint: close your office door first).  
 
I was reminded of this yesterday as I read through a handful of newsletters 
from a new client; a professional service firm that had brought me in to help 
them fine tune their current approach. What they had in place was actually 
pretty good, and most of the key ingredients were already there: good content; 
professionally done design; automated back end; etc. And yet something was wrong.  
 
The problem was - and I know this may seem trivial - there wasn't enough 
white space on the screen. The text was laid out in big, chunky paragraphs, each 
consisting of from six to as many as ten sentences a piece. Like Emily's first 
attempts at joke telling, it felt as if the information was coming too quickly, not 
giving the reader enough time to take it all in.  
 
In the case of your newsletter, frequent paragraph breaks are the pauses in 
your "jokes." They're important for a few reasons:  


• It's hard to read on screen. Unlike a newspaper or book, a computer 
monitor is a lousy medium for reading lots and lots of text. By breaking the 
paragraphs up into little pieces, you make it easier for your readers to get 
through the material, increasing the likelihood that they'll stay with you.  


• People like to skim. Studies of online habits show that people jump around, 
moving around the screen to whatever catches their eye. Shorter paragraphs 
help them pick out things of interest to them (as does bold face, which is 
why I sprinkle it around).  
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• It makes the text feel more conversational. Think about the way 
dialogue in a book is laid out on a printed page. Lots and lots of short, one or 
two sentence paragraphs. When your newsletter writing uses this same 
approach, it has a much more personal rhythm to it, and makes it feel like it 
was written by a human being. 


 
Bottom Line: It may seem that the more tightly you format your newsletter, the 
more "meaty" it will feel. In my experience however, too much information packed 
together creates an obstacle to effective communication. In writing - as in good joke 
telling - the spaces in-between can make all the difference. 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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How I Raised Open Rates by 25% 
  
 
Summary:  Tracking data.  Tracking progress is important, but data 


for its own sake can waste time or even lead you in the 
wrong direction. 


Originally Published: 9/4/2009 
 


Suppose I told you that I could show you how to increase your E-Newsletter open 
rate by 25%? 


Suppose I told you that it could happen immediately, and that it wouldn't cost you 
a dime? 


Suppose I told you that every sentence in today's newsletter was going to begin 
with the phrase, "Suppose I told you that?" 


Well, my friend, with the exception of that last sentence, this is exactly what I'm 
telling you. With one simple step – a step I'm going to share with you today – 
you can instantly and significantly boost your open rate, just as I did this 
past June. 


First, some data for the mathematically inclined (everyone else, go get a latte and 
come back in five minutes): 


For the five editions leading up to June 12, the average open rate of this newsletter 
was 33.1%. For the five issues published since June 12 (the day I made the change), 
the average open rate has been 41.3%. That's a 24.7% improvement (an 8.2 
point increase over a 33.1 point base). 


How did I do it? Simple. I deleted 1,955 names – a quarter of the people on 
my list; none of whom had opened a single newsletter over the previous six months. 


So while the absolute number of opens stayed more or less the same (about 
2,250), by cutting the list size from 7,335 to 5,380, the open rate jumped. 


"Now hold on just a cotton pickin' minute, you fast-talking, slick-walking, coast-
hugging, E-Newsletter varmint," you're probably saying (assuming you've been 
watching old Yosemite Sam cartoons, as I have). "You may have increased your 
open rate, but what good's it done, yer doggone fool?!" 


Excellent point… it hasn't done me any good. Because while the rate itself has 
indeed improved, as a practical matter, nothing has changed (yes, as a matter 
of fact, I do have an MBA). 


I mention all this today, not to suggest that you should ignore open rate, but only to 
point out that, despite its rock star status here in e-mail marketing land, open 
rate is anything but perfect. 


Some reasons why: 
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1. It's a relative number. Open rate isn't a direct measure of readership (the 
thing we all really care about). It's a measure of readership divided by 
delivered e-mails (the number of e-mails sent minus those that bounced). 
Consequently, and as my experience in June demonstrates, you can cause a 
drastic and immediate change in the numbers without doing anything to 
improve reality. 


2. It's largely a function of the list itself. If your E-Newsletter is only sent to 
people who have explicitly asked to receive it, your open rate is going to be a 
lot higher than if it's sent to every e-mail you can get your hands on. That 
makes sense: The people who want to receive a newsletter are more likely to 
open it than those who simply come across it lurking, uninvited, in their in-
box. 
 
This suggests that while tracking your own rate month over month is a good 
idea, comparing yours to someone else's (not advisable in many areas of life), 
is not very productive.  


3. It's not accurate anyway. I won't bore you with the details on how open 
statistics are captured and classified, only to say that the data itself has more 
noise than a senate subcommittee. Which means that despite their aura of 
precision, the open rate numbers you're getting each month are just an 
approximation of what's actually happening. 


Here's the bottom line. I'm all for capturing data and measuring results. Keep in 
mind, however, that the numbers in your spreadsheet can sometimes do as much to 
hide the truth as to uncover it. Enjoy your latte.  


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Panama Banal 
  
 
Summary:  Authenticity. As important as good information is, you’ll 


never break through the clutter and attract a following if 
you don’t also learn how to showcase the real you in 
your newsletters.   


Originally Published: 7/31/2009 
 


We just got back from a terrific family vacation in Panama.  Beautiful country, 
nice people and only a few encounters with terrifyingly large and/or life-threatening 
insects. 


Looking back, the trip more or less broke into two parts: 


One part was the time we stayed in "regular" hotels. Places with a front desk, 
a nice lobby, hot showers and a staff that spoke passable (or better) English. 


The other part was the time we stayed in less fancy, local spots. One was a 
bed and breakfast in a small town; the other, an Indian village (you haven't lived 
until you've played barefoot basketball on a dirt court with a bunch of guys wearing 
nothing but loincloths).  


I have to confess that going in, it was the regular hotels that I was most 
looking forward to. 


Not to say that I'm not as rugged and outdoorsy as the next guy (assuming that the 
next guy is also a bald, middle-aged, keyboard-pounding Jew). It's just that I kind of 
had my sights set on a week of sitting by the pool, drinking fruity drinks and reading 
some books. 


Unfortunately, my wife Linda wasn't going for much of that. She wanted to 
"see the country," "experience the culture," "speak some Spanish," "get to know the 
Panamanians." You know, interact. And so we split the difference, spending time in 
each of these two very different environments. 


Now that it's over, I can tell you without hesitation that all of us – myself 
included – much preferred the time we spent at the local spots. There was 
nothing wrong with the fancy hotels, they just weren't quite real. 


So while the food, the staff and the decor were all indeed Panamanian-ish, the 
experience itself was so sanitized – and Americanized – that it felt more like a 
simulation. It was like visiting the "Panamanian Exhibit" at Disney World… 
technically accurate perhaps, but 10,000 feet off the ground. And, always with 
the knowledge that whenever you felt like it, you could just walk back into your air-
conditioned room and switch on ESPN. 


The local spots, on the other hand, gave us authentic experiences… 
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…Walking 30 minutes in 90 degree heat and 90 percent humidity, in search of a bike 
rental shop that someone said was "just up the road." 


…Using my 16-year-old son Evan's command of Spanish to negotiate cab fees and 
ask detailed questions regarding restaurant menu offerings. 


…Sleeping under a mosquito net on the floor of an elevated, open-air hut (did I 
mention the colossal insects?). 


You get the picture. Real experiences, all genuinely Panamanian. 


And while we didn't necessarily enjoy every moment, I know one thing for sure: 
These were the best parts of our vacation and the only parts that any of us 
will ever remember (even my 10-year-old has stopped being impressed by hotel 
mini-bars). 


But that's not all. As I realized one afternoon while trying not to step on any 
venomous snakes, the connection between "Real" and "Memorable" is as true 
for business communications as it is for vacations. 


Here's what I mean. I receive all kinds of E-Newsletters that are grammatically 
correct, professionally designed and well written. And yet more often than not, they 
are snoozefests. Unoriginal, uninteresting, and devoid of any human touch. They're 
Disney World simulations of real people having real thoughts. 


That's a big marketing problem. Because if you want people to pay attention to 
you, follow you, remember you and tell others about you, you need to stop looking 
like every other "hotel" on the planet. You need to lead your readers out into the 
street – where real life happens – and show them what you're all about. 


So try this the next time you sit down to write your E-Newsletter: Loosen up. 
Stop selling. Tell real stories from your own experience. Use real names and real 
photos of real people you really know. Stop polishing everything to the point where 
you've taken away all the heat and the dirt and the insects. 


Does this mean that every reader will instantly love you? No. In fact some of them 
are going to run away as you come out from behind the professional mask. But, the 
ones who remain will know a lot more about you and, as a result, be a lot more 
inclined to hire you. Better stock up on the bug spray. 


 
 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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All Relationships Are Local 
  
 
Summary:  Small businesses have many advantages.  One of the 


most significant is a tendency to do business within a 
narrow geographical area. This issue focuses on how to 
take advantage of that tendency.  


 
Originally Published: 3/19/2004 
 
 
 
Several years ago, the company I worked for was purchased by a telecom 
giant whose name I won't mention, other than to say that it kind of rhymed 
with "Hey Tea & Tea."  
 
A few weeks after the announcement, we got word that the CEO of our new owner 
was coming to town to speak on a panel. Hoping to get a first hand look at him, a 
bunch of us drove into Boston to see the event.  
 
What can I say, he was impressive. Good looking, well dressed and articulate, he 
spoke about the future of technology as persuasively as a seasoned politician. Not 
only that, but despite living a few thousand miles away, he peppered his talk with all 
kinds of local references - the Red Sox, The Big Dig, the cold weather, etc.  
 
The fact is, he had the audience eating out of the palm of his hand. That is, until he 
made one critical mistake.  
 
He mispronounced "Worcester" (a city west of Boston). Instead of saying "Whuh-
ster," as we natives have ridiculously agreed upon, he said "War-ches-ter." A 
reasonable assumption, but totally wrong.  
 
Needless to say, the spell was instantly broken, and the next speaker on the panel - 
the CEO of a much smaller, but local competitor - gleefully pronounced the word 
correctly when it came his turn to speak.  
 
I mention this today, because I often find that small companies are much 
too eager to give away one of their greatest advantages relative to their 
national competitors: Their local presence.  
 
Afraid of appearing "too small," they try and look like the big guys and in the 
process, ignore the fact that they live and work in the same communities as their 
clients and prospects.  
 
The truth is, I don't fault my big company CEO friend for making the mistake he 
made, in fact I give him credit for trying. His problem however - and the 
problem of any company that operates in many different locations - was in 
sounding real and genuine to the people on the ground (i.e. the customers). 
You can do all the research you want about a particular place, but from thousands of 
miles away you'll miss the nuances - and missed nuances are what we locals notice 
immediately.  
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In terms of your E-Newsletter therefore (and as far as I'm concerned, your 
marketing in general), the implication is clear for any small company that 
does business in a geographically limited area: Learn how to pronounce 
"Worcester."  
 
No, ha, ha, I am kidding. The implication is to stress your localness and deliberately 
say and do things that your national competitors can't. Can't, because they're either 
unaware of what's happening on the ground, or because they are constrained by the 
need for "location neutral" materials, promotions and messages that work anywhere.  
 
Some specific examples:  
 


. . . If you're a small financial planner who only works in Wisconsin, 
mention your recent trip to the Wisconsin State Fair in your newsletter.  
 
. . . If you're a husband and wife executive recruiting team based in 
New York City, put a picture on your web site of the two of you standing in 
front of the Statue of Liberty.  
 
. . . If you're a home renovation company in Toronto, sprinkle your 
project portfolio with photos and mentions of local landmarks and 
neighbourhoods. 


 
Bottom Line: There are many things to learn from big companies - operating 
a business from 30,000 feet isn't one of them. This top down view of the world 
is a weakness, an organizational necessity for a group of people who are spread out 
all over the map. As a small business owner, it's the last thing you want to copy. 
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The Right Tool For The Right Job 
  
 
Summary:  Your E-Newsletter is good for a lot of things – it’s also 


not good for a lot of things.  Using it at the wrong time 
and in the wrong way can hurt both your newsletter and 
your business. 


Originally Published: 6/13/2003 
 


I could hear the banging the minute I stepped into the house. I took off my 
coat, hung it on the back of a kitchen chair, and followed the noise up the stairs, 
eventually arriving at my son Evan's room.  
 
All alone and in his closet, Evan was banging nails into the back wall with 
the handle of a screwdriver.  
 
As an experienced parent (10+ consecutive years on the job, thank you very much), 
I knew that I had several possible conversation starters at my disposal. "Why are 
you banging things into the wall?" "Where did you get the nails?" "Why are you using 
a screwdriver?" "Where's Mommy?"  
 
I chose the screwdriver opening, and after explaining that he needed more 
"hooks" in his closet, Evan told me that he was using a screwdriver 
because, "it's working." As proof of this assertion, he showed me the 5 nails that 
he had already banged into the wall.  
 
I was reminded of this incident again yesterday, after getting a phone call from a 
client. She was calling to tell me about the success her company was having in 
selling products through its newsletter, and (like Evan) she backed up the validity of 
her approach by telling me how much stuff she had already sold.  
 
Despite our plans to use the E-Newsletter primarily as a tool for building 
long term relationships between her company and its clients (with the 
direct selling of product as a minor add on), her "proven" success in using 
the E-Newsletter as a direct response tool had caused her to consider 
shifting its focus.  
 
As with Evan's screwdriver approach, I did my best to convince her that although 
there was some evidence of success, in the long run this was still a bad idea. Two 
reasons:  


1. She Was Using The Wrong Tool For The Job. The back of a screwdriver 
can indeed be used to bang nails, but you don't need to be Bob Vila to know 
that they make other tools that are safer, faster and more effective for this 
purpose. Likewise, although you can generate some short term sales 
with your newsletter, it's just not that well suited for the task. Other 
tools - direct mail; telemarketing; promotional emails to people who have 
agreed to receive promotional emails from you; even cold calls - are all going 
to give you better immediate sales results than trying to use what is 
fundamentally a "farming" tool, for the purpose of "hunting."  



http://www.bobvila.com/�
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2. She Was Putting The Tool Itself At Risk. By the time I arrived, Evan's 
screwdriver was already starting to chip, and I doubt he was more than a 
couple of closet walls away from breaking the handle entirely. In the case of 
your newsletter, you want to keep in mind as well that the more you promote 
yourself and your services - at the expense of providing useful, interesting 
information to your readers - the more you chip away at the asset (i.e. the 
relationship) you've created. As they say on the Ponderosa, you can't milk 
and eat the same cow for very long. 


 
Bottom Line: Your newsletter is amazingly versatile for its ability to build 
relationships; position you as a thought leader; keep you top of mind with prospects; 
fine tune your point of view; and support your business in at least a dozen other 
ways we've talked about in the past. But even our beloved E-Newsletter is not 
right for every situation. If you need or want immediate sales, pull a different tool 
out of the drawer, and let this one continue to do what it does best. 
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Got Nectar? 
  
 
Summary:  Viral marketing.  It’s great when readers share your 


newsletter with friends and colleagues, but it won’t 
happen by accident.   


Originally Published: 3/21/2003 
 


As I stepped into the house the other day after work, my 3 year old son 
Jonathan wasted no time in giving me the news. According to scientific 
research he had been conducting that morning in preschool, "The bees buzz from 
flower to flower to make the garden pretty."  
 
I'm no entomologist, but that seemed about right, so I thanked him for bringing me 
up to speed.  
 
Later that night however, his 10 year old brother Evan set me straight. 
According to Evan (a highly regarded bug expert in the Hopkinton, Massachusetts 
4th grade), the bees don't go from flower to flower, "to make the garden pretty." 
The fact is, they couldn't care less about making the flowers grow.  
 
They go from flower to flower because they want nectar, and in the process 
of slurping it up (or whatever), flower pollen gets caught on their sticky 
little bee legs. When they move on to the next flower (again, for the nectar), some 
of the pollen drops off their legs, and pollination occurs.  
 
His point was simple. The growth of your garden is a fortunate, but 
unintentional side-effect of a bee's selfish desire for nectar.  
 
Believe it or not, this is directly related to one of the E-Newsletter questions I hear 
most: "How can we more effectively grow our E-Newsletter subscriber list?" 
Here's what I mean:  
 
One of the great things about an E-Newsletter (don't get me started) is that it's 
easily forwarded. With one click, people can share your newsletter with others who 
they believe may also have an interest in the topic.  
 
This so called "viral effect" isn't a new concept in the world of email, and most 
companies that publish newsletters do things to encourage readers to pass them 
along. Examples include displaying prominent "click here to forward" buttons; 
sending separate emails to colleagues and clients asking them to spread the word; 
and even offering incentives for telling other people about the newsletter.  
 
All good stuff. The disconnect is that many people apply these tactics without 
any consideration for the motivation of the bee.  
 
In other words, encouraging me to "spread the word" about your newsletter, is very 
much like encouraging the bee community to go pollinate some flowers. Unless 
there's nectar in it for me, I'm not going to be all that interested.  
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In the case of your E-Newsletter, the nectar is quality content. Your readers will 
only share your newsletter with their friends, their clients, and their 
colleagues if the content is good. If they can help (or impress) people they know 
by forwarding a valuable piece of information, or letting someone know about a great 
resource for topic X, they'll do it.  
 
On the other hand, asking them to forward it simply to help you out -- or 
even worse, asking them to forward a thinly disguised advertisement for 
your services -- is an uphill climb.  
 
Bottom Line: Your newsletter needs to be valuable in and of itself if you hope to 
achieve the magical viral effect we all strive for. Your readers don't mind helping you 
grow your list, but it will only happen as a byproduct of what motivates them as they 
move through their own busy lives. 
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Kick Open Your Front Door 
  
 
Summary:  Newsletter sign-ups.  Convincing potential new 


subscribers to take the leap requires selling them on the 
idea.  Some practical suggestions below. 


Originally Published: 12/5/2003 
 


Well, it finally happened. A week ago Wednesday, at precisely 3pm EDT, my 
family officially entered… The College Zone (cue scary music). 


I say "officially," because it was at that very moment that my wife Linda, my son 
Evan and I took our first "campus tour" – a college-choosing ritual as old as the 
institutions of higher learning themselves. 


Indeed, it's not hard to imagine Aristotle accompanying his own son on a 
tour of the local university: 


"Harken, Ari Jr., what ponders ye about said meal plan? Favor thou the 
freshman lodging? Moreover, plead-ith I that ye shall cease thine text-
messaging during the tour, for crying out loudith."  


I may be paraphrasing. The point is, we were out in western Massachusetts for the 
day bike riding, and so we figured we'd have a look at UMass Amherst, a state school 
that's been on Evan's radar. 


The turnout for the tour was impressive. Here it was mid-day, mid-week, mid-
summer, and yet there were at least 15 kids plus family members waiting for things 
to get started. Our guide was a friendly, enthusiastic, UMass senior who proceeded 
to spend the next 75 minutes walking us through classrooms, dormitories, libraries 
and cafeterias. 


She clearly had done this before and she clearly had a point of view – about the 
school, the food, the classes, everything. In fact, when the tour was over, it 
occurred to me that the opinion I had just formed of UMass Amherst was 
very much a function of her own personal filter. 


For example, she was a theater major. So I heard a lot about that program and how 
much she loved it. On the other hand, she must not have cared for sports, because 
despite UMass having 23 Division I teams, she never once mentioned the school's 
athletic program or facilities. 


That's big. I mean here you've got a $500 million business (25,000 students paying 
$20,000 a year each), and step one in the process of recruiting prospective 
"customers" appears to be driven by whatever a particular guide feels like talking 
about on a particular day. 
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Now of course, our guide may have just been having an off day, and for all I know, 
UMass does in fact have clearly defined standards regarding what the tours are 
supposed to cover and in what way. 


But it did drive home one important thing: If you want to get the right people 
through the door of your business, you need to pay close attention to what 
the door looks like. 


Your E-Newsletter's front door is its sign-up page… the page where people go 
when they're thinking about adding their name to the list. Your job, as head of the 
tour department, is to entice people to walk over the threshold. 


If all you do is slap a sign-up box on your home page with the dry-as-dust invitation 
to "add your name to our mailing list," you may as well just padlock the entrance 
and call it a day. Nobody in 2009 is looking for more stuff to subscribe to… you need 
to convince them. 


And so as Aristotle would say (assuming he spoke like Ben Franklin): "Get yeeself a 
sales page." 


A sales page is a single page, somewhere on your web site, whose sole 
function is to convince people to take the plunge.  


On this sales page you should… 


1. Explain what your newsletter covers. You wouldn't subscribe to a 
magazine just because the nice folks at TimeWarner invited you to "sign up!" 
– you'd first want to know what it's all about. So don't expect people to 
blindly add themselves to your list either. 
 
Give them a brief (one or two sentence) description of what to expect, 
including when and how often you publish. 
 


2. Link to your newsletter archive. Even better than a description is a 
sample. Make it easy for prospective subscribers to see what you've already 
published by linking to past editions. 
 


3. Include testimonials. There's nothing more compelling than praise from 
other readers. So here's what you do… anytime someone sends you a 
complimentary e-mail regarding your newsletter, immediately zing back a 
thank you with a request to "use your name and words on the testimonial 
page of our web site." In my experience, 9 out of 10 of these people will say 
"yes." 
 


4. Provide an alternative means of signing up. Sometimes, for whatever 
reason, the sign-up box doesn't work. Your e-mail vendor could be 
temporarily down; the prospective reader could have a weird 
browser/operating system configuration that doesn't work with the sign-up 
form. 
 
Whatever it is, you don't want to lose these people. So include a little note 
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below the sign-up box that says something to the effect of, "Problems? Just 
send us an email with your request to newsletter@yourcompany.com." 


Bottom line: Like a university, an E-Newsletter needs to offer a quality experience if 
it's going to prosper over the long term. But that alone is not enough. If you don't 
get people through the front door in the first place, they'll never know what they're 
missing. 


 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Make the Water Wetter 
  
 
Summary:  Relationship marketing.  Reveal the “real you” behind 


your newsletter and your company. 


Originally Published: 11/2/2007 
 


As I washed my hands in the kitchen sink yesterday afternoon, my 14-year-old son, 
Evan – a guy who collects interesting, yet useless facts at roughly twice my own 
frantic pace – hit me with the news: "Did you know that soap works by making 
the water wetter?" he asked. 


I'm sure you won't be surprised to learn that I did not know this. Although I did take 
a chemistry class in high school, my friend Andy Mattson and I spent most of our lab 
time trying to melt plastic objects we found on the street, an all-consuming passion 
which left little time for actual learning. 


In any case, and according to Evan, "Soap reduces the surface tension of water, 
allowing it to spread more easily." In effect, it makes the water wetter, and 
therefore, more effective. 


Here in E-Newsletter-land, I think the analog to soap is emotion. 


Not to say that emotion makes your E-Newsletter wetter (that would be of no use to 
anyone). No, what I mean is that emotion makes your E-Newsletter more effective. 


Consider this real life example: My last newsletter, on the subject of how to 
become a successful solo professional, resulted in an avalanche of e-mail responses 
(and even a few phone calls) from people who said the message of the newsletter 
resonated with them. Readers used words like "inspiring," "encouraging" and 
"genuine." Clearly, it was the emotion – much more than the "here's what I think 
you should do" aspect of the newsletter – that struck a chord. 


But here's the kicker… In the last two weeks, my phone has practically rung 
off the hook with people and companies asking for my assistance in setting up a 
company newsletter. 


Think about that. I wrote a newsletter that had nothing at all to do with newsletters, 
and it caused people to pick up the phone and call with a request for a newsletter. 
(Take a minute, I know that last sentence has your head spinning like a first year 
philosophy student.) 


Why would this happen? Good question. I think the reason is that getting people 
to hire you is only partly (maybe half?) about the work itself. The other half is 
about you. More specifically, how they feel about you. 
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When you say something authentic – something that exposes who you are or how 
you think or what you believe in – you reveal the human being(s) behind the 
service you offer. As Evan might say, you make the water wetter. 


For my money, most professional service companies (and the marketing people 
within them), labor under the mistaken belief that getting somebody to hire you is a 
function of pounding away on credentials and accomplishments. 


These are important, no doubt about it. But if that's all you put out there – and in 
the process, you ignore the human element that necessarily goes into the decision to 
hire a professional – you may be waiting a long time for the phone to ring. 


With that in mind, I offer two suggestions for improving your E-Newsletter: 


1. Show some emotion. Speak as genuinely and as plainly as you can; write 
as if you're writing to a friend; talk to me about what you really think or 
believe or care about. Be anything but a bland, vanilla, middle-of-the-road-
lump wrapped within an e-mail. (I've already got an in-box full of those.) 
 


2. Remember the source of a newsletter's power. The most effective 
newsletters see themselves as an ongoing relationship – not a single event. 
So while it may be true that a direct mail piece or a newspaper ad needs a 
call to action and a strong list of benefits to be effective, in the case of a 
monthly newsletter, the opposite is often true: It's the human side, the side 
which may have nothing to do with your expertise at all, that prompts people 
to finally pick up the phone and call you. 


Bottom Line: When it comes to getting hired, I think most professionals 
place way too much emphasis on highlighting their capabilities. In my 
experience, getting the call has at least as much to do with top-of-mindedness 
(which is why you need to publish regularly), and likeability (which is why you need 
to reveal enough about the people in your firm to allow prospects to make a 
determination). 


One more thing. If you're afraid that "revealing too much" will scare people 
away, you're paying attention to the wrong side of the equation. An effective 
newsletter is supposed to scare away the potential clients who wouldn't like you if 
they met you. 


But don't worry… that same genuineness that sends some people running in the 
other direction is equally powerful in attracting the "good clients." An outcome which, 
after all, is the point of this entire exercise. 
 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Are You College Material? 
  
 
Summary:  Content.  Four suggestions for writing “what” and “how” 


your audience wants.   


Originally Published: 3/5/2010 
 


Last week, at the behest of my wife Linda, I joined her at our son's high 
school "College Night." 


This three-hour event featured a number of workshops for high school juniors and 
their parents, all with the aim of getting the family up to speed on the upcoming 
application process. Given that neither Linda nor I had been anywhere near a college 
application since the Carter administration, a refresher seemed in order. 


The evening was divided into four time slots, each offering three or four 
workshops to choose from. Linda wisely suggested that we split up, in order to 
cover more ground. 


She told me that I should attend the session on "Writing a College Essay," and that 
from there, I should just go to whatever else interested me. Luckily, I found a 
session called "Free Coffee and Cookies in the Guidance Office," and I'm happy to tell 
you that it did not disappoint. 


Nor did the session on essay-writing. The guest speaker was a friendly young 
guy named Bob, an admissions officer from Boston College. 


After setting the stage with a little background, he offered up a number of 
"application essay recommendations." Many of these, I realized, apply just as well to 
E-Newsletters. I share them with you now… 


1. Go Deep. According to Bob, many applicants try to jam as many projects and 
accomplishments as possible into each essay. The result is something that's 
more distracting than interesting, and that usually does nothing to shine a 
light on the person. Picking one highlight and talking in-depth about it, 
he said, is a better approach. 
 
In an e-mail newsletter, you're similarly constrained by reader interest and 
attention span. Under these conditions, the best way to be memorable, useful 
and expert-ish is to pick a single idea, explain it, and leave. 


2. Choose Authenticity Over Entertainment. One of the parents asked 
whether it was "okay to be funny" in an essay. I loved Bob's answer: "It's fine 
to use humor if you're a funny person. If you're 17 years old and you're still 
not sure if you're funny… you're not." 
 
In a business context, humor is also something to beware of. Yes, the more 
entertaining your E-Newsletter is the more likely people are to read it. But 
remember, you're not looking for an audience for its own sake – 
you're trying to give readers a sense of you… a free sample. 
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If your newsletter is funny but you're not, you'll attract prospects who are 
disappointed when they finally meet you. By the same token, you'll push 
away those who'd prefer a more serious approach (and who would have been 
thrilled with the real you). 


3. Speak Human. Bob has read thousands of essays; he stressed that at this 
point, he has a pretty good idea of what a high school junior sounds like. 
Trying to sound "more adult," by using big words and complicated phrasing, 
makes students sound artificial and ultimately less appealing. ("We're 
interested in admitting kids, not grown-ups.") 
 
Likewise, the readers of your newsletter (or web site or white paper 
or whatever) have had thousands of conversations with actual 
Earthlings. They know what they sound like. Why then do so many 
businesspeople write as if someone had asked them to compose the warning 
label on a bottle of aspirin? 
 
Try to be conversational. Uncommon words like "behest" (What, did you think 
I put that up top by accident?) don't impress. They sound unnatural, and do 
nothing to connect you with the reader. 


4. Be Different. Bob mentioned how in some towns with a particularly vibrant 
volunteer program, he can get 20 or 30 essays from one high school on the 
same topic (a single church mission trip to another country, for example). 
While this kind of event is an admirable and obvious highlight in the life of a 
high school junior, if everyone's writing about it, you won't stand out. 
 
One of the reasons I like to include personal stories in E-Newsletters 
is because by definition, they're unique. Nobody but you can tell your 
story, authentically. Look for angles, examples, insights and stories that 
belong to you. 


Here's the bottom line. When it comes to reading college essays, the Bobs of the 
world are paid to slog through whatever comes their way. The readers of your 
newsletter are under no such obligation. Make sure yours is worth reading. 


(I'll be hiding in the guidance office if you need me.) 


 


   
Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Size Matters 
 


 
Summary:  Use your small company size to your advantage.   


Originally Published: 6/21/2002 
 


While in my 20's, I spent a lot of time hanging around a karate school in Boston. One 
guy I remember well was another student named Matt.  
 
A cheerful, bifocal-wearing, 40 year-old college music teacher, Matt couldn't have 
been more than 5' 2" tall. If someone invited you to pick out a student that you'd 
like to fight, you'd take one look at him and your decision would be made.  
 
I can tell you first hand that it would have been a bad decision. Matt was a terrific 
fighter. The interesting thing was that rather than try and compensate for his 
small size, Matt used it to his advantage.  
 
He would get right in close with whomever he was fighting, making it impossible to 
kick him, and nearly impossible to punch him anywhere except the top of his head. I 
remember always trying to back up, just so I could get far away enough to reach 
him, while he in the meantime pounded away at my stomach.  
 
Matt was a good example of how a small person could succeed by doing 
things that a larger fighter couldn't.  
 
Twenty years later and now the owner of a small company, I try and use Matt's 
strategy as a means of differentiating my own business from larger competitors. In 
particular, I look for things that "don't scale," because I know that large 
companies have trouble with this.  
 
Once you've got thousands (or even hundreds) of customers, it becomes very 
difficult to offer services which can't be efficiently automated. That's why your bank 
can magically get your own checks back in your own statement month after month 
(scaleable = good), but if you call your local branch and ask them to drop a free 
calendar in the mail to you, you stand a pretty good chance of dying before it ever 
arrives (ad hoc requests = bad).  
 
So, in the spirit of my buddy Matt, here are some recommendations for 
small business owners on how to stand out by deliberately taking on 
activities that the big guys can't copy:  


• Send handwritten notes. Thank people for helping you; tell people it was 
nice to have met them; congratulate people on something good that just 
happened in their personal or professional lives. Handwritten notes are the 
epitome of "unscaleable."  
 
I send one or two of these out a day. It doesn't take a lot of time, it costs 
practically nothing, and it rarely goes unnoticed (when was the last time you 
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got a handwritten note sent to your office?). I even use real stamps - people 
don't use postage machines, companies do.  


• Dump your web site email directly into your personal in-box. Next 
week we're going to announce a study we just completed regarding corporate 
web site response time. There were a ton of interesting findings, but the 
headline was that one third of the companies surveyed didn't answer a 
simple email question that we sent in, and even among those that did, some 
took over a week to respond.  
 
I can beat that easily. Since we typically get less than 30 emails a day into 
the Blue Penguin Development and E-Newsletters That Work sites combined, 
there's little impact on my productivity to mix them right in with everything 
else.  
 
The result is that people who contact me get a quick and personal response, 
allowing me to again shine a light on how different it feels to do business with 
me than with a larger firm.  


• Humanize your written client communications. Why not? You know them 
and they know you. Use that relationship to your advantage. Why pretend like 
you're some big impersonal corporation by making your business documents 
feel like, well, business documents? I even have a blue, penguin stamp that I 
sometimes put on the outside of the envelopes so they know it's from me! 
Again, easy for us; tough for the factories.  


 
 
Here's the bottom line: Like a huge sparring opponent, your larger competitors 
have many advantages over you: Reach, size, presence and an ability to intimidate. 
Don't fight them on their own terms by trying to copy them.  
 
Your biggest advantage is your ability to add a personal touch to everything 
you do. Your customers will notice it and the big guys won't be able to do anything 
except back up and wonder what hit them. 


 


 


Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Publish or Perish 
 


 
Summary:  The benefits – particularly in a world of social media – of 


publishing original content.   


Originally Published: 4/2/2010 
 


I know you've had a busy week, so I'll get right to the point: When it comes to 
attracting clients to you and your business, "showing up" is not the same as 
creating. 


Here's what I mean… 


Last week, I attended a dinner event put on by the local chapter of the 
Institute of Management Consultants. You know the deal: 60 minutes of 
standing around schmoozing; 45 minutes of a buffet dinner; 90-minute presentation 
by a panel of speakers on some businessy topic; 15 minutes trying to convince 
somebody to go get a beer with me afterwards. 


I love these events. Mostly because after nearly 10 years, there's a good chance I 
already know many of my fellow attendees. So it's a fun opportunity to catch up, 
meet some new people, and, as Jackson Browne famously sang, "forget about the 
losses and exaggerate the wins." 


One thing I've noticed again and again at these types of events is that the 
speakers for the evening enjoy an elevated stature within the group. It only 
lasts for one night, but during that night, the speakers are approached more often, 
listened to more carefully and greeted more warmly than the rest of us. 


And not just while they're speaking either; it's the entire evening, from start to 
finish. The fact is, from a networking/visibility/he-must-be-an-expert point 
of view, there are few activities more efficient than being "the speaker." 


The problem, of course, is that even if you happen to be the exalted individual in 
question that night, it's temporary. After all, you can't be the speaker every month. 


Or can you…? (cue dramatic music). 


Here's the thing. When you create original, thoughtful, useful content and 
send it to the same group of people on a regular basis (did somebody say "E-
Newsletter?"), it's as if you're the dinner speaker – month after month after month. 
As Yoda might say, the stature that you are is elevated. 


And, just as the benefits of speaking at an event last longer than the short time 
you're up at the podium, publishing quality content lasts longer than just the day 
your newsletter arrives. Here as well, people out in the world (some of whom are 
future clients) approach you more often, listen more carefully to what you have to 
say and yes, greet you more warmly than your otherwise invisible competitors. 
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But not all "content" is created equal. Just as there are different levels of 
participation at a business dinner event, there are different levels of 
participation in the world of content creation: 


• Level Zero: You don't create anything. Like the guy who never shows up 
for dinner, your absence keeps you invisible. You don't have a web site; you 
haven't set up a LinkedIn profile; you don't stay in touch with the people you 
know. You're missing from the party. 


• Level One: You participate. You come to dinner, you talk to people, you 
show your face. This is infinitely better than not being there at all, and while 
it's not a home run and you're certainly not the main attraction, you're in the 
game. 
 
In the world of content creation, Level One is the bucket into which I 
put all the online observing, reacting and pointing. Things like 
retweeting a useful link; "liking" somebody's Facebook post; commenting on 
a blog. It's all good stuff and absolutely worth doing – it reminds me of who 
you are and it shows me that you're involved. 
 
But – and this is a significant but – Level One activities aren't all that 
impressive. Yes, they remind me that you are still alive. But they don't 
position you as an expert, they don't show me how you think, and they don't 
tell me much about who you are, what you do, and why. 
 
In short, Level One activities don't make me stop what I'm doing and think, 
"Hmm… that person knows what she's talking about. How can we hire her?" 
For that, you need the next level.  


• Level Ten (yes, it's exponential): You create … you are tonight's 
dinner speaker. 
 
You write something that's intriguing or insightful or controversial. Here, 
you're not pointing to the thoughts of others. You are the one to whom others 
are pointing. 
 
But wait, it gets better. Thanks to social media, those who create Level Ten 
content are more likely than ever to be seen. Think about it – all those people 
with Twitter and Facebook and LinkedIn accounts are searching for things to 
point to. 
 
Why not you? If you create the content, you'll be the other to whom the 
pointers are pointing (oops, Yoda again). 


Here's the bottom line. It's great to get involved, interact, and stay in touch. I do 
it deliberately and systematically, and absolutely, it's a lot better than being 
invisible. 


But if you want people to remember you, pay attention to you and view you as an 
expert, you need to do more than just show up. Quality content is your turn at 
the podium. Okay, who wants to go get a beer? 


 Click to Return to the eNewsletter System 
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Gotta Make The Donuts 
  
 
Summary:  Take care of all your relationships – not just those with 


clients and prospects. 


Originally Published: 12/6/2002 
 


Grab a blank sheet of paper and a pen. On it, draw a donut (if you're eating 
breakfast as you read this, feel free to draw your donut).  
 
If all went well, you've now got a piece of paper with two circles on it, one 
inside the other.  
 
Although I admit it's a bit of an oversimplification, when it comes to using an E-
Newsletter as a business marketing tool, this donut illustrates how I view the world 
(now you know why we consultants get paid so much money).  
 
Here's what I mean:  


1. The inside of the donut - the donut hole - represents your clients 
and/or customers. The people with whom you are currently doing business.  


2. The outside of the donut represents the world at large. The "strangers" 
who have had no previous interaction with you, your coworkers, or your 
company.  


3. The donut itself (stay with me, here comes the important part) 
represents your "non-client relationships." From your hottest prospect to 
the guy you just met this morning at a business meeting, and everybody in-
between. Colleagues, resellers, partners, information requesters, investors, 
newsletter subscribers, your daughter's first grade teacher, etc. They're not 
clients, but they're not complete strangers either. 


 
In terms of your E-Newsletter, it's with this third group - the donut dwellers 
- that the magic happens.  
 
What about the other two groups?  
 
An E-Newsletter is not effective with group #2, the strangers. We all delete a 
ton of spam every day, and in terms of helping your cause, sending your E-
Newsletter to strangers has a much greater potential for damaging your firm's 
reputation than it does for bringing in incremental business. Please don't do it.  
 
As for group #1, your clients, the newsletter is certainly effective as a 
retention and cross selling tool. But since you're already doing business with this 
group, and since you therefore already have a number of other opportunities for 
interacting with them, the E-Newsletter is just one of several tactics in the mix.  
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No my friends, it's with the donut dwellers that the miracles happen. Some 
examples . . .  


• Your E-Newsletter is the perfect tool for letting "future clients" lurk in the 
background, anonymously reading what you've got to say month after month, 
until the day comes that their need and their trust in you both grow strong 
enough, and you get a phone call asking for assistance.  


• Your E-Newsletter is the perfect tool for keeping in front of the, "Can you 
send me some information?," folks, or the "vanishing proposal requesters" 
who take an initial step forward and then seem to disappear. With an E-
Newsletter you don't need to make those awkward and unproductive, "I'm 
just checking to see if you got the information and wondering if I'll be hearing 
from you again before the end of time," calls. If they're getting your 
newsletter, they're hearing from you, and you can just let it go and know that 
they'll be back when the time is right.  


• Your E-Newsletter is the perfect tool for colleagues to use in passing your 
name along to someone who might need your services. It's so much more 
effective for them to forward your newsletter to an associate than to attempt 
to explain who you are, what you do, and what makes you different. Your E-
Newsletter does the job perfectly. 


 
 
Bottom Line: Your newsletter works magic for the folks who live in the zone 
between client and stranger. Your job is to invite (invite, not assume) as many of 
these people as you possibly can onto the list. Do that, and you'll get maximum 
results from the E-Newsletter on which you work so hard 
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Michael Katz’s Do-It-Yourself E-Newsletter SystemTM



Appendix II - E-Newsletter 
Action PlanTM and Check List (Blank)


An E-Newsletter has many moving parts, and over time, it’s easy to lose track of the vision, focus, messages and procedures you’ve developed in connection with running yours effectively and efficiently.  Use this template to organize your thoughts, answer the questions referenced in The E-Newsletter SystemTM chapters, and keep track of the decisions you make along the way.  Keep it up to date whenever you make changes.


A completed sample of this action plan is included in Appendix III, immediately following this blank copy.


E-Newsletter Content


1. What are you an expert in?  What are the things you know, that those outside your industry don’t?   On what subjects are the questions you get from friends, relatives, colleagues when they have a need in your field?

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

2. What makes you different?  What's unique about you, your company, your services, etc.?  Beyond the usual quality, service, price stuff that all your competitors can also claim. What aspects of you and the way you do business will you bring out in your newsletter?  

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________




3. What are you known for? 

Sometimes the best way to figure out what you’re known for is to simply ask the people who know you well.  Choose (at least) 10 people with whom you feel comfortable, and send them each the email below (or your version of it).  Try to get a mix of clients, friends, colleagues and others who KNOW YOU WELL.

You’ll be amazed at how similar the answers are.  Look for patterns and group them as best you can.  What we are trying to do here is capture whatever it is that people think about when they think about you and your business.  This individual personality is what we want reflected in your newsletter.

Here’s the email I want you to send:


I’m working on the development of an electronic newsletter, as a means of keeping in touch and providing clients and others with useful, interesting and relevant information on the topic of (insert your area of expertise here).


 


As part of this development process, I am trying to capture the “voice” and character of myself and my company, so that the newsletter is as real and genuine as possible.  Please help me by answering one simple question:

What are the first three words that come to mind when you think of me and/or my company?


Write the answers you get here:


___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


4. Who's your target audience?  Who's the target given your purpose?  Clearly there are many possibilities, but if you had to define the quintessential person, what does he/she look like?  

Age:

Sex:

Job Title:

Type of Business/Industry:

Years of Experience:

Level of Education:

How much do they know about your business and its terminology?
 
Where does he/she live?:

What else can you say to describe this person?:



 




Got a photo of this person?  Paste it here so you can see him/her as you write:









5. What will you write about?  Describe the scope of the topics you will cover, given the audience you’ve described and the business you are in.  Think like a magazine editor.

(Refer to the notes you took in “Exercise: Questions That I Receive Regarding My Business,” page 22)

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________





Topic Ideas.  It’s important to have a single place that you can capture (and later find) those great ideas that come to you in the middle of the month. Use this page to write down newsletter ideas as they come to you and refer back here when it’s time to write.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


6. Newsletter Voice and Personality.  Who is "talking?"  What is this person's background?  How would readers describe him/her?  How formal will you be?  Are you a peer, a guru, a service provider?

Review what you wrote in sections 2 and 3 of this appendix.  You want to make sure that the voice and personality of the newsletter reflects who you are and the way others see you.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________



E-Newsletter Formatting and Layout


7. What will the regular sections of your E-Newsletter be?  Create clear, fairly consistent sections where readers can find what they want.  Clearly separate the “about us” sections from the “useful” sections.


-------------------------------------------------------------- 


--------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------


--------------------------------------------------------------



8. What will you call the newsletter?  Make it interesting, intriguing, catchy.  The name is more about style than substance.  If you’re a solo practitioner looking to be considered the industry expert, include your name in it as well.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________















9. What will the subheading of the newsletter be?  The subheading should be all substance!  The subheading is what current subscribers will use to remember what they’ve signed up for; and those unfamiliar with the newsletter to understand what’s in here.  If you can get target audience, frequency and topic in the subheading, that’s a home run.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________




10. What do you love; what do you hate about the E-Newsletters you’ve already seen?  Make a list of the things you see in the newsletters of other companies (in the same field or not) that you either love or hate.  Be systematic about collecting fragments and creating your newsletter as the “super newsletter.”

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


E-Newsletter Delivery and List Management

11. What address will the newsletter be sent “from?”  This field is the primary signal people will use to separate SPAM from legitimate email.  It should come from your name or your company name (whichever is more well known), not from the name of the newsletter.

___________________________________________________________





12. If a reader clicks "reply," to what email address will their reply be sent?  You may want to set up a separate, “E-Newsletter Inbox,” so that you can easily sort newsletter email from all the other mail you get.

___________________________________________________________




13. How often will your newsletter be published (Monthly? Weekly?); what day will you publish on?  Frequency is important for your readers in building a relationship; consistency is important to you in getting it out the door on a regular basis. 

___________________________________________________________ 




14. What will your “opt in” policy be?  Who gets added to the list going forward?  Do you ask them, tell them, surprise them?  What’s your policy?

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________



15. What will your “add new names” procedure be?  How will you take the new contacts you make each month and integrate them with your existing list?

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


16. What information will you collect at sign up?  How much detail will you request?  How much detail will you require?

(1)__Email Address_______________________ 


(2)______________________________________


(3)______________________________________


(4)______________________________________


(5)______________________________________


(6)______________________________________


(7)______________________________________



17. What is the welcome message that new subscribers receive (via email) when they sign up?  Tell them what to expect; thank them for coming aboard; give them something for free; reassure them that they can get off at any time.  Shake their hand!

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________



18. What will the forward to a friend message say?  Tell them to share your newsletter, give them an easy tool for sending it to others, assure them of their friend’s privacy.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


19. What will your “About Us” text say?  Finally, a place to talk about yourself!  One or two sentence description, with a link to more information on your web site.

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________


20. In every newsletter, make sure you include:


___  An edition number and date





___  Complete company contact information 

 


___  An overview of this month's content


___  A copyright notice 


___  An introductory note signed by a human being


___  A way to sign up for the newsletter


___  An “about us” section
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Summary

		

		E-Newsletter Tracking Sheet Sample

		Putting all your statistics on a single page makes it easy to spot trends.  Create one of these for yourself and dump your data in here each month.

						A		B		C		D		E		F		G		H		I		J		K		L		M		N		O		P

				Mailed				Bounced				Net		Opened				Clicks				Opt Outs				Feedback				New Subscribers				Forwarded

		Issue		Date		Units		Units		%		Delivered		Units		%		Units		%		Units		%		Units		%		Units		%		Units		%

		Aug-07		4-Aug-07		1,642		35		2.13%		1,607		899		55.94%		65		7.2%		1		0.11%		25		2.78%		35		2.13%		23		2.56%

		Sep-07		1-Sep-07		1,685		45		2.67%		1,640		925		56.40%		58		6.3%		3		0.32%		20		2.16%		42		2.49%		17		1.84%

		Oct-07		6-Oct-07		1,702		46		2.70%		1,656		932		56.28%		85		9.1%		0		0.00%		31		3.33%		125		7.34%		35		3.76%

		Nov-07		3-Nov-07		1,765		49		2.78%		1,716		912		53.15%		55		6.0%		5		0.55%		19		2.08%		15		0.85%		16		1.75%

				Key:

				Bounced % = B/A

				Net Delivered = A-B

				Opened % = E/D

				Click % = G/E

				Opt Out % = I/E

				Feedback % = K/E

				New Subscribers % = M/A

				Forwarded % = O/E





